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The Veins and Mines of 
Tombstone, Arizona 

~bapttt ent-31ntrol.luctotp 

Location and History 

T HE mining district of Tombstone is in Cochise 
, County, Arizona, in the Mule 1\,lountains, known, 

also, as the :Mule P ass Range, It extends from 
the San Pedro River eastwardly t.owards the 

Dragoon Mountain range and has a general altitu de of from 
4400 to 4600 feet above tide wa tcr. T he city of T omb
stone, including the chief mines, is in latitude 3lo 40' and 
longitude 110°. It is about 40 mi les north of the inter
national boundary line-24 miles south of Benson, on 
the Southern Pacific trans-continental road, and is 9 
miles east of the San Pedro Ri" er at th e place known as 
Fairbank, upon the two lines of rail way extending south
ward fr0111 Benson, one line heing the rnternati () nal ~ from 
Benson to Guaymas via Nogales ; the other, the Arizona 
and Southeastern, extending from Benson t9 .Bisbee , via 
Naco Junction , and now extended to Douglas 'and points 
eastward towards Deming and E I Paso" The su\'\' eys ,have 
been made and the grading has c011lmenced for a branch 



12 Tombstone and Its Mines 
road from Fairbank to . Tombstone and beyond. This 
branch will supersede the nine miles of staging between 
Fairbank and Tombstone arid will give all rail connection 
with the overland trunk lines. Even now passengers leav
ing TucsoQ in the afternoon reach Tombstone early in the 
evening, but when the road is completed from Fairbank to 
Tombstone the trip will be much shortened in time and 
will be by rail for the entire distance. 

The grading for this road is progressing rapidly, and it 
is expected that trains will be running to Tombstone by the 
end of the year. It is being built by the owners of the 
EI Paso & Southwestern, generally understood to be the 
firm of Phelps, Dodge & Co., of New York. 

Mr. F. M. Murphy, President of the Development Com
pany of America, who has been specially connected with 
the development of railway communication in Arizona and 
is President of the Santa Fe, Prescott & Phcenix Railway; 
has projected a line to extend eastward from Phcenix by 
way of Florence and the valley of the San Pedro to Benson, 
where it will connect with the Southern Pacific and with the 
EI Paso & Southwestern, leading to Fairbank, Tombstone, 
Bisbee, Naco and Douglas. This line, when completed , will 
place Tombstone in rail connection with the Santa Fe system 
via Phcenix and Prescott. 

The Tombstone Consolidated Company up to the middle 
of the year 1902 had hauled from Fairbank and erected at 
the mines an aggregate weight of five hundred tons of 
machinery and supplies, including four great boilers, each 
weighing twenty-five tons. These required a specially con
structed wagon, a considerable expenditure upon the -road, 
and a -team of thirty-four horses. 

The position of Tombstone relatively to the railways and 
to other prominent mining camps is shown upon the accom
panying small map of the region (Fig. I, p. 13). 

T amustone and Its M illcs .13 ' 

This map sho\\'s the two north and sOl1th \·al1cys . 0-[ the 
Santa Cruz and of the Santa Pedro, each havillg' ·its 'source 
in Sonora, Mexico, and flowing nortllwards to the Gila of 
Arizona. 
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FIG. I. Sketch Map to Show P osi/ioll of TOlllbs/o/ie. · 
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Discovery by Schieffelin 
Up to the years 1877 and 1878 the Tombstone District 

was a comparatively unknown and unexplored region. It 
was infested with the murderous Apache savages, and few 
prospectors dared to go there. Being nearly in the center 
of \<nown and promising mineral-bearing districts it excited 
the hopes and expectations of prospectors, but was not ex
plored until Edward L. Schieffelin, braving the danger from 
the Indians, penetrated to its center and discovered its 
hidden riches. 

Schieffelin had found evidences of mineral wealth in a 
remote part of the region as early as 1877, and in the spring 
of 1878 he started from Huachuca with the intention of 
thoroughly prospecting the Mule Mountains, in which he 
felt sure great deposits of the precious metals would be 
found. His expedition was considered a very hazardous 
one, and Schieffelin was advised to take his tombstone with 
him. His enterprise and courage were rewarded by finding 
a heavy outcrop of rich ore at the very surface of the 
ground. The profusion of ore lying nearly fiat, and the 
absence of any well-defined linear outcrop, it would appear, 
were somewhat pU7.zling to him, for he located a claim 
transverse to ,the trend of the mineralizing vein and called 
it the ((Tottghmtt," and to the district he gave the name of 
"Tombstone." Returning with his samples to the settle
ments he persuaded his brother, Albert E. Schieffelin, and 
Richard Gird to join him in locating and working other 
.:Iaims'.* 

*Edward L. Schieffelin was born ·in the year 1848 in Western Pennsyl
\'ania, and moved with his father to Rogue River valley in Oregon. 
At the age of twenty-two years he went to the State of Nevada, where 
:1e worked for a time in the mines and then went prospecting, which 
was his favorite occupation. He reached Northern Arizona, and as far 
;outh as Signal and Wickenburg, on the Hasayampa. Here he joined 
I party of Indian scouts going to Camp Huachuca, on the west side of 
.he San Pedro, where he left them and crossed the valley to prospect 
he Mule Mountains, then one of the most dreaded haunts of the blood
h' rsty Apache Indians. Making his way alone between the hills he 
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These locations and the splendid results of milling opera
tions, adding millions of wealth to tile cOlllitry, form · a 
sufficiently enduring monument to the memory of Schieffe
lin. His remains, in accordance with his dying request, 
were interred at the summit of the Granite Hill, near the city 
of Tombstone, and are surmounted by a massive monument 
of granite bowlders, a view of which from a photograph 
will be found at the end of this report. 

Within four years after the discovery over one thousand 
claims had been located. .The richness and extensive char
acter of the ore-bodies attracted widespread attention, and 
development was rapidly extended until Tombstone became 
generally known as one of the most important mining dis
tricts of the country. l\tines were opened in all directions, 
the hills were dotted with hoisting works, mills were erected 
on the San Pedro: a city of thousands of inhabitants sprang 
up, water was brought in fr0111 the tops of the distant 
Huachuca IVlol1ntains, and the greatest mining activity pre
vailed. 

camped the first night near a ·small rivulet of water, among the 
granite bowlders, about seven miles east of the river. Hi.s prospccting 
was rewarded by the discovery of the rich Ol'e on the cl a im which he 
staked off and called Toughnut. He took sa mpl es with him back .to 
the settlements, some say to Globe and others to Tucson. where his 
brother Albert was working and Richard Gird was assaying. The 
results of the assay of the samples being highly satisiactory a partner
ship was formed and the three went to the claim and commenced the 
development which soon made Tombstone fa m Oll s in the annals of 
mining. 

Later, in 1880, the Schieffe1in Brothers and Gird sold the ir interests. 
Gird removed to the Rancho del Chino, Califo rnia. AI Schieffelin died 
of consumption and Edward resumed the life of a prospec tor, ·rcaching 
as far north as Alaska, hut made his home with hi s mother in Alameda, 
California. He was 011 a prospecting tour at the timc of hi s death, 
about the 14th of May, 1897, alone in his cahin twellt y mil es from Can
yonville, Oregon. All suspicions of foul play or suicide were removed by 
the evidence. His watch and money were fou nd upon thc body, also 
business papers and his plans for the immcdi ate future. 

On May 17, 1897, his brother, Charles L. Schicffeli n. telegraphed to 
Tombstone a request of his brother· that when he died he should be 
buried on the top of the granite hill about .three ll1iles west of · TOli1b
stone, where his body was laid to rest on Sunday, !llay 23, 1897. with 
impressive services. The wife, the mother and his brother were pres· 
ent. The funeral address was given by Colonel William Herring. . 

W. P. B. 
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Construction of Mills 
Mr. W. F. Staunton writes:* 
"Phenomenally rich ore in great abundance led to the 

speedy construction of mills, and by June, 1879, the Gird 
Io-stamp mill, the first in the District, and the machinery 
for which was hauled over 300 miles in wagons from Fort 
Yuma, on the Colorado River, then the terminus of the 
Southern Pacific Railway, was started. The . ore averaged 
over $roo per ton in value, and the tailings about $25. 
Other mills followed quickly, and there were soon 150 
stamps dropping on Tombstone ore. It was a dry camp. 
There was no water available for milling near the mines, 
and the mills were all located on the San Pedro River, at 
distances ranging from eight to ten miles away and in
volving an expenditure of $3.50 per ton for hauling the ore . . 
Wages and supplies were very high; railroads were hun
dreds of miles away, and the new camp was beset with diffi
culties <;>f all kinds; but such was the richness of the ores 
and their abundance that. notwithstanding the difficulties 
and the fact that treatment of the ores was not at first un
derstood, a large part of the values passed into the tailings. 

~"Mining was vigorously prosecuted with every pros
peh of continued success' in the numerous claims until a 
vast body of water was fonnd at the same general level and 
it .:became necessary to erect large pumping plants. Two 
were installed, one upon the Grand Central Claim and one 
upo~ .the Contention. These powerful . pumps steadily low
ered the level of the water, showing that it could be. con
trolled. It was also made evident that the surrounding 
mines were so connected by subterranean passages below 
the water-level that they could not be independently 
drained, and that concerted united action would be neces
saryto an e:qt1itabl~ division of the expense . 

• Letter of June 29, 1901, to the Development Company of America. 
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Tombstone and Its lvlines , 17 
"The camp was at first a dry one, a;ld ' the mills were located on the river, thus involving the necessity of an expensive wagon haul. There was little in the appearance or surroundings of the camp to suggest the existence of water, and when it was struck in the Sulphuret shaft, at the comparatively shallow depth of 500 feet, it was a surprise to all. Other shafts, including the Contention, Grand Central, West Side, Head Center and Empire, reached the water soon after, and demonstrated that it was to be found at practically the same level throughout the District. The mines at this time were still working in high-grade ore bodies far above the water, and no doubt was felt as to easily pumping it out and continuing down when it should become necessary. The Grand Central Company installed a line of direct-acting steam pumps capable of raising 500,000 gallons in 24 hours; but, to the surprise of all, the withdrawal of this amount of water produced no appreciable effect. The Contention Company then put in a plant of 12-inch Cornish pumps at an expense of about $150,000, and capable of raising 1,000,000 gallons in 24 hours, and again the attempt to sink was made, but it soon became evident that the combined capacity of the pumps was inadequate. The Grand Central then put in a line of 14-inch Cornish pumps of 1,500,000 gallons capacity, and at a cost of in the neighborhood of $200,000, and together the two Cornish plants gained steadily on the water and sinking below began. But much valuable time had been lost, and from a lack of appreciation of the seriousness of the problem the rate of dividends had gone on undiminished, without retaining an adequate reserve for contingencies .. ' Furthermore, there was a lack of harmony among , t~6seconcerned which prevented the attainment of the be~t ~es.ults. 
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':'1 The Water Controlled 
~. 
, "A depth of 100 feet below water-level was reached, and · 

U t was demonstrated thatthe water could be controlled; that 
.. ~ it was, in fact, a basin which, once exhausted, could be held 
J in check with a moderate expenditure for pumping. Other 
~. 'mines than the Grand Central and Contention took advan-
i tage of the recession of the water and began pushing down, 
, proving the continuance of the are below the water and its 
· excellent grade. Both the Grand Central and the Conten-
tion shafts were vertical, and it was necessary to cross-cut 

· for the ore-bodies. This was going on and very rich are 
~, found-that in the Contention assaying about $100 per ton 
" in gold. Up to this point (May, 1886) the situation was 
· good. The mines were still working in ore above the water, 

and it had been conclusively shown that the water could be 
controIled and mining go on indefinitely when a disastrous ' 
fire utterly destroyed the fine Grand Central hoisting works 

· and pumping machinery. There is no doubt that the Con
tention pumps could have held the water in check alone after 
this disaster until other machinery could have been put on 
the Grand Central, but differences arose between the C0111-

panies and pending the settlement of these the pumps were 
stopped and the shafts allowed to fill. Finally, through the 
carelessness of a watchman, the Contention plant took fire, 

· and its complete destruction postponed indefinitely the work
~.~ ing of the mines below the water." 
" After this succession of disasters several unsuccessful 
J~l.tt~mpts to effect a consolidation of the various interests 
: were made, and meantime deep mining at Tombstone was 
: suspended. For years past some of the mines have been 

"!- worked only in a small way on ore-bodies remaining above 
. ' the water leveL 
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Consolidation of Interests 
The Tombstone Consolidated Mines Company, Lt., re

cently organized, has succeeded in accomplishing the long 
desired consolidation of the mines, and has secured over 
seventy claims in the district, including all the more im
portant mines, the superficial area of the claims so secured 
being, approximately, two square miles. 

The list of claims in this consolidation includes: 
The Contention Consolidated Mining Company, four claims. 
The Grand Central Mining Company, twenty-six claims. 
The Tombstone Mill & Mining Company, eighteen claims. 
The Head Center & Tranquillity Mining Company, four 

claims. 
And other claims of different companies, together with all 
mills, millsites, buildings and machinery. 

This control and ownership permits of the adoption of a 
general plan of working to the best advantage, and the re
opening of the mines at the most important and desirable 
points. 

New Shaft and Pumps 
The Company has already located a new general shaft and 

has completed it to the water-level. This shatt measures 
7 feet by 22 feet in the clear and has four compartments, two 
for hoisting and two for pumping, A substantial double 
engine flat-cable hoist is now being erected, and every 
modern desirable appliance is beillg added to insure . rapid 
and economical work. 

The American Bridge Company has supplied a ~t~elhead
frame 79 feet high and 30 feet wide. The sh~ft h<i4se will 
be constructed of steel and made fire-proof. . . 

The pumps are supplied by the Prescott ' Steam Pump 
Company of Milwaukee. They are of the direct atting type, 
triple expansion, with steam cylinders in pairs, of 39 in .. 
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23 in. and 15 in. diameter. Diameter of water plunger 
"13 in., stroke 24 in. These pumps are 33 ft. 7f8 in. in length, 
9 ft. 8 in. wide and more than 6 ft. high. These powerful 
purrips will throw 1,750 gallons of water per minute, which 
is nearly 60 per cent. more than the combined pumping 
capacity of the old Grand Central and Contention pumpl'. 
They will be placed at the water-level in chambers .excavated 
for them, and two will be laid down there, one to be in 
reserve. 

Other pumps of the same type have been ordered and are 
under construction, that are proportioned to a 1,000 foot lift 
and will be ready to install when that depth is reached. All 
the above will be stationary and the falling water-level will 
be followed down by four movable pumps called sinkers. 
These will have 14 in. steam cylinders, water cylinders 8 in. 
and a stroke of 12 in. Each will throw 800 gallons per 
minute, an excess that is necessary to provide for moving 
them in succession without stopping the discharge of water. 

There will be four 200 horse-power boilers of the Morri
son corrugated internal furnace type, each 10 feet in 
diameter and 15 feet long. Crude oil will be used for fuel. 

This pumping plant will be one of the finest in America. 
t It is of large capacity, but the lift required will be quite 
~~ moderate. There is a large territory to be drained, for the 

seams and areas of crushed rock give the water access from 
·one p;ut of the District to another. 

' ,~ . The weight of all this material is above a million pounds, 
fk' ~exclusive of the hoisting engines, which are already on the 

' ~:" ·gro~nd. The machine shop of the Contention and Grand 
.'~,~ ~Central mines has been refitted and is now in use. 

. ,3t~+" The great advantages resulting from !he consplidation of 
" i!c'c'1'interests, aside from the necessity of united centralized effort 
". !~..~for the unwatering, ate evident. There is not only a great 
. t, ":'saving'in the cost of administration but of working. '. Instead 
l" of independent hoisting works, each with a corps of en
.':' ::gineers, firemen and ,attendants, with the cost of maintenance 

It 
,,<'.i. 
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of independent shafts, one central hoisting pfant suffices 
for several claims. Instead of separate underground work
ings without connection or unity the mining can be projected 
and carried forward on one comprehensive plan. The office 
work is lessened and centralized, amI fewer 'large salaries 
have to be paid. Thus the cost of production per ton is 
greatly lessened. Costly and vexatious litigation is avoided. 

The rapid development of such great stores of mineral 
riches made every foot, indeed every inch, of length upon 
the lodes of great value. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
in the complexity of end lines and side lines, fractional claims 
and irregularities of locations all under different ownership, 
differences should have arisen which could be settled only by 
the courts. 

Extent of Workings 
Important and costly suits were instituted, involving ques

tions not alone of territorial right but of the nature and 
extent of the lodes, requiring the most careful underground 
surveys and the services of experts in mining and mineral 

~uJI deposits. We are indebted largely to this costly and an~ 
An;P mated litigation in 1882 for suites of elegant maps and sec-

/J V""l. {1V-' tions of the mines and for the intimate knowledge gained 
yJ. tftJ of the s..tructure, direction and value of the lodes and de-, 

~1.nJ.- posits. ;Since the consolidation of interests and the merger 
.;.; ~\'II ~ of properties and values in the new company their maps and 
,~.,y ~~data have become common property and are now deposit~d 
U{~ 6 in the office of the Company at Tombstone. Dividing lines 

have ceased to be lines of contention and waste of energy . 
The many miles, said to be over twenty, . of gallerie!/, 

drifts, cross-cuts, shafts and winzes in the several properties 
of the Contention-Grand Central Lode, e?pecially those of 
the lower levels, are in good condition to-day and have be
come the property of the new Company. These workings 
are of great value, giving as they do immediate access to 
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different parts of the property, saving hundreds of thou
sands of dollars which would otherwise have to be expended '/ 
in exploration preparatory to deeper work. 

This combination is one of the notable examples of the 
value to the laboring man, and to the community at large, 
of the consolidation of interests. Without such unison the 
mines would lie idle to-day as for nearly two decades past, 

, but by united effort they are re-opened; Tombstone is resur
rected-repeopled-and is connected by rail with the great 
trans-continental lines. 

This beneficent condition has been largely brought about 
oy the personal influence and energy of Hon. E. B. Gage, , 
now the President of the Tombstone Consolidated Mines 
Company, whose likeness from a photograph appears as the 
frontispiece of this Report. >I< 

, Mr. Gage has changed his residence from Prescott to 
Tombstone and now occupies the home and offices formerly 
the headquarters of the Tombstone Mill & Mining Company. 
He will give his direct personal attention to the work of 
development and operation of the consolidated properties, 
and will be aided by W . F. Staunton, M.E., General Mana
ger of the Company, and formerly Superintendent of the 
Tombstone Mill & Mining Company's mines, and also by 

• Mr. Gage was born in Pelham. New Hampshire. Oct. 2. 1839. He 
was educated in boyhood at the Common School. and at the age of 
fifteen entered the Preparatory School at Phillips Academy. Andover. 
Massachusetts. and went from there to Dartmouth College. where he 
was graduated in the Scientific Department in 18S8. In the winter of the 
year 1877 he went to Arizona. and in April of 1878 he purchased an 
interest in the Grand Central Mines. then recently opened. and has 
beel) connected with that property ever since as President and Superin
tendent. 

In the year 1892 he took up the matter of the purchase of the Con
gress Mine in Yavapai County for himself and his associates. and has 
since been connected with the property as the President of the Congress 
Company. For the past five years Mr. Gage has been the President of 
the Phrenix National Bank of Arizona, and one of the directors about 
the same length of time. He has served the Territory officially for four 
years as one of the Prison Commissioners. and was President of th~ 
Capitol Commission during the time of the erection of that building 
He is now one of the directors of the Santa Fe. Prescott & Phreni> 
Railway, one of the branches of the Santa Fe System. 

W. P. B. 
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H . J. Gray, all of whom are successful men in the mining 
business, with wide experience in mining generally, and have 
a thorough personal experience in, and knowledge of, the 
mines held by this Company, 

The relative position of the more important claims and 
mines are shown upon the map whi ch accompanies this de
scription. It is on a scale of 666 feet to the inch and exhibits 
at a glance the chief underg round workings marking the 
course of the Contention L ode and of the several extensive 
bedded deposits of ore pitching towards the Contention. 

Water Supply 
" 

Tombstone is supplied with water from the H uachuca 
Mountains some 25 luiles away, across the valley of the San 
Pedro. This water is gathered from the brooks of the higher 
canons in the pine forest region. It is derived largely from 
the melting of the winter snows and is excellent in quality, 
clear, cold and very pure and soft. It is received in small 
reservoirs and conducted to a seven-inch wrought iron pipe, 
through which it floows down the mountain across the valley 
over rolling hills and elevations to the distrilHl ting reservoir 
on the hill above the Grand Central mine, from which the 
water is delivered to the mines and the city, under high pres
sure. This reservoir is cut in the solic! rocks and cemented, 
and is 365 feet higher than the corner of Toughnut and 
First Street. The principal streets have water mains and 
fire hydrants at the corners. These water works are said 
to have cost nearly half a million of c1oIla rs,~\I1d are in good 
condition to-day. The possession of snch a wateOr supply is 
of great economic value to the mi nes ane! rec.luctic)O 'works 
and greatl'y facilitates the resumption of . a~t ive work 'besides 
its importance to the health of the place and the protection 
it affords against destructive fires. 
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Climate 
Tombstone enjoys a most salubrious climate. It is con

sidered one .of the most favored places for residence in the 
mining region of Arizona. The heats of summer are tem
pered by the elevation and dry air. The nights are always 
cool. The coldest days of winter are not severe, and out
door work can continue without interruption from frosts or 
snow. 

\ 

I 

I 

<lI:bapttt 'm:\no-~eolom? 

B 
RIEFL Y stated, the rock formations of Tomb
stone consist of ancient sedimentary strata of lime
stone, shale and quartzite of Pal::eozoic age, prob
ably Carboniferous, flanked by g ranite rock of 

igneous intrusion and uplift, hy which, or from other causes~ 
these strata were thrown into wave-like folds. These folded 
beds are cut across by a system of plutonic dikes and mineral 
veins. 

Folded Strata 

The folded strata present a sllccession of anticlines and 
synclines on a small scale as compared with the mountain
making flexures of the Appalachian and other mountain 
chains, but of the same general form and nature. These 
folds are locally known as " roll s," and they may be traced 
along the chief arroyo or dry water course, where they are 
cut across by erosion, and also in some of the mines. They 
may be likened in form to the waves of the sea, or to a series 
of wrinkles, for the larger folds have still smaller sub
ordinate foldings upon them. Some of the anticlines are 
rounded and arch-like, others are sharp and angular and 
broken. The amplitude varies froin a few feet to many 
yards. Erosion of these folds brings to v i<,'!.w' at the surface 
double lines of outcrop converging to a poil1t,or di:verging, 
according to the pitch of the fold and the angle o'f the sur
face cutting. A sketch, vertical section, representing folds 
visible in the side of the Tombstone arroyo below the North
west shaft will serve to indicate the nature and form of these 

25 
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Hexures in the limestone and shales of the chief mineral
bearing formation of the camp. 

I 

I 
I 

FJG. 3. Section to lllt,strate Rock-foldi"g. 
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These 'folded strata have special importance in the dis
tribution of one of the forms of ore deposit, for ores have 
been extracted in greater quantity from the upper or arched 
portions of the anticlines than from the troughs, or synclines. 
. The folded structure of the Tombstone strata, as also tqc 
occurrence of ores in the veins, and in bedded deposits, were 
described by me in a communication to the American In
stitute of Mining Engineers in the year 1882.* 

The original discovery of ore by Schieffelin, as already 
noted, was at the outcropping crest of one of such folds on 
the Toughnut claim, where the anticline came up to the 
surface, and the upper layer had been worn away, revealing 
an ore deposit of broad extent following the bedding of 
limestone in the form often described as "blanket deposit." 

The crests of such folds or anticlines are not horizontal, 
but have a decided pitch or plunge below the surface down
wards, distinct from the dip. In the Contention-Toughnut 
series this downward pitch is towards the course of the 
Contention lode workings. . 
. It is found by a careful study of the underground works 
of the different claims that there are several parallel anti
clinal folds, locally termed "rolls," traversing the ground 
, • The Geology and Veins of Tombstone, Arizona, by William P. Blake, F.G.S. Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, Volume X, pages 334-345. February, 1882. 
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west of the Grand Central, Contention, Head Center, Tran
quillity and Empire, and pitching towards th~se claims at 
such an angle as to intersect the dike and lode traversing 
these claims at a considerable depth below the water-level. 
These phenomena are more fully descriGed and illustrated ill 
the chapter relating to porphyry dikes and lodes, to which 
reference is made. See pages 52 - 55 · 

In addition to the granite anel the stratified beds, so bent, 
crumpled and folded, there are intrusions of porphyry in 
the form of dikes coming up from unknown deep-seated 
sources, filling great clefts and fissures across the beds, and 
bringing with them, especially along the Grand Central and 
Contention claims, deposits of the precious metals-gold 
and silver. There is also a system of veins, marked by out
crops of quartz, cutting the strata in a general east and west 
direction transverse to the axes or direction of the folds of 
the beds and making a sli ght angle with the general direc
tion of the igneous dikes. ,- . 

Three Groups of Strata .. 
There appear to be three distinct groups or series of strati

fied formations in the Tombstone Di strict. It will at least 
be convenient to so divide them for pmposes of description: 

I. The Contention and Toughnut Series. 
2. The Manganiferol1s or Luck-Sure Series, 
3. The Emerald Series. 

Each of these groups presents some radical di,(f,I!'rences of 
composition, structure, position, or age, i~sdtying their 
separate consideration. All the st rata have beeri 'i..tplifted ,at 
different angles; and all have been subjected ·to il'loreodess' 
breakiilg and dislocation. The phenomen~ ,of pli~~ti9n aria ' 
folding are shown chiefly in the first or ContentioJ'l!' Series 
of formations, in which the more extensi~e ' mines ;" of the 
District are found. The solid formation's are much hidden 
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from view by the superficial accumulations of broken frag
ments spread over the surface and generally known as 
"wash." This wash is often several feet deep, especially 
along the course of the larger arroyos. 

This surface accumulation as well, also, as the form of the 
surface; the hills and depressions, show that there was a 
vast amount of erosion of the rocks; a cutting away of the 
formations since their uplift, and since the formation of the 
deposits of ore. This has important economic significance, 
as will be shown when the relation of the water-level to the 
ores is discussed. 

These three groups of formations will now be considered 
in succession: 

1. Contention-Toughnut Series 

The nature and succession of the beds of the stratified 
formation can be seen in partial sections along the chief 
ravines and partly in the drifts, tunnels and shafts of the 
mines, but' the best continuous section of a part of the series 
was obtained by boring v,:ith a diamond drill at a place where 
the strata were least disturbed, at the corner of Seventh and 
Fremont Etreets, in the city of Tombstone, to a total depth 
of 436 feet. Water was reached at the depth of 432 feet 
from the surface. The underlying "White Limestone" was 
penetrated. by the drill twenty feet, but its thickness was not 
determined at that point. It is much thicker than the 
heaViest bed of blue limestone and is the lowest formation 
yet reached in the mining operations upon this group of 
rocks. It is dolomitic. The blue limestones are totally 
different in appearance and are fossiliferous, but the fossils 
are confused and broken and are not recognizable specifically 
but are apparently Carboniferous in type. 
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.... ormation. Thickness. T otal Depth FIG. 4· 

I. Soil and "cement" -Caliche.. 5 ' 5 O'~~~~~~:'~~""":,~£ 
D . I CI . h I k ?Ih and Fro",on'I'" 2. etnta, ay WIt oose roc _Su" ••• 

of limestone and quartzite. 55 60 ~ 
3· Shale, loose and broken . . . . .. 9 69 
4· Blue Limestone...... . . . . . . 2 7 I 
5· Broken Shale and Quartzite ... J 7 88 
6. Blue Limestone......... . .. 2 

7. Grey Quartz, iron stained and 
broken.. . . . .... ... . . . . . . 8 

8. Black Shale, broken.. . . . . . . . 2 

9· White Quartz, iron stained . .. IO 

10. Black Shale, broken.. . . . . . .. 4 
I I. Grey Quartz, iron stained, 

90 

98 
100 

I IO 

114 

~ 

~~f.~~: 

fO 

broken... .. .. ... .. . . . . . . 8 
12. Black Shale .............. . 
13. Quartzite, Grey ........... . 
14. Black Shale .... . . . ..... .. . 

2 0 

4 
8 

122 

1 2 40 m=$ID 
128 0 ~f--t-'-'-1 
1360 ~=~.., 
141 15. Quartzite, Grey ...... . .. . . . 4Y2 

16. Black Shale ............. .. 12 0 

17· Shale with calcareous seams.. 2 0 
18. Quartzite, brown stained. . . .. 13 
19· Quartzite, hard -' blue, with 

1530 

169 1"·1 

pyrites at bottom .... ..... 2 [ I90 

20. Blue Limestone .. .... ... ... 10 200 

21. Hard Quartzite, iron stained, 28 228 

22. Black Siliceous Shale. . . . . . .. 2 230 
23· Blue Limestone.... .. . . . . .. 53 283 
24. Black flinty Cjuartz, limestone 

and quartzite (assay 3.2 oz. 
silver) ............ . ~ 7 290 

25. Blue Limestone...... . . . . .. I 29 1 '~i 
26. Quartzite, Novaculite .. . .. . . 125 4 TO 
27. \Vhite Limestone ..... .... . . 

Water-level ....... ....... . 
Bottom of Hole ........... . 

The so-called quartzites of thi s part , '. 
Section are very fine in grain without the uSllal ,;~} 
granular structure, and may he properl y ca1.1ed J11~ 
novaculites, or hone-stones. This is true espe- ~~ 
cially of the lower bed, 125 feet in thick1less. It ~ 
is a white, compact, dense rock, breaking with a :,ij 
conchoidal fracture and without visible grains. itj 

~'~ ." 
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. The series of formations represented by this Section is 
surmounted or overlaid conformably by shales and quartz
ites, the quartzites being the highest rocks in the series. They 
are largely developed on the Contention Hill and a~ the 
Grand Central mine, where they form the outcropping rocks 
dipping easterly. They are grey in color, the sandy grains 
are distinct; diagonal or cross stratification is found, and 
they might properly be described as sandstones, not being so 
firmly consolidated and vitrified as typical quartzite. Similar 
sandstones crop on the Tranquillity claim, and they may 
be found in most of the cross-cuts on the different levels of 
the Contention mine and elsewhere. It will be noted that 
shale beds form an important part of the total thickness of 
the series of beds perforated by the drill. The shales are 
generally thinly bedded, and are siliceous rather than argil
laceous or calcareous. The outcrops are generally fissile, 
rusty and much broken, but in depth the color is much 
darker and often almost black. There is doubtless a general 
distribution of iron pyrites and perhaps of organic matter 
in these shales. By weathering, the pyrites are decomposed 
and the outcrops assume a rusty brown color and break up 
into fragments. 4-

The hills and slopes lying west of the Contention and 
Grand Central are underlaid by this shale formation, while 
lower down at the Toughnut and Goodenough the limestones 
appear at the surface and are succeeded by the novaculite and 
the lower limestone, or dolomite, which crops out near the 
Combination Incline and is again found cropping out along 
.the lower portions of Tombstone gulch towards the granite 
. contact near Fisher's Mill. It is often referred . to as the 
"lower lime" or lower "white lime" and also as the dolomite, 
to distinguish it from the upper beds of blue limestone, where 
the chief bedded masses of ores occur. There does not ap
pear to be any well exposed outcrop of this lower limestone 
in depth, and its exact thickness is not made evident. In 
tracing out the structure along Tombstone gulch, several out-

t 
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crops are found below the Defence rolls and are supposed to 
be portions of this lower series of rocks. 

The well-formed crest of a single anticl inal is a good ex
ample of folding and at the same tilDe shows a thick body of 
shale overlying a stratum of siliceous li mestone, probably 
magnesian. It crops out in the lower part of Tombstone 
gulch not far from the contact with the g ranite near Fischer·s 
Mill and is no doubt a lower member of the lower white 
limestone series. The crest or saddle of the bed is occupied 
by a crushed up body of siliceous rock-,-probably a siliceous 
shale. A bed of grey sandstone crops on the right and is 
probably repeated on the left but is co"crcd by the overJyillg 

FIG. 5. Example of an A ut iclill al Fold. 

s L L s Q 

LL Limestone 5 Sha l ~ Q Qu artz ito 

wash. The shales are blue and brown in color and are silice
ous. The portion of the rocks shown by the section repre
sents only a part of a succession of folds of siliceous lime
stones, shales and sandstones, and it is fa ir to conclude that 
deep explorations on the Contention Lode will eventually 
penetrate this series of strata . 
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I I. Manganiferous Limestone 
Under this designation I place a series of thickly bedded 

massive limestones in which ore-deposits characterized by 
large amounts of manganese ore are found, and from which 
manganiferous silver ore has been produced in quantities. 

This series of limestone beds is developed chiefly in the 
western and southern part of the District in the higher and 
more hilly region west and south of U. S. Mineral Monu
ment No.2, and upon the mineral claims formerly known 
as the Lucky Cuss, Luck Sure, Wedge, Sunset, Knoxville 
(Stonewall), Anchor and the Grand Dipper. 

The limestone crops out boldly at the Lucky Cuss shaft 
and west of it to the contact with the granite, along and near 
which the rock is changed to a white crystalline limestone. 
This limestone extends around the end of the ridge sur-. 
mounted by the United States Mineral Monument No.2 and 
gradually rises to the top of the ridge, and as the distance 
from the granite increases the blue color replaces the white. 
And at the summit of the ridge southwards the limestones ( 
are nearly black and are much seamed with small veins of S 
white calcite. The general trend of the strata ' is east and 
west. An observation near the summit of the ridge some 
distance south of the monument gave N. 8° W., dip 
West, 72°. 

Further south the strike and dip change somewhat, with 
evidences of a curve or bend towards the Emerald Series. 
In these dark colored and massive beds opposite the Emerald 
and 'north of the Emerald arroyo one of the beds is character
ized by the presence of innumerable minute encrinal 'stems 
visible only upon weathered surfaces where the stems stand 
out a little and give the rock a peculiar rough feeling to the 
touch. These little fossil encrinal stems are less than a milli
metre in diameter. A freshly fractured surface does not 
show the presence of fossils, but is fine, granular and sub-
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crystalline. Chemical tests show the pre.scnce of only 'a small 
quantity of magnesia in this rock, and it cannot be classed 
as a dolomite. An analysis of the Knoxville limestone, a 
blue and compact sample from the west end of the mine, gave 
90.75 of lime carbonate, 2.85 of magnesia carbonate and 5.20 
per cent of silica. This and the following analyses were 
made by Mr. Frank C. Earle for Mr. Goodale. 

The limestone from the main working shaft of the Lucky 
Cuss near the contact with granite, a white and crystalline 
rock, gave only a trace of magnesia and 6 per cent. of silica. 
A sample representing the general character of the limestone 
of the Luck Sure belt was also without magnesia and had 
only 2.41 per cent. of silica. 

The chief mines in this series of rock arc th~ Knoxville, 
Lucky Cuss and the Luck Sure. These have been liberal 
producers of manganiferous sil ver ore. This ore occurs in 
irregular seams and bodies in the midst of the altered lime
stones. 

Mr. Charles VV. Goodale, who for several years was gen
eral manager of the Knoxville Mine, has\.directcd special 
attention to the silver-bearing mung-ani fcroLls ores of the 
Lucky Cuss, Knoxville, Luck Sure amI \Vedge mines, named 
in the order of their importance. At the da te of his paper, 
July, 1887,* these mines had produced over 750,000 ounces 
of silver. 

The limestone belt in which the Knoxville ore-bod ies occur 
is about 1680 feet wide and rests on granite on the north. 

The same authority states that in cross-cutting the lime
stone from the mine a great variation in its character was 
observed, some portions were so siliceol1s as to appl'pach the - ----........ .. ," ".' 

nature of guartzite, but the greater part of the rockcont~Jned.:., 
940 per cent. of lime carbonate. No certain evidences ~ of :-<" 
stratification in these Knoxville limestones were .obs.erv.ed.;. :," . 

The ores occur in these rocks in close ass6ciatiQn ' with~tK~' 
* Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, 

Volume XVII, page 767. July, 1887. 
3 
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oxides of manganese in the form of irregular pipes, '.vhich 
ar.e more particularly described in the chapter devoted to the 
descrip~ion of the veins or lodes, in which also a discussion 
of the probable origin of the manganiferous ores will be 
found. See Chapter III, p. 43. 

Massive Conglomerate and 
Breccia 

By crossing the limestone ridge from the Luck Sure claim 
in a southeasterly direction into the valley of Lucky Cuss 
gulch a very different group of rocks is found in a double 
line of croppings of massive conglomerate standing nearly 
OIl edge. It extends in a general southeast direction from the 
U. S. Mineral Monument NO.2 across the Luck Sure, the 
C. O. D., Mizzen Top, Anchor, Telephone and Grand Dipper 
claims to the Rattlesnake claim where it disappears tinder 
the thick deposits of the Emerald Gulch. 

For the greater part of this distance, especially where 
the croppings are near to the heavy croppings of limestone, 
this broken formation is made up of well-rounded pebbles 
<I.nd bowlders of limestone, mingled with pebbles of quartz 
and pebbles and bowlders of feldspar-porphyry. There are 
also intercalated layers of sand, the whole appearing to be 
a stratum of coarse and sandy conglomerate, such as would 
be formed along a coast by wave action-a regular beach 
shingle. As, however, we trace out this conglomerate reef 
~o the. top of the hill above the Lucky Cuss and reach the 
vicinity of the quartzites and novaculite, the fragments of 
the reef change in character and are made up largely of the 
adjoining rocks, thus indicating an origin by shearing-a 
shear zone. But there are bowlders of more distant origin, 
making it difficult to give an explanation of the origin of this 
peculiar breccia and conglomerate, which requires further 
study. 
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loIG. 6. Synclinal Fold. U. S, M. IvL, No. '2., 
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Tbis ridge thus gives evidence of a strong, sharp, synclinal 
flexure, terminating, or runlling OLlt, just above the Lucky 
Cuss. It is either a synclinal fold or a double shear . zone, 
and in either case forms a strongly marked oi vision between 
the heavy croppings of the Lucky Cuss and Luck Sure lime
stones on the west and the hill s which are believed to be 
formed of the Contention-Toughnut series 011 the east. The 
fold extends nearly parallel with the Luck S ure limestones 
for a part r t least of its comse and terminates in a bluff-like 
hill above the Lucky Cuss while the croppings of the novacu
lites or siliceous sbaly beds bend around the hill , parallel with 
one or more thin beds of limestone lower down the hill. This 
strongly developed change of format ion leads me to qi.lestion 
the supposed conformity of the Contention series with the 
manganiferous series. Thcre seems to be a break in the con
tinuity of the strata along the eastern side o f this synclinal 
fold. But this is not clearly made out, and the' relations of 
these formations are admitted to be extrcmeTy obscure and 
difficult to unravel. requirin g further study and accui-ate 
mapping. The strtlctll\'e so far as it coule! be determined 
is clearly synclinal. witb the axis of the trougil pitching 
southeasterly. The northern hig-hest end forms the top of 
the hill overlooking the Lucky Cu~s. The novaculites and 
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one, at least, of the beds of limestone appear to underlie the 
conglomerate and to passin V-like outcrops each side of the 
ridge. The limestone on the west side, adjoining the 
granite, is possibly folded upon itself, 

The limestone largely developed at the Lucky Cuss is inter
stratified with white novaculite (generally called "quartzite" 
in the' camp.) These beds with the limestone are gener
ally regarded as the equivalent of the white limestone under
lying the Contention and Toughnut beds. It is supposed 
that this lower limestone is here uplifted from below the 
series of blue limestones and shales and that these blue lime
stones and shales rest conformably upon the limestone of the 
Lucky Cuss, which in its turn is supposed to rest conforma
bly upon the next underlying series I have designated as the 
Emerald Series, which includes the heavy quartzites of the 
Ajax Mountain. In other words, all the formations men
tioned are regarded as lying in parallel beds from the u'pper 
sandstone of Contention Hill to the base of the A iax quartz
ite and even lower. This appears to be the view held by 
Mr. Staunton, Mr. Gray and Prof. Church. It greatly sim
plifies the subject and may be the correct interpretation of 
the phenomena. It may be the correct solution of what I 
believe all of these careful, close observers regard as a diffi
cult problem, especially as it is presented along the eastern 
base of the Lucky Cuss hill, between the blue limestone series 
and the Lucky Cuss limestones. 

Professor Church, in a recent communication to the In
stitute of Mining Engineers, * represents in a section entire 

" conformity of the formation from the Randolph limestone 
at the base upwards through the Ajax quartzite, ,the Emer
ald limestone and the Lucky Cuss limestone and Herschel 
quartzite to the Contention series. 

* The Tombstone. Arizona. Mining District, by John A. Church. 
Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers. New York 
and Philadelphia, meeting February and May, 1902. 
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I I 1. Emerald Series 
In the western part of the District, beY0J1(! the ma'nganifer

ous series from a deep gulch on the Ecstasy Claim eastward 
to and across the Emerald Claim, there is an interesting 
series of beds of limestone shales and quartzites cropping 
with extreme regularity and all dipping eastward at an angle 
of about 30°, north and south strike. T he upper members 
consist chiefly of massive lim!'!stone weathering with a rough 
rugose surface forming the mass of the mountain back of 
and south of the Emerald mine. Th is limestone rests on a 
series of argillaceous limestones with many shaly partings 
forming sharply defined linear croppings, Then under a bed 
of shales there is a foundation of regularly bedded clean 
quartzites of vitreous even grain, somewhat colored red with 
oxide of iron, and over 400 feet thick. These quartzite beds 
resemble those of the Huachuca Mountains. They are regu
larly and evenly bedded. They do not resemble in composi
tion or position the sandstone beds of the Contention series. 
They are apparently lower in geological horizon and older. 

FIG. 7. Sketch Cross-section of the Emerald Series. 

Limestones Arg illa c eous Beds Quartzite 

The rough rugose limestone and dolomi te of the 'Emerald .. 
is very different in its appearance from the limestones of the 
Luck Sure, which last are darker in color, of'tell .quite black, 
Eke coal, and traversed by innumerable sn1all seanls of white 
calcite. This kind of limestone is la rgely developed on the 
ridge south of the U. S. Mineral Monument NO.2 and it is 
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, in strong contrast with any of the beds of the Emerald series. 
This of itself indicates a difference of horizon and that there 
is a ,vide separation in age between the rocks of the two 
series. Moreover the strike or trend of the Emerald series 
is very different from the trend of the limestones of the Luck 
Sure, and there appears to be a line of break or demarcation 
between the two groups following the general course of 
Emerald Gulch. The lines of strike of the two series of beds 
here make an included angle of about 120°. 

It is also to be noted that the great beds of regularly strati
fied quartzite cropping in the Ecstasy Claim if prolonged on 
their line of strike northward, would pass through or under 
the Luck Sure limestones and the well-defined croppings of 
the Lucky Cuss without the probability of conformity. 

It thus appears that there are great lithological and struc
tural differences between these two series of rocks. 

I therefore conclude that the Emerald series is entirely 
distinct from the Luck Sure series and that the two systems 
are separated by a great dislocation in an approximately east 
and west direction. 

Comstock Hill 
An elevation a short distance north of Tombstone consists 

of a remarkable series of stratified limestones generally in 
thin layers alternating with siliceous beds all standing on 
edge and much altered by the underlying granite uplift and 
by plutonic dikes. This alteration consists in the loss of 

.color of the limestone, it being changed from blue to white 
and in the formation of crystalline silicates, especially of 
idocrase (vesuvianite). 

There is a thin dike of diorite on the south side of the 
summit showing at intervals, and on the eastern slo'pe of the 
hill a cropping , of similar rock some ten feet or more in 
width. The direction or strike of the beds is generally nearly 
east and west (N. 85°-90° \V,) at the summit, but this 

I 

I

I 
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direction changes on the eastern end lmtil the strike is nearly 
N. 450 W., there being apparently a curve in the beds due 
to folding. 

FIG, 8. Sketch Cross-sec/ion of COlils/oell Hill. 
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The accompanying sketch cross-section of the hill will give 
an idea of its general form, and of the st rata, which disap
pear on all sides under the gravelly accumulations of the 
plain, the "wash," which conceal the contact with the adjoin
ing granite. This hill is surmounted by the United States 
Mineral Monument NO.5· 

These Comstock Hill strata appear to me to be the equiva- , 
lents of the similar series of beds observed at the Emerald 
Claim and west of it. They do not rcsemhle the ore-bearing 
series of l:mestones of Central Tombstone, with which there 
does not appear to be any connection. I am not able to cor
;'elate the two groups of strata nor to show the correlation 
of the Comstock Hill series with those of the Emerald except , 
by similarity of lithological characters and stratification. 

The bordering granite sweeps around from the contact 
above Fisher's Mill to the foot of Comstock HilI and appears 
to have been the chief agent of metamorphism of. tile series 
of limestones as a whole, while local metambrphisllJ is due 
largely to the intrudecl dike, T hese COlllstocl.;: ;Hi,lI' dikes 
do not appear to have any special S,ig-lli flcal!ce 'r~garcling the 
ore deposits of the camp, and so far have ' I1()fbeen" fourid 
to be ore-bearing. 
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Faults and Dislocations 
The Contention-Toughnut series appears to have been a 

region of considerable faulting of moderate extent. The 
surface of the region near the Toughnut workings, and those 
of the Goodenough and Way Up presented abundant evi
dences of dislocation. So also the upper levels of the Con
tention mine developed the presence of several faults by 
which the normal dip and position of the strata were much 
disturbed. The shifting of a block of the Contention lode 
to the westward on the Head Center gave cause of costly 
litigation. It gave the appearance of two parallel veins. And 
at other points the dislocation and overlapping of the parts 
of the lode give, practically, the effect of two or more lodes 
on the same level. This condition was discussed in my paper 
of 1882. 

Among other interesting phenomena of the formations 
of the Contention and Toughnut series there is a remarkably 
well-defined break and fault plane across the strata hr be
yond the lode ·showing in the left bank of Emerald gulch 
some distiIJ1Ce from the south end of the Grand Central 
ground between the Grand Dipper and the Bunker Hill 
claims. It shows in one side only of the gulch. One side of 
the break consists of a body of shales standing on edge, of a 
dark color but hard and siliceous. These are cut off at nearly 
right angles by the slip or break. The other side of the 
break is formed of a nearly vertical wall of rocky fragments, 
the result of the crushing movement, cemented together by 
mfiltrated lime-carbonate, like caliche. It makes a firmly 
cemented mass of large and small blocks and fragments of 
limestone, shales and quartzite, evidently the crushed-up 
strata through which the movement took place. The blocks 
are angular. The full breadth of this crushed zone is not 
shown as the cemented mass passes under and is covered by 
the wash. An attempt has been made to show the break in 
plan by the annexed illustration. 
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FIG. 9. Piau of Fmtlting Plane Crossing E'JilCTOld Gulch. 
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The outcropping beds are cut diagonall y ac ross by the 
gulch, showing a succession of siliceous shales, quartzite and 
a red and green schistose rock to a Lcd of hard blue lime
stone about si;:ty paces up the gulch. These beds trend N. 
76° to 80° VI est magnetic, and arc nearl y vertical. The 
trend of the fault-plane is North about IOO to 20° East, 
magnetic, and its dip is 820-83° eastwardly. The extent of 
the throw coulc! not be determined as the detrital rnaterial of 
the surface covers the strata from view. The 'movement may 
have been vertical as well as hori zontal. 

This faulting plane gives every evidence of being of con
siderable e?Ctent. If prolongeel north ward in the,' direction 
seen at its . only exposure in E merald Gulch it ~vould pass 
through th~ series of locations lying east of the Gr;:tn~."Gei1," 
tral and ~he Contention, and would be approxi~~t'ely 
parallel with the Contention d ike. In the other di rection, 
northward, it would intersect the Bunker Hi ll and" Rattle
snake claims toward U . S. IVl ineral ?-ilOl1ument No.6. Other 
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examples of faulting are described and illustrated in the fol
lowing Chapter III upon the ore-deposits . . 

Rhyolite 
An area of rhyolite is found on the State of Maine claim. 

This is far outside of, and west of, the other claims and 
groups. The ore-deposit, or vein, is also in a very different 
group of rocks, being in a plutonic mass of syenitic quartz 
porphyry of a grey color and fine grain and very hard. The 
XXX Mine adjoining is in similar rock, and is opened by an 
incline at an angle of 300 dipping westward. The strike of 
the quartz vein is nearly magnetic north and south. 

East of the line of these claims there is a belt of rhyolitic 
rock in vertical layers, tufaceous and fragmentary, trending 
N. 200 East, and still further east, a second belt of quartz 
porphyry and of rhyolite 200 to 300 feet wide. Granite does 
not appear, but the contact of these rhyolitic and porphyrit~c 
plutonic rocks with shales is found near to the Last Chance 
house on the Charleston road. 

Granite 
This is a compact homogeneous fine-grain granitic rock 

without stratiform or gneissic structure, and is no doubt in
trusive. It crops for some miles in the direction of Fair
bank and forms an abundance of large rounded bowlders of 
disintegration. This rock has a pleasing grey color, is easily 
worked into good building blocks and was used for the 
Schieffelin monument and for the foundation blocks of the 
hoisting and pumping engines. 

·It appears to have risen into the m·iclst of the Tombstone 
formation and forms a broad belt, or dike-like mass, \vest of 
the Lucky Cuss and Old Guard claims. It is bordered on the 
western side by conglomerates, shales, quartzites and lime
stones, the relation of which to the stratified formations on 
the east of the granite cannot be ascertained without further 
surveys and a good map. 

'T( 
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T
wo distinct classes ~f minera l deposits are repre

sented in the Tombstone District: I. Veins or 
lodes. 2. Interbedded or D1anket Deposits. 

The original discovery was made upon the 
outcropping of a blanket deposit found in close association 
with the main bed of blue limestolle and, in fac t, replacing 
a portion of the original bed. 

The deposits in veins will be fir st considered. 

Porphyry Dikes and the Veins 

The sedimentary and folded strata arc cut nea rly at right 
angles by a sl1ccession of pluto nic dikes lrending a few de- P;!uu:. 
grees east of 110rtb and south of \ve~t. F ive sllch dikes have 1 
been recogn ized: the Contention, Empire, Hawkeye, Quarry .s 
anel the Northwest. These dikes (lit the country in nearly 
vertical planes. They occupy fissures or breaks i 11 the strati-
fied rocks and are found traversing the granite· rocks also. 
They undoubtedly extend to great depths in the earth. 

Veins and impregnations of qua rtz arc associated with . 
the dikes. In some of them the quartz is closely intermingled 
with the mass of the dike, in others the quartz is · formed .in 
distinct but parallel veins or forming an actt te angle with the .· 
trend of the dikes. From these fads and others . we may 

justly conclude: 
43 
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(I) That the veins or dikes were formed together, or 
in near sequence of time, and that the siliceous deposits rep
resent emanations from deep-seated, probably thermal 
sources. 

The chief dike of the District, generally known as the Con
tention dike, will be first described. 

Contention-Grand Central Lode 

The porphyry dike of the Grand Central and Contention 
mines extends not only through these claims but through the 
Head Center into the Tranquillity and beyond into the Em
pire. It may be regarded as the one great leading vein or 
lode of the District. While the dike is a crystalline igneous 
rock which has broken through and disrupted all the strati
fied beds in its path, it is so closely connected with siliceous 
layers and impregnations and with the deposits of gold and 
silver which are found not alone in quartz alongside of the 
dikes but in the substance of the dike itself as to permit of 
its being regarded as the lode. 

Its general course or direction is north and south. It cuts 
the rocks indiscriminately, but in places follows the bedding 
of the disrupted strata. It is thus bordered in places by 
shales, by quartzites, or by limestone. 

There are dislocations by faulting which give the sem
blance of two or more parallel dikes, as for example, on the 
207-foot level of the Contention, equivalent to the first level 
cU the Head Center, a representation of which is given in 
the annexed plan of a portion of the ground between the 
North Shaft of the Contention to and including the cross
cut drift north of the Head Center Shaft. Shales, quartzites 
(or sandstone) and limestone are here shown traversed by 
the Contention dike (Fig. 10, p. 45). 
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FIG. 10. Porphyry Dike with Adjacent Beds~Dislocated. 

. 
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The breaks and throws of the dike may be further illus
trated by a second example found on the 258-foot level in the 
long cross cut from the 'South Shaft westward into the Flora ' 
Morrison, where there would appear to be three dikes nearly 
parallel to each other. The chief faulting plane here trends 
north 250 to 300 west and dips to the northeast. It is marked 
by a heavy belt of crushed material of a bright red color. The 
distance of the throw appears to be 110t less than 250 feet. 

The clip of the strata is eastward at an. angle of 45 to 50 

degrees (Fig. I I, p. 46 ). 
The thickness of the Contention dike is variable. In the 

cross-section westward fr0m the sha ft show n in the plan it 
measures 68 feet from one wall to the other. A boul 500 feet 
north it suddenly diminishes to a few feet from side' to sid~. 
This is indicated at the extreme right hand or nor~h end of 
the plan (Fig. 10) where, also. a beel of lii'rlestone' comes in 
between the porphyry and the shale. It is p'o5sible that there 
is a second break or disl ocation at this place. ", Four hundred 
feet further north there is a sudden expansion of the dike on 
both sides of a mass of shale, 
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FIG. II. North'west and Southeast Dislocatioll. 
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The dominating importance of the Contention lode in the 
Tombstone District is convincingly shown by the number 
and extent of the workings upon it, as represented on Map 
Fig. 2-The Contention Lode, page 22. These workings 
extend for a great distance through the many claims and,. in 
the aggregate, number many miles, and all above the water
level. 

Origin of the Ores 
This dike, with its accompanying quartz veins and ore

bodies, is the great leading source of the ores, and is followed 
by the miner in his search for paying ore-bodies. It was so 
followed in the Grand Central, the Contention, the Head 
Center, Tranquility and others, and may be followed at the 
present day with every promise of success to great depths 
below the water-level. Indeed, there is no reason to question 
the probability of the ore-bodies extending as far downward 
as in lodes in other districts. It is more than probable that 
the porphyry dike of the Contention group, was charged with 
mineral sulphides at the time of its intrusion, and that the 
adjoining beds were also mineralized by the contact. Or, if 
the metals were distributed in the mass of the sediments the 
dikes produced the conditions favorable to the concentration 
and deposition of the ores. The question of the origin of 
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the ore permits of much theoretical discussion, but has little 
practical or economical signific<Lllcc asiuc frolll the facts of 
the presence and distribution o f the ores. That the paying 
ore-bodies were found along side of and ill the dike is a 
familiar fact to the miners and eng ineers who worked and 
explored the mines along its course. The opinion and con
clusions regarding the existence o f paying ore-bodies in depth 
helow the W2~er are based not a lone upon the mode of occur
rence or form of sllch ore-bodies ill the ex tensive group of 
mines worked to the water-level but, also, and convincingly, 
upon the known asc~rtained exi stence of bod ies o f ore below 
the water"level. For a furth er di scussion of thi s subject see 
beyond under Chapter V, The L odes in Depth. 

A few theoretical details and considera tions respecting 
the origin of the impregnatio ll o f the rocks a nd lode with the 
noble metals may have some interest and practical applica
tion. Reference may be made to m )' descript ion of the lode 
read at the Washington mee ting of the American Institute 
of Mining Engineers in February, 188 J, from which the 
following extracts are made: 

"The dike has a distinct vertical lall1 ination or structme 
. through 1110st of its substance and is more or less penetrated 
by veinlets of quartz. In some portions it is highly crystal
line and nearly barren, and in other portions it consists 
chiefly of a feldspathic base ill whi ch the fe ldspar crystal s 
are ohscure. It passes into a felsite. whic h in the decayed 
portions of the dike, and wh ere it is slaty in s tructure, mig-ht 
be mistaken for the partly decayed shales or · quartzites. 
Large portions of the dike are so l11llch peneti-a t{!d by quartz 
as to consist largely of it , and the Illass m ig ht be · calleel 
quartz, although close examina tion shows the jJresence of 
feldspar . . . . .., : 

"There is a considerable a mount of l11 illerafiza t ibn o f the 
dike by iron pyrites disseminated irregll lar lY lll the mass 
usually in cubical crystals, most o f which have dissolved ont, 
leaving cavities only, indicating the former presence of the 
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pyrite, making in some places a spongy mass of porphyry or 
of quartz." 

The quartz vein lets appear generally to be later in origin 
than the dike (though they now seem to be an integral part 
of it) and they may have been coincident in origin. The 
extensive decomposition and kaolinization of the feldspar 
seen on all sides may have yielded the silica. 

Again quoting from the description in 1881 : 

Metallization of the Dike 

"The time and manner of metallization of the dike may be 
considered as open questions, for a solution of which we must 
wait until the mining extends below the permanent water
level of the formation. It seems most probable that the rock, 
at the time of its intrusion, was pyritous, and the strata ad
joining it 110 doubt Were. It is not impossible that there may 
have been a concentration of the precious metals in the dike 
from the surrounding beds, the result of the decay and 
change of the pyrites diffused in the strata. On the other 
hand, we may suppose that the dike has been the source of 
the silver and gold we find in and about it. 

"In either case the vertical laminated or stratiform struc
ture parallel with the walls has been an important factor in 
the distribution of the metals, and in the changes and modifi
cations of the original condition of the dike. We may readily 
conceive of such vertical planes of structure affording planes 
or lines of least resistance to vertical movements, while the 
abutting ends of the strata, in contact with the walls of the 
dike, would offer great resistance by friction. The condition 
of the dike along a great part of its course seems to sustain 
and verify this hypothesis. There has evidently been consid
erable movement of parts of the dike upon itself, resulting in 
the formation of heavy clay seams and brecciated layers of 
porphyry and quartz, sometimes occupying a medial position 
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along the dike, sometimes at one side or t.he othel> aild <tgain 
along the line cf contact with the country rocks. StICh seams 
and brecciated ground are sometillles wan ling, ane! t11e struc
ture and condition of the dike remain unchanged." 

That the dike has sllffered extensive movements since its 
consolidation is shown on most of the level s of the mines; 
in addition to the lateral dislocations by fa ulting, as already 
shown, there have been sliding movemenlS along the walls of 
the contact with the sedimentary beels, and por tions of the 
dike have slid back and forth upon lhemselves, resulting in 
the formation of extensive bodies o f'soft clay or Hucan, like 
the gouge or selvage of mineral ve ins, There is also exten
sive fracturing of the abutting edg(;s of the stratified beds 
shown by a crushed bordering lllass of breccia se veral feet 
thick, by which the original bedd ing is obliterated. , AmI 
when this fracturing passes through heds which h,ave been 
previously mineralized there is a 11lillglillg of 6re with the 
fragments of the wall rocks-ore which is al ready crushed 
and can easily be minee!. In the upper le vels la rge q'uantities 
of such already crushed ore were found. The presence of 
much highly-colored red hematite in sllch crushed zones is a 
good indication of paying ore. ,-\t many places on the 600-
foot level the s11100th slickensided 'walls of the dike are 

FIG. 12. Section of the Con telltion Dihe (lml Lodc. 
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colored a brilliant hematite red and may be regarded as con
tiguous to important ore-bearing ground below. 

The structure of the dike at two distant points is shown by 
the annexed drawings of places where ore occurs both along
side of and in the dike (Figs. 12 and 13). 

The Contention dike, or rather the fissure which it occu
pies, appears to have been opened a second time, permitting 
of a parallel intrusion of another variety of plutonic rock 
of a darker color and finer grain containing hornblende or 
angite. It is probably a diabase. It may be seen cropping 
at the surface on the west side of the feldspar porphyry dike 
south of the Grand Central pump shaft. A similar rock has 
recently been noted by me in a short cross-cut to the west 
from the main dike on the 600-foot level of the mine, near 
the bottom of the Sulphuret Shaft, in close association with 
rich ore lying between it and the feldspar porphyry, as shown 
in the section, Fig. 13. 

FIG. 13. Section of the Contentioll Lode on the 6oo-foot 
Level. 
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Again, I find recorded in my notes of 1881 a dark colored 
4'b,lack" porphyry at two places on the west side of the dike, 
()n the third or 207-foot level of the Contention, . and in 
-each place accompanied by bodies of ore. The notes also 
:show that this was upon the 309-foot level (206 feet of Head 
Center), a dark colored rock containing gold; "a compact. 
fine grain, dark green rock or hornblendic porphyry with 
scales of gold in it, and chloride of silver in yellow crusts 
and patches." The rock seemed partially altered to steatite. 
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The valuable ores of the Contention lode were not con-
. fined to the limestone contact with the porphyry.: alone, but 

were found also at the contact with shales and with quartz
ites. On the third level north in the Head Center ground, 
·ore was found in 1882 next to the contact of the porphyry 
and shale, with ore, also, in the shale, which at that point 
was quartzose and schist-like, as if altered by the dike and 
the accompanying siliceous emanations, or infiltrations. 

FIG. 14. Section of the Content£olt l:ode {-rom the No/,th 

Shaft Westward on the I I I L e'iJel. 
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This cross-section shows the intersection of different beds 
by the dike, and a brecciated seam, or broken tip zone, in the 
midst of a mass of shale, 

The West Side Vein 

The \Vest Side vein has been extensively worked and 'has 
produced a large amount of ore, as may be seen frol11 the 
tabular statements of production. From the origimil 4i's-:, . 
coyery on the Toughnut claim the fissure was fol1owe,d\ '~v~st'~' 
wardly' )eading to the second roll, or anticline, and Jofl~Wiilg 
the fissure eastwardly it led to the other roll, Or ali.tiCiine, in 
the Vllay Up Claim. In parts of its co'urse it is harely tTIore 
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".' than a "crevice" similar to many in the lead and zinc regions 
of Wisconsin, but large enough to permit of the flow of solu
tions of the ordinary and noble metals for ages, by which 
heavy deposits have been made not alone on the walls of the 
fissure but in the adjacent limestone. It has been worked to 
a depth of 500 feet or more. 

i 
'f 

The vertical longitudinal section following the West Side 
vein, herewith presented, serves to show not only the succes
sion of anticlines and synclines cut by this fissure, but the 
distribution of ore in the fissure as marked by the portions 
stoped out, indicated by the shading (Fig. 15, p. 53) . 

It should be noted. first, that Shaft NO.3 reaches to the 
water-level through a continuous chimney or body of ore 
deposited opposite the shales· ancl limestones. Second, that 
another shaft reaches ore-bodies formed opposite the 
"quartzite" and on the top of the white limestone; thus 
showing that the ore-deposition on the plane of the vein is 
not confined to anyone kind of wa1\-rock, although the lime
stone appears to have been most conducive to the deposition 
of ore. 

Bedded Ores-Blanket Deposits 
But while the porphyry dike of the Contention group, with 

its impregnation of quartz and the precious metals, is the 
important constant source of value. it has beell noted from 
the first that the contiguity of beds of limestone has had 
an important influence upon the mineralization. Limestone, 
as usual in metalliferous deposits, has here acted .as a precipi
tant. And in this District it appears to have acted not only 
chemically but mechanically, by its form. or position, with 
respect to the vein-system. 

The bulk and greatest value of the bedded or blanket ores 
are found along the crests or anti<;Jines of the limestone. And 
the ores are deposited in greater quantity at and near to the 
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veins, as if solutions had flowed outward from the fissures 
and had followed the pitch of the crest of the folds down
ward. This was shown in a striking way in the Toughnut 
mine, where the ores were in greater quantity on the down
hill side of the intersection of the folds or "saddles" with the 
vein. The ores also extended in workable masses for a 
greater distance from the vein on the lower side than 011 the 
other, or up-hill, direction of the pitch. 

It appears also that each vein, fissure, or crevice crossing 
the folds of the rocks has contributed to the formation and 
maintenance of the deposits of ore in the arches of the rock
the anticlines'or saddles-along the line of the pitch from one 
side of the District to the other. Reference is here made to 
the map and sections, particularly to the map (NO.2) show
ing the extent and direction of the stoped ground on the 
Toughnut and Goodenough claims extending eastwardly 
from the Defence fissure to the West Side and the vVay Up 
fissure, and from thence into the Girard, Hawkeye and 
Little Wonder towards the Contention lode. 

The accumulation of paying ores in the crests or saddles 
of the folds having thus been shown to be general in the Dis
trict, and it likewise having been found that the.re is local 
enrichment and deposition at the points where these folds 
are intersected by dikes or lodes it becomes of great practical 
importance to determine the number and the direction of the 
folds. To this end numerous observations have been made 
by Messrs. Staunton and Gray upon the form and pitch of 
the ore-bodies. The results have been carefully plotted upon 

. a series of sections following the crests of the main folds and 
showing their downward pitch to and under the water-level 
down to the point of intersection with the Contention lode. 
where it is expected to find heavy accumulations of ore, and 
such accumulations not alone in the bedded rocks but in the 
lode itself. 
. It is interesting to note that the accumulation of ores in the 
crests of the folds or anticlines of rocks is found to a remark-
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able degree in the gold mines of Bendigo, Atistralia, de-
scribed by Rickard.:;' , 

Such deposits are there known as "saddle reefs," the ores 
being accumulated in the saddle-like folds of the beds. 

It is noteworthy that the ore deposits in Australia are not 
confined to one layer but that they occupy successive layers 
one under another, but always in the crest of the arch and 
below it rather than above, or on the sides of the folded beds. 

The shaded or hatched areas upon the map show the por
tions which have been worked out chiefly upon the claims 
formerly controlled and worked by the T ombstone Mill & 
Mining Company. It is not supposed that any important 
masses of ore remain in or near these stapes, but in their 
extreme downward extension, to and below the water, other 
similar are bodies may be found. It is also possible that 
other blanket deposits may be found in the but partially ex
plored region northeast of the old workings. 

Taking the stoped areas of the chief blank~t deposits as 
marking the chief lines of flexure (anticlines or rolls), the 
general direction of the longer axes is found to be N. 600-800 

W. Four main lines of flexure or saddles are strongly 
m~rked. If some of the lesser Rexmes are enumerated the 
number would be increased. 

1. Anticline through the Defence, Intervenor, vVest Side, 
Sulphuret, through the Flora Morrison (ncar the new shaft) 
into the Contention'. Approximate direct ion N. 680 W. 

2. Anticline through the Toughnut, Girard, towards the 
Tranquillity, Head Center <1nd Contentment. Approximate 
direction N. 680 W. 

3. Anticline. Goodenoug h into H a wkcye and .Li:ttIe, W cm
der. , The major axis of thi s blanket: if prolol;'g-ed, ·/W.9u1d 
pass through the Empire and Si l\' ET Thrq(j .~~" tre'" No-rth 
Point claim. Approximate direction N ,' 700 '-v.,r>:· . 

* T. A. Rickard , Transactions American Institute of Mining En
gineers. And recently in the Engr. Min, Journal. March 29. 1902 • 
Volume LXXIII, page 440, 
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4. Vizina through corner of Goodenough and Gilded Age 
and the western end of the Way Up. N. 77° w. 

Other flexures to the westward of NO. 1, the "Defence 
Roll," are known to exist, notably at the Tribute, Bob Inger
soll and Blue Monday, but are not sufficiently opened up to 
permit of a particular description. 

The rock of the whole intermediate region is no doubt in 
a flexed or crumpled condition, but the flextires are hidden 
from view by the heavy surface accumulations of "wash." 

The line of pitch of the chief blanket deposits, or in other 
words, of the anticlinal folds to which the deposits conform, 
is invariably toward the Contention lode or its prolongation; 
and the angle of pitch, or the inclination to the horizontal 
water level, varies from 10° to I S°. 

The section given on page 80 (Fig. 19), drawn on a scale 
of 400 feet to I inch, and following the West Side antic l ine, 
~hows this inclination, or pitch, and the distance to which tile 
blanket deposit has already been worked out, and the distance 
remaining on the pitch down to the intersection with the 
Contention lode, in which distance, or area, ore may be 
found. The portions worked are indicated by heavy black 
lines. It will be noted that for a part of the distance there 
were three sttperimposed beels following three layers of lime
stone. 

The section shows, also, the probable depth to which the 
prolongation of these deposits, or of the limestone beds in 
which the deposition occurs, would extend below the present 
water level at the Contention lode. Assuming that the same 
pitch continues beyond the explored portion this depth 
should be from ISO to 250 feet. Other sections give similar 
figures, assuming that the angle of pitch remains constant. 

Inasmuch as there has been found at the places where the 
anticlines have been intersected by yeins an enrichment by 
greater deposition on the lower side of the planes of intersec
tion it is not unreasonable to expect to find similar conditions 
on the lower or eastern side of the Contention lode if the 

--~ 
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1imestone beds are continuous there without faulting or dis-
:placement. .. , 

It appears, also, that the rolls or anticlines pitching under 
the Empire and Silver Belt and adjoining claim towards the 
northern end of the Contention lode have been less explored 
than the others, and that they perhaps intersect the lode at a 
:greater depth, and may for111 important ore-bodies yet to be 
reac.hed when the water is removed. 

Knoxville Mine 

This mine in the southwestern part of the Distric.t beyond 
the Lucky Cuss and Luck Sure is iri the limestone of the 
l.ud::y Cuss and Luck Sure series. ] t had been opened up 
in the year 1887 to a depth of about 375 feet , as shown by 
.a longitudinal vertical section given by Superintendent Good
ale in his paper in the Transactions of the Institute of Min-

ing Engineers.~' 
This section exhibits a series of pipe-like ore-bodies or 

."chimneys" extending from the surface diagonally down
ward, eastwardly from the surface to and below the third 
leve1. There are four of these chimneys or ore-chutes which, 
.as far as then explored, had produced over 13 ,000 tOllS of ore 
containing at least 7,000 tons of manganese oxides. These 
ore chimneys pitch eastwardly at (In angle of about 45°, or 
from 400 to 500, and follow a crevice, or plane of cleavage, 
having an easterly and westerly strike, thus conforming to 
the direction of the structure of the beds of limestone which 
is found to be about N. 78° E. magnetic. F oui· of these ore
bodies or chimneys were more or less united ne·aT to the sur
face. Three of them were develo]l<:'c1 to a depth of 400 ·feet 

amI the fourth to I So feet. 
The plane of the crevice was a sure guide to the ore-l)odies, 

* Volume XVIII, page 911. 
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though "its width was not appreciable," and there was noth
ing in the crevice like clay or gangue. The conditions were 
thus very similar to those seen in the lead and zinc regions 
.of Wisconsin, and which conditions, in fact, occur in the 
limestones on the Way Up and other claims in the Conten
tion and Toughnut series in the heart of the Tombstone Dis
trict. Mr. Goodale describes the filling of these chutes or 
chimneys as follows :* 

FIG. 16. Section of the KlIoxvilie Mine. 

MINE . 
TOM86ToNEIoeaTAIcT I 

ARIZ~NA' 
t8 4 . 

YUncal IfCT ON TKACMlott 
tC:.T[II1 0' CLA" WITH ,tOE 

.. LIVATION o,~· WOilUr.tNGf. 

LOOICINO 'CUTM. 

leAL 100' 

"There were no indications of ore until the drifts were 
within a few feet of the ore-bodies, where the walls of the 
crack were stained with black oxides of manganese and some 
carbonate. Small detached pockets of pure manganese oxide 
also indicated proximity to the chimneys, but these small 
bodies carried very little silver. The filling of the chimneys 

* Transactions American Institute of Mining Engineers, Volume 
XVII, page 768. 
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included, ill a great variety of forms, pyrolusite, wad and 
psilomelane. It is not improbable that a searching examina
tion would have discovered the rarer oxides; braunite, man
ganite and hansmannite. The gangue was quartz and calcite, 
galenite, cerussite, pyromorphite, cuprite, m~laconite and 
malachite were occasionally observed, and the assay showed 

a little gold." 

Origin of Manganiferous Ores 
The question of the origin of these manganiferous ores in 

deposits apparently the result of the decomposition and re
placement of the enveloping limestone by solutions has ex
cited much interest and considerable discussion. After a 
somewhat hasty visit to the mine while it was being worked 
by Mr. Goodale I formed the opinion that the manganese 
was derived from portions of the limestone containing pro
toxide of manganese similar to the massive beds of pink 
limestone bordering or associated with the Franklinite and 
red zinc ores of Sterling Hill and Mine Hill, Sussex County, 
New Jersey, which, after being quarried and exposed to the 
weather, gradually assume a brown and even a black color. 
This view was strengthened by finding fragments at the 
Knoxville mine of pink colored limestone, which, on 
analysis, gave me 0.1 peT cent. of manganese, a small 
quantity, but enough possibly to form large bodies of man
ganese ore if the solution and segregation ",as sufficiently 

extensive. 
A t the time of my recent visit to the claim (1902 ) I 

looked in the waste piles for evidence of quantities of such 
limestone in the mine and was not successful. · . It is probable 
that the samples I had were from some masses of,s~condary 
deposition. Since, also, the operations upon t'rleLt1<;:kyCus~ 
Claim disclosed· a body of manganese · sulphide~the :mineral 
species Alabandite-the mystery to me is solved ~: Alabandite 
is the sulphide of manganese, and 1 h;l\'e no doilbt that the 
original included masses or kidneys of thi s ~i.llphide, formed 

t'!.· 
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in the midst of the limestone, are the source, by decom
position and precipitation, of the manganese ores of the pipes 
or chimneys, the solutions having spread laterally and down
ward along the crevices, enlarging them by the corrosion of 
the walls with the fomlation of the pipe-like ore-bodies of 
manganese oxide, and, in places, the deposition of calcite, 
snow-white in part, and in other places possibly containing 
manganese oxide. 

This explanation of the origin of the manganiferous ores 
wOl1ld make clear the origin of the peculiar and irregular 
forms in which the ores are found. They occupy irregular 
crevices without the tabular form characteristic of the filling 
of deep-seated fissures. It may be safely assumed that the 
extent of such ores, laterally or in depth, depends upon the 
magnitude of the original bunch or pocket of sulphide which 
has undergone decomposition. Deep mining below the water 
may be expected to encounter, as in the Lucky Cuss, un
changed masses of manganese sulphide. Masses above the 
water and exposed to atmospheric influences have undergone 
oxidation with the formation of oxides precisely as is the 
case with sulphide of iron. The source of the silver and gold 
in the manganiferous ores is no doubt the original manganese 
sulphide with which they are combined or closely associated. 
Analyses of the alabandite will throw light upon this 
question. 

From tests and analyses made at the Massachusetts In
stitl1te of Technology it was concluded that the portion of 
th.e silver in the ore (not in the sulphide) which was not in 
combination with chlorine was united with copper, antimony 
and sulphur as in the mineral species grey copper, or tetrahe
drite. Analyses of milling ores showed from 42 to 74 per 
cent. of sesqui-oxicle of manganese, and from 18 to 25 per 
cent. of silica, in round numbers, with various other constitu
ents in small gl1antities, including the precious metals. 

All of the chimneys yielded ore assaying fr0111 30 to 50 
ounces of silver per ton near the surface. 
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Lucky Cuss Mine 
Thc Lucky Cuss Mine, situateu a short distance below 

U . S. Mineral Monument N O. 2 , is til e deepest mine in the 
camp as respects the water-level and the geological horiz.on. 
It is opened on or adjoining the contact of limcstone with the 
granite, and also on the line o f one of the veins crossing the 
series of anticlines and synclines and prolonged beyond the 
limestone into the granite, where the l;ssure can be plainly 
&een, and has been explored sparingly hy a sllccession of pits 

from which ore can be taken. 

FIG. 17. S ect'ian of th e L ll cky Cuss Mine. 

W ate r level 

At a depth of 490 feet in the sha ft \y ater was encountered. 
This mine has yielded over $400,000 in vallie of ore. The 
ore was good to the water level and below it. It assayed well 
in gold and silver and lead. Free gold has been found and a 
telluride is reported. The ores are manganifel."Otls, and a 
considerable amount of m<..nganese oxide has been taken out. 
The interesting mineral-the sulphide of manganes:e "Ala
bandite"-occurs here in the limestone under one' of the in-
truded tongues of granite or dike rock. . ' ..... ~' 

The accompanying drawing represents the i11il1~ 'i;(longi
tudinal section. It shows the form of tIle ol-e d$~its; ,alld 
the several shafts and levels extending to 'anclbelow ' 'the 

water (Fig. 17)· 
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FIG. 18. 
COMPARATfvE GEOLOGICAL POSITIO!,S 
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Comparative 
Geological 
Position of 

Shafts 
A very interesting illus

tration has been prepared 
for me by Engineer 
Staunton showing the 
comparative geological 
position of the chief shafts 
of the District as respects 
the geological horizon 
penetrated in each case. 
The vertical section o£ the 
formation is in accord 
with the view held by Mr. 
Staunton and others that 
the manganiferotls lime
stones underlie the Con
tention and Touglmut 
series conformably. It 
shows at a glance that 
ores ha ve been found and 
mined in all the forma
tions. 
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ctballtet $our-~bt ~Bto1:Juctton 

T
HE value of the aggregate production of gold 

and silver from the mines of Tombstone is 
placed by competent judges at not less than 
$34,000,000. This is partly from records of 

yield and is partly from estimates. 

Table of Production to 1882 
At the time of the publication of my paper upon the Geol

ogy and Veins of Tombstone in the year 1882,* the output 
of the precious metals, gold and silver, up to the first of 
January, 1882, aggregated $7,359,000, and over $3,000,000 
had been disbursed in dividends. This product was dis
tributed among the following-named mines and mills: 

Tombstone Mill & Mining Company .. $2,704,936 .33 
Contention Consolidated . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ,70 3,144.39 
Grand Central. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,050 ,875.30 

Head Center. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 1,520.52 

Vizina . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 526,716.98 
Ingersoll ..... . .. . . . ... . ... ... . . . 15 ,000.00 
Sunset . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000.00 
Corbin Mill . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 ,000.00 
Boston Mill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 12,007.8 3 

D·ivl:d ellds . 

T ombstone Mill & Mining Company .. $ r , 100,000.00 
Contention Consolidated .. .. ..... . . 1,375,000.00 
Grand Central ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600,060.00 
Vizina . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·80,000.00 

. " . -

It is the opinion of Mr. J. \V. Dc;ui tl{at ' th e ~ 'f:~;mlbston~ 
District has yielded at least $ -1-0 .000,000 in va lli e' diat can ,be 

accounted for . 
* Transactions of the AmeriC:ln In s titu te of Mining Eng inee rs. Volume 

X, pages 334-345. May. 1881. to Febru ;lry. 188 :! . 
('3 
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Mr. A. L. Grow, who has been familiar with the mining 
operations of the camp since the discovery in a statement 
made to me some years ago, before the consolidation, says: 

"About 1887 it was reported that the Tombstone District 
had produced something over $34,000,000. Official records 
show that the Grand Central gave $7,000,000 ($2,000,000 
dividends) and a large amount for improvements and pur
chase of other mines. The Contention gave $6,030,142-
$2,575,000 in dividends. The Tombstone Mill & Mining 
Company gave about $8,000,000, but have no data as to divi- . 
dends:~ The Head Center & Tranquillity Company took out 
over $600,000, but spent all in improvements aml litigation. 
The Vizina, $700,000; 'vVatervale Company, $600,000 ; Tele
phone Company, $200,000; other mines that we have no 
record of, about $7,000,000." 

These figures show the relative importance of the chief 
properties at that time as producers. Corroborative data 
from other sources and some further historical notes may 
here be presented relative to the three leading groups of 
mines; the Contention Consolidated; the Grand Central and 
the Tombstone Mill & 11Iining Company. 

The Contention Consolidated 
Patrick Hamilton, in his Resources of Arizona, published 

in 1884, wrote of the Contention property, that it was first 
incorporated in 1880 as the vVestern Mining Company, 
which, about the close of the year 1881, on the consolidation 
of the property with the Flora Morrison and 600 feet of the 
south end of the Sulphuret, was changed to the Contention 
Consolidated Mining Company. 

"In 1882 the company extracted a total of 25,017 tons of 

* Mr. \V. F. Staunton, formerly superintendent of the Tombstone Mill 
& Mining Co., states that the net earnings of this company were ol'er 
$2,000,000, of which $1,500,000 was paid in dividends and the balance 
absorbed in litigation and purchase of property. 
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ore, an average of 2,086 tons per monti!. That produced 

632 bars of bullion, valued at $1 ,676,705.96. 
"In the first five months of 1883 the ore saved i nd treated 

amounted to 13,652 tons, which produced :w5 bars of bul-

lion, valued at $553,085.91." 
At that time there were five levels opened; the depth of the 

main shaft was 600 feet, and the amount of underground 
workings on all of these properties in the consolidation, in
cluding drifts, cross-cuts, win zes, raises, in termediary levels, 

etc., measured twenty miles. 
The following tabular statement shows the value of the 

yield of the Contention Company for one year ( 1882 ): 

January .... ... , .. .. . , .. . .. . . . , $ 121,886·33 
February . . .... . . .. .. ,. . . . . . . . . 128 ,726.OI 
March ...... . .. ...... .. .. ... .. r 48,70 4. I 5 
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126, 152 .69 
May ........ . ... ... , . . . . . . . . . 116,820.03 
.Tune ., . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 166,04 I.2 2 
July . . . .... . .. . . .. . ... . . . .... . 148,01 7-43 
August .. . . .. .. ... , . . . . . . .. . . . 154, SIl.64 
September. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 152 ,173.74 
October . , . . .... . . . ... .. , . . . . . . 139,328.39 
N ovember . . .... . ........ .. . . .. 144,226.84 
December. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133,766·3 I 

T otal . .. .... .. . . . .... . . . .. $1.678,3 54.68 

The Grand Central Mining Co. 
The fir st claim of this group was one of the earliest located 

and one of the largest prodn-:e rs uf the Dist rict. It adj oins 
the Contention on the sonth and is one of the gronp consist
ing of the Grand Central , the Grand Central South Exten
sion , the Naumkeag and the Lev iathan, Also· the Emerald 
and other claims were uncler the same ownership and control. 
As early as the year I882 the sha ft had reache<l~ a (lepth of 
600 feet , and the principal levels and openings ··had been 
connected with the Contention. Full reports of the value 

5 
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of the production are not obtainable, but the amount 
for a period of eight months and thirteen days up to Decem
ber 31, 1881, was $1,061,520; and during the last six months 
of that period monthly dividends of $50,000 each were paid, 
aggregating $300,000. During the ' same time an equal 
amount ($300,000), advanced to erect the company's mill 
and plant, was repaid. * 

The 30-stamp mill was located on the San Pedro River, 
about two miles above the Contention mill. About 90 tons 
of ore were raised daily and worked at this mill. 

This large mining property and milling plant was from the 
first under the able and conservative management of Mr. 
E. B. Gage, who resided on the property, and directed its 
operations. Some interesting facts recently communicated 
by Mr. Gage regarding the ore-chutes of the Grand Central 
Mine will be found under the head of Chapter V-The 
Lodes in Depth (page 75), 

Tombstone Mill and Mining Co. 
The several properties of this Company were for many 

years under the efficient management of Professor John A. 
Church, whose systematic and complete reports upon the 
progress of operations and on the weight, fineness and value 
of the bullion produced permit of the presentation of figures 
in detail for several years of the most active operations. 
Some of the latest figures are from the annual reports made 
by Mr. W. F. Stat1l~ton, while superintendent. These tables 
all have special value as concise records of what the mines 
produced £r0111 the blanket or interstratiform deposits. 

The mines of the Tombstone Mill & Mining Company 
reached the greatest productiveness they have ever knowll 
during the year April I, 1881, to March 31, 1882, the total 
yield having been: 

* Report of the Director of the U. S. Mint upon the annual produc
tion of Precious Metals in the United States. Pages 3 14-:J1S· 
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Ore •.... . . .....• .. " . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. ... . 29.:! 11 .0(, tons 
Number of bar:;. . . .. .. .. .... . . .. . . .. . . . . . 478 
Crude Bullion ............... . ............ 1.390.763.00 ounces 
Fine Gold.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . :!,462. 8-1 .. 
Finc Silvcr. ........ . . .. . . .... .. . ...... . . 1.1')3.118.')2 

Approximate market \'allle : 
Of Silver ... . .. ... . .. . '" ....... .. " . , . . .. ..... ::;1.325 .0-10.23 
Of Gold ... . .. .. , ...... ... . ... ............. .. 51.000.90 

Total .. . ... . .... ... ....... . .. ...... .... $1.370,0-17.13 

One ton of ore has yielded 011 the average: 
Of fine Silver, 41 ounces . .. . ....... , . .... mark et value, ~q 5 .00 

assay .. 53 .02 
Of fine Gold, 0 .084 ounce . . . .. . . . . .. . ... 1.74 
Total market value per ton .. .. .. .. . . . .... ..... . .... ... 47.34 
Total assay value pt!r ton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5-1 . j6 

Ore Production 
October I, 1881, to March 3J, 1882 
~o. 6 Co mhin:ll ion I\Jolin Sh;d. N orth \\'cs t \VC~ l Side: TOla l 
T ons Tons "roils Ton s Tons TOilS 

Oclober ...... 1.361. 25 35 2 .0-1 368.87 83. 6-1 2,605 .80 
November .. . 1,147.50 1,023.0-1 2-18 .77 45.3 1 2.464 .68 
December .. . . g 1,204 ' 97 1.021. 70 26-1.01 88.80 :!,639·48 
Jail., 1882 . .. " 1,4¢·25 1,470.1)-1 261.00 66.60 3,294· 79 
February •••• c = 1.442 .95 1,136 .80 181.2-1 54 · 73 2, 81 5 . 72 . - 0 
March ...... . ~.;: 1.564 . 83 1,324.72 167.78 44.78 3,102.11 u" 
Second 6 mo. tA" 8,277 . 81 (,.8:!<) .2-1 1,41)1.07 383. 86 10.982 . 58 ... . -..,.<> 

Total. ... . :;;: 1I.,)46 ·35 . I ; -: 7<)2--'--6S '2,600 .56 508 .02 2<) .211 . 06 

Bullion -Product 
April 1,1881, to March 3J, 1882 

Net V:l1ue Silver Finc llcss Cold Fi ll(! Il CSS Ba:,c Pe rcent. 
Ounces Sih' \:I' O Ullces Gold hi dais Ua.se 

April,'81 ::;83,55-1.78 70,942.83 85t) 263 .00 . . 003 Il;288.!7 q . 1 
May.. .. 1)2,806.69 79.I70·7(' 8<)8 268. 2<) .003 8,723.57 9 .9 
June.... 135.496 .08 IlS ,7SI.64 885 192 .28 .00 1 15,203.08 1I.33 
July.. .. 123,2-15 . 31 107,617.1)7 887 201.56 .001 13,582 . 47 11 . 19 
August.. 151,27<).15 133.199.1 2 8')6 IjS.25 . DO I ' 15.223.63 10 . 25 
Sept.... 111,-195 · <)7 <)7,520 .04 877 172 . 1(, .nO I 13~ 557.80 ·l2 ·.19 
I st6mo. 8097,877.97 607.232-:3-{; - 1,2;5.54 Ti,578 : 7~ '--;-;-:-:' 
October. $114,229.70 ')7.69-1.,)6 85 1 17-1 .06 .(){J 15 · i7~ui5.:7~ 1.-1.8 
Nov ... . 112.01)2 . 73 1)7.781).62 829 183 . 7-1 .0016 20.386., ,') 17.3 
Dec .••• 130,730 . 26 11-1,387.44 825 170.8-1 .0012 23:97,0.:1(> 17 . 3 
Jan.,'82. 130,156.°5 112,272 . 52 922 ~57 . 19 . 002 1I,910.7S ·. 9.6 
Feb.... II6, 165.52 99,732 .08 860 254 .9' .OO:!2 '5,875 , <)1 13 j 
March.. 79.084 . 74 68.<)o!).3-l 740 146. 56 .0016 24.031) .68 25 . ') 
2d6mo. $682,45!).oo 590 .886.5(, -. . -. 1,137.3° 113. 1<)8.48 -:-:-:-:-: 

TotaI.Sl;"38o.336-."97· 1.1l)8,II8.(j; S62 2'''(J2.8-1 0.00 17 I<)O. i77 . 20 13.72 
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Number of-bars.. . ... . ......... . ....... . .... .. • -178 
Gross weight. .......... ..... ............ . . . ..... 1,3,)0,763 
A verage fineness, Sih'e r. . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 86 I 

.. .. Gold.. .......................... 1.7 
percentage Base Metal~.. • • •• . • • • ••• . . . • • • 137 . 2 

The product from April I, 1882, to March 31, 1883, was: 
Ore mined ••••••••. ..•.•••.... ....••.• •.•.• •• 21,991.02 Ions 
Ore milled •••.• ••••.•... ......•• •..••.••..... 21,47-1.00 .. 
Fire clay and limestone mined for (urnace....... 60 . 67 ., 

The mill produced: 
Number of Silver bars ........... , ...... '" . 232 
C~ude ~ullion (Mint weight) . ..•• . .. .......• 6-12,830.02 ou.~ccs 
Fine S,lver ..••....•••............... . . ... 532,372.03 
Fine Gold.. . ..... ....................... 1,813.00 
Base Metal. . . .. • • .. . . .. . . .. • • .. . . .. • . . . .. 102,S23. B2 
Market value of Silver, deducting discount, freight 

and shortage .. . . ............ .. ... ..... . .... $565,7')0 .67 
Market value of Gold .. ... ........ .. " .... • . ... . 37.474.71 

Total ...... . .. . ........ ... ........ . ... ... S603~ 2·65.3B 
The furnace ·produced.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,708 bars 
Cont~ining fi~e Silver ~?ld . ... . ..•... . .... -10,883 . 57 ou:~ccs 

Gold ..... ... . .... . ... 2')S . BI 
Lead .. . . . .....•••...... 263,333.oopounds 

Market value of furn ace product, deducting 
frei~ht and charges ......... . ••..•.•. :355.062 .31 

Base Bullion on hand... . .......... . . ...... (, .000 .00 
The total marketed prod tlct of the year's work was: 

Silver, 573.255.60 ounces ..... . ... . ...• . . . . value, $(,0'),<)60.85 
Gold, :l,III.81" ...... ........ .. ... -I3.~87.,)3 
Lead, 131.67 Ions .... .. .... .. ........ " 4. 878 .91 

$('58,3 2 7 . 69 

Bullion Product 
April 1, J882, to March 3J, 1883 

(By Mint returns) 

~o . or C ross \Veight Sil\'er Golt! B:\:o>c !\Ictal 
Bars Ounces Ounct:s Olluces Otl1Il':CS 

April, 1882 ....... . -10 112,86-1.30 75 .258.2-1 257.58 37. 3-1 8.48 
May ...... .. ...... 30 76 ,01 7.30 35,('31.7 1 102·55 -10 . 283.0-1 
June ........ . ... , IS -19,1.10 .70 47,(1.\9. 62 42.39 1,4-18.6C} 
July •••... . . .. . .. 20 54,020.90 51,154. 01 50 .08 2,816.Bl 
August .•.•......• IS -12,021 .<)0 4 1,146.0-1 50 .64 85 5. 22 
September ........ IB 4') ,357 ·35 4S,755 . 54 ')7'·0-1 474·77 
First 6 months ... .. l.J I 383,4 22.';5 29<),595. 1() 600:28 33,227:01 

October ..........• 16 44,983.10 43,551.95 103-42 1.267.7J. 
November •.....• 16 43,032.00 38 ,297 .24 202.00 4,532.76. 
Decemher . . ... . .. . 14 39.717.50 35.3(l.j .(JI 157. 83 4. 1<)5 .06 
January, 1883 ... . . 12 34,449. 10 30,Oj2.01 16').-15 4, 207.64 
February . . .... ... l.J 38,845.70 36 ,375.10 21<)·55 2,251.05 
March ....... .... . 22 52,559.00 4<),115.'ll , 300",,] 3,1·j2 .5 7 

<)1 253 .586.40 232,776.si 1,212·72 19:596-:81 
Total for year .. . 232 637,008.85 532,372.03 1,81 3.00 102, 823.8z 
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Average finencss, Silver •..................... ' . .... . 
" .. Gold ........... ... .. . . .... . . . . .. . 

Percentage, Base Metal ........ .. . . : ..•.. . ... . .. 

Ore Production 

835 ·7-1 
2.85 

161.41 
:1,000.00 

April 1,1882, to March 3J, 1883 
Lucky 
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nlain\Vorks Combination \Vest Side Cuss Defence Northwest TOI>l 
Tons TOilS Tons T OilS Tons Tons 

April, 1882 .. 1,211.67 1,3')3 . 12 01. 55 144 ·06 2,SIO·4n 
May ........ 1,187 · 72 1,390 . 84 53. 0 2 143 . 28 2,774.S6 
June ... ... . 108.23 1,469. 21 177.32 1,754.76 
July ...... .. 257.46 104. 02 1,522.05 1.883 · 53 August . .... 367.75 198 .57 
'September .. 366 .52 

1,33-1 ·53 1,,)00.85 
895.81 533. 08 78 . 20 1,873 .61 

First 6 mos .. 3,345.91 8,005.56 1,281.00 78.20 25 7.34 12,998 .01 
·Ocl ober . ..• . 504. 6 5 460 .03 746. 87 q S . S4 I. imcston e 

1,860· 39 and November . .• 481,70 ,,03·04 764.58 10~·53 50 ,00 F ireClay 1,923. 85 
Decembcr .. . 494 . 21 373·95 766. 17 152 . S3 T ribl" " 11.05 1,787.10 
January, 1883 336 .32 61 .80 635.90 [33.00 
February .... 230 ·37 63.20 

37.50 1,167.02 
570 .30 17· 35 50 . 78 12.12 932 .00 March ..••.. 257·48 45.68 768 .90 185.53 65·00 1,322.59 

'Second 6 mos. 2:304.73 1,467 . 70 4. 252 .72 802.0S 165 . 78 60 . 67 8,993 .01 
Total for year 5,650.64 9,473 . 26 5,533.7 2 S80':'28 165.78 3-18 .01 21.991.02 

The operations of the year, April I, 1883, to March 31, 

1884, were as follows: 

Ore mmed .... .. . . ... . .. . .... .. . .• ....... .. . 
Limestone mined . .•. .... ... .. ........ .. . .. .. 
Ore milled .. ... . .. ............... . . '" . ", . . 
Tailings concentrated . . .. .... . .. . ... ' " . " .. 
Ore and Flux smelted . . ... .. ... .. ..... ... .. . , 

The mill produced: 

17,41 0. 7') to n~ 

[ 0<)·73 .. 
16,042 . 67 
16,,)6<).00 

1, 527. 85 

Number of Silver bars .•. ....•.. '" .. ' " ..... .• " . . ' " . ' . [69 
Crude Bullion . .. ... . . ..... ...... " .. ... .. 466,395.05 ounces 
Fine Silver .... . .. ........ . ....... ..... . .. 402,063.89 " 
Finc Gold............... .... ..... .... ... . 1.896 . 27 
Ba~e l\Ietal ............ . ....... ...... .. .. 62,434. 89 ' 
Market value of Silver, deducting all cha rges .. _ :. . 

but transportation . ..... . . . . •...... .. . . . .... 843 i ,739;'92;; I 
Markel, value of Gold, deducting Mint charges... .. . 3<),[95:~ .. (.>i. '" 

Total. .... .... ........ . ...... ... .. ...... . S4 70,935 ;1\3 

The furnace produced.. . . • . .. . .. .... . ... .. • n ,85 1 ~ars.~:<·· . 
Weight of product .. .... . " . . " . . ... ...• . . . ' 654 , "4f·tQHS:'>~ . ". 
Containing fin e Si lver sold ......•.... . ..... 193 ,560.10 'oulices 

n II Gold ~I .. .. .. . .. .... .. ... ~ 1,178.60 .u · 

Lcad ............ .. .. . .. . ('-15. S4 tons 
Market value of furn ace product, deducti ng~ 

charges ....•... ••. ..••.. . ........ .. .. . :3254,267.22 
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The whole record of the Tombstone :Mill & Milling Com
pany and its predecessors in the mining of ore and produc
tion of metals is as follows, the table including only the 
marketed product: 

Ore 
Tons 

June-September, IS79 ...... 2,025·00 
October, 1579-l\farch, 1880 .. 3,733·00 
April-September, 1880 .•.... 7,2-/2.00 
October, 1880-March, 188r .. 9,~63 .05 

Gold 
Ounces 

28-/.56 
450 . 60 
745.70 

1,099.42 

Sil ve r 
( 'UIlt:CS 

129,215 . S I 
137,375. 0(, 
392,017.11 
-/7.1.831 .77 

I.e-atl 
TOilS 

April-Septclllber, 1881. . .••. 12,229,08 1,275·54 607,232.26 
Octoher, 188r-?brch, 1882 • . 1(',982.55 1,187.30 590,586 .5(' 
April-Septt!mher, 1882. _ . .• . 12.998.01 600.28 299,595. 16 
October. 1882-March. 1883 .. 8.993.01 1,212·72 232,776 .37 13 1 .(17 

266.48 
379 · 35 
777.50 

April-September, 18S3 .. . .. . 8.545. 12 1,734·54 299,297· i5 
October, IS83-Man;h, 18S-I .. 8.975·39 1.3-/0 .3-/ 21)6,326 . 8-/ 

Total. , ..•.... . ..•••• 9I:"086 . 2-/ 10.931 .30 3.459.554. 69 

Ore was mined and marketed from the Lucky Cuss and 
\Vest Side claims as follows: 

..--The Orc Con taincd---. 
Dry Weight !-iilver (;old Lead 

Tons Ounces Ounces Pounds 

Lucky Cuss,Apr. I ,'88,to J\ pr. I, ' 89. 2.5(,6.423 107,978.6(, 1,5 H).27 68,501 
.. " Apr.I,'89.toJuly 1,'89. 687.264 25,706 .9-1 355.66 

\V est Side, "pr. I, ·S8.to J\ 1'1'. 1,'89. 0180. jl)6 40 ,('7-/.03 893·49 jO.298 
.. .. Apr.I.·89,tOJuIYI. '89· 150.797 12.663. 81) 2-10 . 63 13.980 

Total. . . ...... ..... .. , ... 3.885.279 187.°23.52 3.001).05 15 2 .779 

Ore was mined and marketed during the ycar July r. 
1889, to June 30, 1890, as follows: 

:\ \"cr:lgl! Cradt: 
..--The Ore Conwilleu--. per Ton 

Dry Wei~"t 
Tons 

Si lver Gold l.e!ld Silver (~old 
Ounces Ounces }'ountls OUlices Ounces 

Lucky Cuss .. . '2.-1 87.532 

500 .311) 
274·367 

3,262.218 

110.953·('3 1,161. 03 61.193 -/4.60 0.-/66 
8-1.77 1.1)3 1 

87. 0 ,) ~~-~ 
Sulphuret. . .. . -12.-/11.44 966.35 01-/,828 
Northwest ... . 23. 895.-/8 38 .7 1 58'('7,j 

Total .• I 77.2<:Xl.55 2.166.09 1('-1.695 

Shipments to the smelter for the year ending June :)0. 

1891, were as follows: 

nry Weight 
Tons 

Lucky Cuss Mine .. ... 2.270.865 
W.Side·Sulphuret!\1 ine 1.105.252 
Northwest lIline...... -158.002 
Assay Office. Clean-up I.j. 88-/ 
Charleston Slag Dump 42.406 

Total ........ 3.891.409 

A \'era;!e Gr;lue 
..--Contcl1 ts--. per Ton 

Si lver ( ;nhl J.e:\o Silver (:01" 
Ounces Ollnce.'\ Pounds Ounces Ounces 

12-/.681.89 1.681.87 145,313 54.905 ,H 
81.00-1.5 8 1,526 .<)0 31(,.136 73.29 1.38 
30 ,751.01(' 98 . 69 Il6,83(' ('7.14 . 21 5 

773 .96 8.18 2,082 52.00 .55 
2.589.91 23.67 6,06661.07 .56 

239.801.8°3.339.31 586,433 61.6~5 .SS8 
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Shipments to smelters for the year ending with June 30, 
] 892 , were as follows: 

Lucky Cuss ;\/inc . '" . " ' ... . 
West Siclc-Su/phurd Minc .. . . 
Northwest Mine ..•••. " .... , 
Toughnut Mine . ... , . . " . , " . 
Assay Ollice, Clean-up .... , . . . 
Charleston •..•.. " ........• 

TotaL .. .. ..• . ... .... . 

Lucky Cuss Mine ... .... . . . . . 
West Side-Sulphuret Mine . . . 
Northwest Mine .... " ' . " . . , 
Toughnllt Mine .... , .. .. ... . 
Assay Office .. .... ..... . , .. . 
Charleston ... . ..... . . . ....•. 

Total.. ...... ..... ... . 

Shipments to smelters 
1893, were as follows: 

j)r~ ,"'eight 
J on!'> 

2,r,83· 63 
1.489.77 
1,-113,06 
1,101.69 

16.1)? 
322 .70 

7.027.8i 

I.cad 
Poullds 

280.606 
381 .9 12 
262.-10 7 
2-1 8,956 

2,-/76 
86.46,) 

~--Conlents-_-. 
S ih'er,OulIces Gold, OllIlCC~ 

116,973·-10 1.253.53 
99.025.61 1.688 . 87 

12-1,061. 71) 500.94 
97.455.42 603.21) 

899·35 8.82 
22,090. 17 152 .35 

-460.505.7-1 4,2'07.80 
..-Average Grade per Ton-.. 

Silver Gold Percent. 
{)lIncc~ Ounces Lead 

43·58 
66.017 
87·79 
88·45 
53·00 

· 46 
I. 13 

·35 
·55 
.5 2 

5·201 
12.82 
9·30 

II .30 
7·30 

1.2IJ2.826 °5.52 .598 8 .98 

for the year ending with June 30, 

.- - --COll lelll :o.--...... A\'cral;:c Grade per 1'011 
nry \Vcight Silver l:old Lead Si lver Gold Percent. 

TOilS ()UIICCS Uunces P ounus Ounces Oz. Lcad 

~Jilles 

Lucky CllS< ...... .. 3.728.1)3 1)3,801.93 -130.63 193.328 25.15 .11 2.59 
WestSidc-S ll Jphuret.I. 183. 89 57.5-17.92 971,.12 179.659 48.61 .82 7.58 
Northwest. ......... 1.-/27·35 12-/,253.19 256.82 288.990 87 .05 .18 10.12 
TOlIghnut ........ . . 2.095 .62 I!6.200.58 1.288.68 5.11.208 55.45 .61 12.9

1 Charles ton ... ...... 16·59 361.55 2.1)8 1.824 21.80 . 18 5.50 
Total. ...... '8.452.38 392,165.17 2,950.23 1.205,009 46.3<) .35 .~ 

Total previous yen,· .. 7. 027.82 -160,505.7401.207.80 1,262 ,826 65.5 2 . 51)8 8.1)8 

Value of the Ores 
Thcre are two classes of ore produced at the Tombstone 

mines-the milling ores ancl those best adapted to smelting. 
Both classes are high gracle. Thcy yield gold, silver and 
lead. The average value of the ore worked, by milling in 
J 88 J was reported as $70 per ton. It is said and beiieved 
]JY competent judges familiar \\'ith the yicld of the,ores of 
the Tombstone District that the gcneral ,I\'(,:r,!ge v,alue was 
$45 per ton, being the highc~t ;)\'crage \'alue , evei-,' reached 
in any important district UlJ the Pacific Coast. , "Averages 
c.f samples and the certificates of returns froni the ' smelters 
sustain that claim. The figures given in the preceding pages 
may be consulted for detail of the returns from large quanti-
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ties of ore, both milling and smelting, and from different 
mines. 

A recent assay of a sample taken by me fro111 the lode on 
the 600-foot level of the Contention, a few feet above the 
,vater level, showed the presence of 47.07 ounces of silver 
and 2 .31 ounces of gold, worth $47.74 per ton, or a total 
value of about $76 per ton, estimating the silver at 60 cents 
an ounce. Samples taken by :NIr. Gray, selected ore, ran as 
high as 3.2 ounces gold and 98 ounces of silver. Examples 
might be multiplied, but returns on large lots as shipped are 
more satisfactory. Reference is made to the description of 
the Contention lode, in Chapter V, for a report of the result 
of more recent assays. See p. 78. 

The lot of ore from the Tranquillity Mine shipped in 
April, 1902,40,224 pounds, yielded per ton gold 2.4 ounces; 
silver, 98 ounces, and contained 14 per cent. of lead, making 
a very desirable ore for smelters. According to Mr. J. Vl. 
Dean, one of the former owners, the smelting ores shipped 
from Tombstone in 1899 averaged in value from $4,000 to 
$6,000 to the car load; assuming the car load at 20 tons this 
would be from $200 to $300 per ton in value. Such ores 
were selected so as to justify the great cost of hauling and 
transportation, but with a railway connection, and possibly 
a smelter in the camp. ores of a much lower average would 
be worked profitably. 

Increase of Gold Relatively to 
Silver in Depth 

The bullion produced from the ores, especially from those 
of the Contention lode, consisted largely of gold. The rela
tive amount of gold ancl silver varies with the different mines 
and ores. In the year 1881. at the Contention, the gold 
formed 20 per cent. of the total value, but as greater depths 
were reached the value of the gold increased to 25 per cent. 

;! 

j 
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This relative increase holds good for other mines, ancl for the 
.blanket deposits as well as for the veins. 

In the Toughnut and Goodenough claims the ores carried 
a little gold at the surface, but in depth they carried $30 per 
ton in value in the ore-chutes pitching towards the Empire 
,claim. 

An increase in the amount of gold relatively to silver in 
the lower levels of the Grand Central was noted in 1882. It 
is said that the value in gold at that time ranged from $85 
to $II 2 per ton. 

In the \Vest Side claim the ore in the upper levels carried 
about $7.66 per ton, with an increase of $13 per ton in the 
·ores from the lower levels. The ores from the deep workings 
·on the Sulphuret claim carried about $20 in gold per ton. 

In the Contention the gold content increased as compared 
with the silver, as already indicated, and it is reported that 
at 75 feet below the water-level mining was carried on in an 
·extensive body of ore that averaged $100 per ton in value 
·of gold. 

Perhaps the most notable example of increase in the 
.amount of gold relative to the silver was found at the Lucky 
Cuss mine opened in the manganese-bearing limestone. 
Starting at the surface with only a trace of gold in the ore, 
at the water level the average value was $35.14 in gold in car 
load lots. The increase was almost in a direct ratio with the 
·depth as shown by the returns from the smelters. In some 
shipments the value of the gold was as high as $5 I per ton. 

It is not to be inferred from these examples that the ratio 
·of the gold to the silver. or the increase in the value of the 
ore, will increase with clepth indetinitely. Th~ augmentation 
is believed to be confined to the surface ores. or to oi'es lying 
above the permanent water-Ie,·c1. Belo\v thi~devel there is 
no reason to expect a constant increase in \'a1lle ~\\,.ith depth. 
for the ores may be assumed to ha\'C ·their ·ilOrh1.~i ·.condition 
where covered permanently by water. 

The decompositions and recompositiuns incident to atmos-
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spheric influences, and the percelatien ef surface waters, may 
be censidered as sufficient to' affect the ameunt ef geld at the 
different distances frem the surface. 

At the Cententien mine in 1882 Hakes of nali\'c gold wcre 
cemmen in the seams and surfaces of the perphyry, and it 
eccurs at the present time in the eres of the Tranquility mine 
in visible grains, making rich and handseme cabinet speci
mens. 

Second Class Ores 
Large quantities of ores extracted from the Contention 

and from the Grand Central and ether mines upon the Con
tention lode, in which the average content in gold and silver 
was not sufiicient in \'alue to justify carting to the mills all 

the San Pedro have been profitably treated by the cyanide 
process. 

The erection of milJs at the mouth of the mines, or the 
rapid and cheap transportation which will be prO\'ided by 
the railway will permit of working ores to ad\'antage that 
formerly had to be left on the dumps. 

Nature of Ores Below the Water 
It is to' be expected that in this Tombstone camp and its 

mines, as in all other mines, the ores below the permanent 
water.-Ievel will he more pyritic-will contain more sulphur 
-than the oxidized ores alJoyc the water. \\~e may, in short, 
look for ores that are not oxidized. The values wjll be there. 
but the meth od of treatment for the extraction of the values 
will be different from the treatment of ores from above the 
water. It is not yet possible to state what process will be 
best adapted to the end. It may be that roasting- and 
chloriJ;ation will be resorted to, or it may be best to smelt. 
The smelting furnace will no doubt be. the proper destination 
for such ores as are hea\'ily charged with lead. as is now the 

. case with some of the ores fr0111 the hedded deposits in the 
limestone and in the !:'topes of the Tranquillity. 

~ 
! 

f 

<lCbapter jfi\1e--'m::be 1Lo'tJeS3 in J)eptb 

Contention Mine 

I
N lhe \\"illlc.' r of the year 181)2 I made an extended and 

careful study of the variol1s workings ef the Con
tenti on, Head Center and lhe Tranquillity mines 
in cempany with the late 1v1r. Isaac E. Jame.s,* 

the engineer and smveyor, and have netes ef the lede 
and ore-bedies and stepes. I was able to' trace these 
ore-bodies fr0111 the surface to the 600-foot level, just 
above the water line, and to note their continuity and 
the satisfactory evidences of the downward extension of 
the lode and its ores intO' and below the water. I was 
not present when the water was lowered by pumping, but in 
cempany with Mr. James had previel1sly been to' the lowest 
winze on the loele and saw a strong lode of quartz extending 
into the water. It had the appearance of being leached out 
at the \Yater level and ior a few feet abovc it, as if by the 
seasonal changes of water-level the ores had been removed. 
leaving a celll1lar skeleton-mass of white quartz. The infer
ence was un<l\'oidable that greater depth uncleI' the water 
would show good ore in the lode. 

0' "Ike" James, as he was familiarly knolVn by the miners an.d in
timatc frit'nels upon the Comstock Lod~. anel later at ' ':\1«; Cont.~lltion, 
wa, an accomplishcd surveyor and draughtsman . p .c ' .. wa!i tho.rQughly 
familiar with the workings of Tombstone mine , . cSJl~t:i:iIlY '; oJ; the COl.l
tent ion. and made Le~utiful and accurate maps of the lodes "htl;'a: model 
of the whole minc. I-Ie l11~de the c~rli cst m~ps of th()Qphir;,.a!ld other 
mines on tile Comstock Lode. After the lire which desfroyed:' the pump 
and hoisting works of the Contention, l\ofr. James was en,gaged for a 
time at other mines and then wcnt to San Diego, California, where ' he 
died. He was a most genial, intelligent and charming t'ompanion in 
my undergrouncl in\'estig~tion of the Contention Lode. 

W. P . B. 
is 
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The concenSllS of opinion and statement by competent 
·observers and judges at that time, and since, is that ore 
values will be maintained in depth. This is my belief also. 
It is based llpon the knowledge gained as above stated and 
upon the fact that I have recelltly visited different parts of 
the 60o-foot level of the mine, where winzcs have been sunk 
to and into the ground now covered by water and have seen 
good ore there. 

Other points at which ore has been shown to extend to 
ami below the water were visited by me in the extrellle east 
workings of the Contention on the 600-foot level, where t\\'o 
willzes show ore of good grade. 

It is interesting to take note of the experience in eleep 
mining at the celebrated Commonwealth, at Pearce, one of 
the nearest precious metal mines of great extent. The orts 
at that lode were in an oxidized state above the permanent 
water line, and it was supposed that on mining below the 
water only sulphmetted ores would be found. But the oxida
tion has extended to a greater depth and no radical change 
of treatment of the ore has been found necessary. The ore 
is as rich below the water as above. This fact alone is suffi
cient, if there were no other evidences, to relieve any doubts 
regarding the downward extension of the ores in the Tomb
stone Camp. 

At the several points where mining operations on ore
bodies have reached water-level the evidences of continuity 
have been highly satisfactory. It would be an anomaly in 
mining if the ores so liberally formed above the water did 
not extend with equal value below its level. It is geologically 
certain that the present surface level of the country is now 
much lower than it formerly was, this lowering or cutting 
away being the result of the mighty erosive agencies to which 
Arizona has been suhjected. The ancient surface was prob
ably some hundreds of feet higher than now and the ancient 
water level was correspondingly higher than now, so that the 
ore deposits we have been able to mine were once helow the 
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water. :\nd if we now lower the water artificially we may 
expect to uncover o res as rich or richer than those uncovered 
by the gradual subsistence of the water level. from natural 
causes. 

This qllestion of the cOlltinuity of ore below the water has 
been much discussed. That o re should so continue, theoretic
aJly, has already been sufficiently stated and shown. But it 
is now a matter of fa ct rather than of theory .' \Nhile not 
present when the two great pumps were in action, one at 
the Grand Central, the other at the' Contention, I am most 
credibly informed that the water was drawn out enough to· 
permit of winzes being Slink at inlervals below the 600-foot 
lI1ark for the purpose of testing the lode. Owing to the 
broken character of the ground, the water .receded at points. 
quite remote fr0111 the shafts almost as fast as in the shafts. 
The shafts themselves were extended downward for approxi
mately 100 feet below the water-level, an important fact,. 
showing that the water can be controlled by proper pumping. 

High grade gold ore was found in the winze upon the east 
ledge, about 400 feet north of the Contention pump shaft. 
A letter from the then president of the Contention Company 
stated that at a depth of 75 feet in this winze "a drift was· 
run for a distance of I40 feet, and that the ore taken there
from averaged over $100 per ton in gold." Ore of excellent 
grade was found in the other winzes, but this winze was the 
only one in which any con.siderable amount of drifting was· 
done. 

In a recent letter from Engineer Staunton (Sept. 4, 1<)02) 
he says: "We are now running- a drift on this . eils~ )edge 
northward from the top of the winze on the 600-.f~91 Jevel, . 
and are getting a good showing of ore, an assay. fl~qh~ :~\~h'j'c.h. 
received that morning. showed 22.6 ounces ~ilve? '';i;~id 2:9 
ounces gold, or a total value of $7I.24, figurIng sii'ver at 50' 
cents an ounce. Another assay received to-day <~Iso shows · 
the same strikingly high proportion of gold to .silver, which 
we are finding to he the rule on the water level. It is from 
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one of a number of bunches of ore found in the country rock 
east of the east ledge, where we are excavating a station for 
a hoisting engine to be used in sinking the winze and run
ning drifts when the water is lowered. The assay ""as 7-4 
ounces silYer and 2.2 ounces gold; a total value of $49.57, 
of which $45.87 was gold and $3.70 was silver." 

,The influence of wall rocks upon ore deposition is a factor 
not disregarded. It has been pointed out fully that the ores 
of the Contention were deposited not only where the lode 
intersected limestone beds but also where the walls were of 
shale and of sandstone or quartzite. It is therefore just to 
expect ore deposition along the walls formed by the lower 
formations, especially where these formations are the down
ward prolongation or e..xtensions of beds known to be pecu
liarly ore-bearing above the water. The structure of the 
beds, as already shown, gives evidences of an extended area 
of such contacts along the deeper parts of the Contention 
lode now submerged, but which will become accessibl e when 
the water is sufficiently lowered. 

Grand Central Mine 
In regard to the extreme south portion of the Contention 

lode the following facts are important. 
Mr. Gage, as president and manager of the Grand Central 

M ine was familiar with the ore developments, and at my 
request informed me regarding 'the indications at the south 
end of the property, where it is believed that thorough ex
ploration will reveal bodies of ore yet untouched. He writes: 
"We found some very good ore-bodies near the southwest 
corner of the mine which I have no doubt will extencl below 
the water level , as the ore continued as strong to the water
level as it did in the north end, but not in quite as large 
bodies. In fact we had three ore-chutes in the Grand Central 
Mine. One was the extension of the same ore-body the Con
tention had in the south end of that mine. One to the south 

i . 
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of and near to the old working' shaft, and the third near to 
the southwest corner, which chute extended partly into the 
Naumkeag, a side line claim on the west of the Grand Cen
tral, and which the Grand CClllral owneu." 

New Shaft 
At the bottom of the new Combination Shaft, on excava

ting for the pump station just al)()\'e the water, a mass of 
heavy sulphide o re was found, This ore consists of pyrite 
and galenite, and it appears to occupy a saddle or roll of the 
beds. This mixture of galenite and iron pyrites is charac
teristic of the illterstratified bedded deposits rather than of 
the ores of the dikes and veins. 

Intersection of 
Bedded 

the Lode 
Deposits 

by 

It is just to expect great results from the deep contacts 
,of the limestone beds with the lode, Of the several sections 
upon the line of g reatest extension of the workings upon the 
anticlinal fold s ca re fully d rawn to scale from the notes anJ 
sections of Mr. Gray aud MI'. Staunton, one alone has been 
chosen as typical of the rest and as sufi1ciently illustrating 
the fact of the pitch of the ro lls , the depth to which the stop
ing a ll ore has extellded and th e theory o f the prolongation 
of the limestones and other beds with their accompanying 
blanket deposits of a re uncleI' the water-level to ~he Conten
tion lode, This has alreach- been cli scussed in Chap'tel' III. 

The section shows the succession of the ,stra,ta fl~o l11 ' the 
sl11'face down ; the several dikes crossing the straf~ , a,nd,a:lso 
the veins, The Contention lode is on the extl;eril~:" e<;st. 
where the shaft an d the several levels are indicaf'e~;,: The 
general water le\'el is shown by the hOl~i~ontar ' line, 
The blanket ore deposits, so far worked, are indicated 
by the heavy black lines, dipping downwards toward the 
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Contention and extending nearly to the wate,r line. I am 
indebted for the original of this illustration to Mr. H. J. 
Gray and to Mr. Staunton, who have made several such 
sectiolls, following the crests of the different anticlinal folds. 
It will be noted that the prolongation of the ore-bearing 
ground downwards on the pitch if maintained unchanged 
would intersect the Contention lode about 200 feet below the 
600 level (Fig. 19, p. 80). 

Bottom of SuI phuret Shaft 
As early as the year r882 a body of sulphide ore was found 

where the lode intersected limestone, and ores, as ·already 
stated, are found there to-day, and give great promise of 
quantity and vallie. These ore-bod ies are on the 600-foot 
level, near the sh~ft, and are opened up in part by a winze 
which has been sunk on an ·incline following the ore to the 
water on and in a bed of limestone. A considerable quantity 
of ore has been taken out from the sides of this winze . 

Em pire and Silver Belt 
Mr. A. L. Grow reports to me a zone or body of rich 

argentiferous lead ore cutting across the Herald claim, Last 
Chance, Sulphuret, and the corner of the Tranquillity fol
lowing near to the line between the Tranquillity and the 
Girard into the south end of the Empire and the Silver Belt. 
This body has been worked on by August Barcm; <l:~d con-
siderable ore has been shipped from it. ". . 

Tranquillity 
In the Tranquillity some excellent ore, sh~~irii :f'f~ gold, 

is now being stoped out from bedded or blanket lodes by Mr . . , 

Grow. There are several places in this mine above water 
level from which ores of high grade can be extracted without 
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delay. The mine is well-equipped for immediate work, hav
ing levels opened, tracks laid and good hoisting works in 
running order. Ores have been regularly shipped from this 
property up to the date of its recent transfer to the Tomb
stone Consolidation. 

View of the MOI11/J/Iclll to E. S. Sclzieffelill. 

,~ 

Jfn ClCorulu~ion 

H AVING in the forego
ing pages , described 
the mines of the 

new Tombstone Consolidated " 
Company and presented ·evi
dences ' of the nature and ,ex
tent of the ore deposits; I do 
not hesitate to express. the 
opinion based upon this evi
dence, and upon my experi~ ·· 
ence of other localities, that 
paying ore-bodies will be 
found below the water-level 
on the Contention lode cor
responding in value, e:xten t, 
and distribution to those found 
on it above the water..,;l~vel. . 

' :. ~,: .. " . 





The Tombstone, Arizona, Mining District. 

BY JOHN A. CHURCH, NEW YORK CITY. 

(New York and Philadelphia Meeting, February and May. 190~.) 

" TWENTY years ago Tombstone was the most noted min'ing 
camp in Arizona. It presented a combination of fissure-veins 
and bedded deposits in relations which were most puzzling, and 
impossible to make out until the extensive development of the 
mines permitted every detail of the structure to be observed. 

" ~bese details bave been studied with great success by VV. F. 
St~unton, now Manager of the Congress mine, in Arizona, and 
it]bsequently by H. J. Gray, and the facts upon 'which the fol
lowing description is based are mostly the discovery of Mr. 
Staunton, though eonfirmed by my own examination. 

Tombstone is situated in a country that contains several im
portant mines. On the south, at Bisbee, are the Copper 
Queen, whicb Prof. Douglas has described in our Transac
tions,* and other valuable mines; on the east the Common
wealth gold-mine and the recently opened copper-mines at 
';l'urquoise, or Gleeson, and the older Middlemarch and Black 
Diamond. Northeast are the Peabody copper-mines. The 

, ,,:olfram discoveries of two years ago were in the Dragoon 
._J''f,a",,,",. ~ountains, towards which Tombstone looks on the north and 

east . .. 
. ~. Though the town has no railroad at present, it lies but tell 

'. 

miles from Fairbanks, through whieh place both the Southern 
Pacific and the El Paso and Southwestern railways run, and it 

)s expected that in a few months a cut-off on the latter roau, 
between FairbankR and College Peak, passing through Tomb
stone, will place the camp pmctically on the main line. 

Its general situation is shown in the accompanying map. It 
lies on the Gadsden Purchase, and is in Cochise county, 25 
miles from the Mexican line. The San Pedro ri vel', at Fai r
banks and Charleston, afforded an ample supply of water to 

" Trans., xxix., 511. 
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the old mills, and the water-supply of the town is drawn from the 

Huachuca mountains through a pipe-line about 25 miles long. 

Considered as a whole, the formation consists of sedimentary 

beds in contact with an extensive eruptive mass of granodiorite; 

hut with two exceptions (the Lucky Cuss and Knoxville) the 

best mines are not near the contact, and the eruptive rock 

does not underlie the productive part of the measures, unless 

at a depth greater than 3000 feet. 

The Lucky Cuss claim has a fissure-vein within 300 or 400 

ft. of th~ granodiorite, and has yielded nearly a million dol

lars; the West Side, another ' fissure-vein, is 2000 ft. from the 

contact, and has produced a million and a half; and the prin

cipal fissure of the district, which passes through the Grand 

Central, Contention and Head Center mines, and has yielded 

about twelve million dollars, is 4000 ft. from the eruptive rock. 

A few of the minor bedded deposits are 600 to 900 ft. from 

the contact, but their total product did not exceed $900,000, 

while the principal deposits of this type which have produced 

more than six million dollars are half a mil e distant. 

In a district like Tombstone, where surface-deposits of small 

extent have been opened at a great many points, exception can 

be taken to almost any statement that can be made, on the 

ground that ore has been found under conditions that do not 

agree with the general statement; but the preponderance which 

I have expressed in values could be given also in tonnage, if the 

books of all the mining companies had recorded the output by 

weight, and it is clearly shown by the comparative extent and 

permanence of the stopes and veins. It is by the study of the 

leading mines that the facts of the formation have been ob

tained. They show that the deposition of the ore has an intimate 

and interesting relation to the structure and dynamical history 

of the sedimentary rocks. 

The observable measures of Tombstone consist of 2850 ft. 

of sedimentary strata, au intrusive mass of granodiorite and a 

surface-flow of rhyolite. 

THE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 

At the bottom of the sedimentary series is the Randolph 

limestone, numbered I. in Fig. 1, so called from the mine of 

that name in the Charleston side of the (listrict. A thickn ess 
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of 300 ft. is allotted to it, as it is certainly more than 200 fl. 
thick. It has not been an important producer of ore. 

Above it is the Ajax quartzite, 11., a strong anticlinal in this 
rock forming Ajax hill, the highest elevation in the district, 
rising 900 ft. above the town. The Mamie and oth er mines 
have been producers from this rock, which is 500 ft. thick. 

Over the quartzite is the Emerald limestone, IlL, 420 ft. 
thick. About the Emerald, the most important mine in it, 
this stratum consists of thin limestones interleaved with thinner 
shales. At other localities it is made up of thicker and purer 
limestones, with thicker beds of quartzite; but wherever seen 
it indicates variable conditions of formation. It contains sev-
eral mines. . tJ~ 

Next in the series is the Lucky Cuss "'limestone, IV., which 
has several productive mines besides the prominent one that 
gives it its name. Its thickness is taken at 400 ft., but in the 
southern part of the district it covers a great extent of country, 
and undoubtedly thickens rapidly, indicating steady and long 
continued subsidence. It is often fossiliferous, but metamor
phism has made it difficult to obtain satisfactory fossils in any 
variety. It is full of crinoid fragments and imperfectly exposed 
corals, the crinoids being most abundant. 

Upon this limestone rests the Hersehel quartzite, V., which 
varies in thickness, but in the section given is taken at 270 ft., 
a mllllmum. At the surface it has a shaly structure, but in the 
East Side crosscut is found to be mostl.;: a dense, fine-grained 
quartzite. 

Above it is the first of the more important are-strata, the 
White Lime, VI., 60 ft. thick. This rock, which has produced ' 
some of the most valuable ore-bodies in the district, has the 
usual appearance and softness of pure limestones, but in the 
ore-bodies and their neighborhood becomes very siliceous- so 
mtlCh so that Prof. Kemp, though deciding it to be limestone, 
found that the specimen sent him resembled a Iluartzite with 
lime intrusions. Its character as a limestone is undoubted; 
and the siliceous intrusion which characterizes it is probably to 
be ascribed to the solutions which brought in the ore, for it is 
not present away from the ore-bodies. 

Abo\' e the white limestone lies the Toughnut quartzite, VII., 
120 to 140 ft. thiclc It is one of the three rocks first reeog-

THE TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA, MINING DISTRICT. 

in Tombstone as belonging to the m{)st prolific ore
measures. It appears to have shared in the silicification due 
to solfataric action; for, though a quartzite of very fine grain, 
it gives to one familiar with it the impression of a rock that is 
Dot altogether clastic. Prof. Kemp, who examined the rock 
under the microscope, confirmed this impression, as he reported 
that, in addition to fragm ents of quartz, it has much cherty 

Geological Sketch-Map of Tombstone District, Arizon:t. 

silica, and little veins run all through it. The specimen sub
mitted to him was taken in the heart of the mass, and was not 
near ore. In the mine it apllears a massive, fine-grained rock, 
but not composed of impalpaule siliceous paste, like some of 
the quartzites in the shal es. 

This rock som~times co ntains ore, bllt not abundantly. 
There is one small orc-boLly in it that seems to be connected 
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with low vertical stopes in a crevice or crevices, and another 

that shows some limestone, and may have formed in a limited 

bed of this rock. Another, which unites the Quarry and Girard 

anticlinal ore-bodies, lies on the Quarry dike, and extends 

vertically for 40 ft. There are other small irregular stopes 

near the same dike. Thus, though ore can make in the quartz

ite, special preparation seems to be needed for it. Of occurrences 

where ore makes in it in contact with an ore-body in lim estone 

it is not necessary to speak. Such exceptions occur in all 

mllles. 
Over the quartzite is the third of the original ore-series, the 

Blue Lime, VIII., 90 ft. thick. Unlike the white limestone, this 

is a soft, deep-blue rock, a typical limestone ; and it is remark

able, considering the silica imported into the lower members, 

that this rock has been unchanged , except in definite lines like 

veins or in limited areas. In general, the rock is pure. 

In the places excepted, there is a dark-blue silicified fossilifer

ous limestone, evidently an alteration of the parent rock, in which 

no original characteristic except hardness has been disturbed. 

The blue lim estone haR been one of the best ore-carriers in the 

district, as might be expected from its softness and purity. 

Finally, we reach the highest stratum with which we have 

to deal, known in Tombstone as the shale, IX., to which I will 

add the name Contention, as that mill~ has been the principal 

producer from it. It contains a heavy bed of quartzite, and 

many thin limestones and thin quartzites; but the ore-bodies of 

the fissure-veins go down through all its constituents, and it is 

sufficient to regard it as a single, though a composite, member. 

The Grand Ceutral pump-shaft has penetrated it vertically for 

681 ft., and is supposed to be still 150 ft. above the blue lime

stone. It forms the surface over most of the productive area, 

and its thickness there may be taken as 700 ft.. 

These four rocks-the shale, blue lim estone, quartzite and 

white limestone-will sometimes be spoken of as the Toughnut 

series, from the mine where these leading members of the Tomb

stone formation were first recognized. 

The limestones are non-magnesian, and often fetid, even 

when bleached nearly white. 

F ew recognizable fossils were found, though all of the lime

stones are fossiliferou s. Fusulina cylindrica was found in the 
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above the Lucky Cuss limestone and Spirijer rocky

in the blue limestone. An undetermined Chretetes 

• Productus were the only other fossils obtained. The indi

•• 1l8 are that the Tombstone beels belong to the higher 

of the Lower Carboniferous, and, perhaps, to the 

sedimentary rocks are folded into a synclinal about 4000 

wide, measured 011 the center line of the Toughnut claim, 

a nearly east and west axis, which pitches from the gran-

~orite eastward. The outcrops lie in an irregular horseshoe 

. ich bas a deformation near the point of the curve that sug

~ pressure against the granodiorite. They have not been 

traCed beyond a point east of the San Diego mine, but the 

~~ky Cuss limestone continues there in a line o~ prominent 

Jill18 eastward. Except the three Toughnut rocks, this is the 

.... 1,. one of the series that can be found near the town-Com

:k bill, a mound 100 ft. high, being composed of it. 

. The composition of these rocks shows that the geologic h1s

, tOry of Tombstone was mostly a very quiet. one. There are 

l1wo or three pebbly limest.ones, and two or three cOllglomer

"~~es with quartz pebbles like walnuts, but nearly all the other 

lOcks are of extremely fin e grain. The Ajax quartzite and 

tbick one included in the shale series are of ordinary visi

ble grain, but the others at'e mostly of shaly fineness though 

cUceous in composition. The land mass which furnished the 

.iDaterial for these rocks probably lay to the north and west, 

...ad sufficiently distant to send only fine sediments to the local-
,. 
it)' under consideration. _i£.. 

' · ~Tbe massive fine-grained quartzites of Tombston e seem to ,-

~ nearly pure silica, the coarser kinds often containing a large 

'Proportion of highly crystalline feldspar, opaque and pink in 

;eolor. As the quartz grains of the granular quartzites are 

-often perfectly limpid, the combination of these rounded glassy 

grains with well-developed feldspar makes a product that re

.mbles closely one of th e dike et'llpti,Tes. Other quartzites, 

' less frequently found, have much hornbl e nde. These impure 

.rocks resist erosion better than the pure. Sometimes they have 

-::~linear direction like dikes, :1n(1 I suspect these are to be affili

· ,ated with the lines of silicified limesto ne as a result of the ac

'tion of hot water or hot crases. 
~-... . \:) 
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Elevation succeeded the formation of the rocks, and the steep 
di.ps in places where it can hardly be attributed to subsequent 
history indicate that. this movement was nqt insignificant . . 

THE ERUPTIVE ROCKS. 

The' next step in the process of preparing Tombstone for its 
mineral wealth was the intrusion of an extensive mass of gran
ocHorite. It has a maximum width of about 10,000 ft., and a 
length of 15,000 from its contacts on the south to the line 
where it disappears towards the north, under the gravel of the 12-
mile-wide valley which separates Tom bstone from the Dragoon 
mountains. It may have some relation to the granitic rock 
which forms the front of Cochise's stronghold in those moun
tains, and reaches several miles out in the floor of the valley. 

This mass intruded somewhere below the lowest of the known 
measures, and faulted the rocks at the southern contact, lifting . 
a block from which the sedimentary rocks have been mostly 
removed by erosion ; but patches of them, and in one case a 
co nsiderable hill, are found scattered over its surface. These 
patches are mostly limestone which contained a decided propor
tion of silt, if we may judge from the products of contact-meta
morphism. Sometimes quartzite is found, and the composition 
of these remnants r ecalls the Randolph and Emerald limestones. 

It is eviJent that the eruptive rock has suffered but little 
erosion except towards the valley. Near the southern contact 
it is possible often to walk on the original surface. This fact 
permits the minimum thickness to be calculated, for the upper 
surface is now on a level with the H erschel quartzite, and the 
granodiorite has risen 1600 to 1800 ft. above the level of its en
trance, even if it intruded directly under the Randolph limestone. 

The eastern face of this mass, on which the ore measures 
abut., is, so far as it can be observed, a sheer fault. At the 
Lucky Cuss a crosscnt on the 140-ft. level reaches the grano
diorite at a point vertically under the contact., and on the 340-
ft. level a crosscut directly underneath failed to reach the erup
tive rock, though pnshed nearly to the same distance. The 
mine is nearly 700 ft. deep, but the dip of the vein takes thc 
openings at the bottom about 600 ft. away from the granocli
orite. 
~ orthward from the Lucky Cuss the surface is covered by 
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,",,,,el, and the eruptive rock is exposed only in gulches on its 
.eastern side; but the conditions indicate that the whole of this 
lide, for a distance of nearly a mile, is a: fault-face, and the 
presence of this vertical face of rigid rock has been one of the 

tors in Tombstone's history. The western side is also a 
" '&nlt, and abuts on the Ajax quartzite, the width of the block 

being about 4000 ft., opposite the mines. 
.' The surface-distribution of the rocks in the Tombstone 

basin is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 is a section taken in a NE.
. SW. line through, and nearly parallel to, the Grand Central 

ioine, on a line north of the area where the extreme thickening 
of the Lucky Cuss limestone begins. The ore-bodies of the 

F IG. 2. 

WATER 

.. NE.-SW. Section on Line Shown in Fig. 1, through Grand Centml. 

Grand Central are indicated in longitmlinal section, to show 
r- their positi.on in the so-called shales. 

ig. 3 shows the ore-measures from the outcrop at the town 
~ to the Contention mine, being a section taken at right angles to 

that in Fig. 2. The position of the dikes is indicated, and two 
or the ore-bodi.es of the Contention in cross-section. This is 
the region of the bedded deposits in limestone where t.he struc
ture is exhibited by extensive mine-openings, and the section is 
eontilled to the rocks that outcrop here. 
h The last addition to the surface-rocks of the distri ct was a 
~\\" of ~hyolite, which covers an extensive field lying enti rely 
on the Charleston side of the divide which separates that de-
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fund town from Tombstone. Not even fragments of it can he 

found on the surface of the latter's territory. It rests on the 

Ajax quartzite, at least on its eastern side, and reaches from 

Ajax hill, which will be found on the map, northwest beyond . 

Fairbanks and south west to the hills on the San Ped 1'0 ri ve l', 

through which the Huachuca pipe-line passes. 

Great numbers of dikes are found in the granodiorite, in 

the sedimentary rocks and in the rhyolite. In the first-nal1led 

eruptive rock they run in all directions, and are remarkable 

<lIlly for their occasional small size. One of granophyre ,was 

• FIG. 3, 

t£FEN!.£ WEST SIDE SULPHURET CONTENTION 

NW. -8E. Eeetion on Line Shown in Fig, 1. 

4 in. thick and 60 ft. long. The sedimentaries are especially 

rich in dikes at their contact with the granodiorite. 

In that part of the sedimentary rocks where the ore-deposits 

. are found the dikes are very regular in strike, parallel, and 

probably a mile and a half long, and they owe this regularity, 

probably, to the influence of the fault-face of the granodiorite. 

The fault rUlls nearly N., the dikes N. 23° E., dipping W. 80 0. 

Again::;t this fault-face, also, folds of the strata have been devel

oped, whatever beginnings they had before, and the dips are 

steeper near it than elsewhere. 

In the area traversed by the five dikes of the mines there are 
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in other directions; but in the Lucky Cuss limestone and 

:ern part of the basin there are quartz-felsite dikes 150 ft. 

.tJUCk, striking N. 70'0 E. 
~e materials of the very thin dikes are always granophyre~ 

'~alI.Y a pink variety, with well-marked granitic texture, and 

"these"'are abundant in the granodiorite, as also are dikes, usually 

"'anleh thicker, of a dark granophyre with large feldspars. It is 

the latter variety which is found exclusively in the dikes of the 

"'gr()Und, except one diabase dike in the Northwest and Vi

.si1A mines. Several diorite dikes are found in limestone near 

ib;if~ntact, and though several feet in thickness, they are often 

· ~.i1short. It may be that there is an uneroded portion in the 

lbDeetone. They are probably a portion of the great eruptive 

~ii~ in dike form, and have not been found at any great dis

~1aDee from it. 
.' The two varieties of granophyre are not infrequently asso-

.ted hi one dike, The distinction made between them here 

. due to the absence of the pink variety from the ore-meas

- _ An interesting occurrence of minette in granodiorite near 

If.°contact with Lucky Cuss limestone is referred to in connec

'tlOn with ' the mine of that name. In the rhyolite, dikes of 
r""Ui.' ~ . •• '. 

"quartz-auglte-porphYrIte and mlca-hornblende-porphynte were 

.fticed. Erosion, of course, has been strong, for whatever 

~ was lifted up by the granodiorite has been removed 

itmost completely; and this has been done since the rhyolite .. . 
eruption, for the summits of that rock now stand 1000 ft. above 

\Ple .. granodiorite and within half a mile of it. That flow 

.ould certainly have poured iuto the Tombstone basin, and left 

~' ~races there, if it had not been restrained by some lofty 

barrier: 
.~lt is to be hoped the United States Geological Survey will 

tarn its attention to this interesting field, which is too exten

live to be studied by private enterprise alone. The formations 

"".o! the Whetstone, Dragoon and other mountains that en

. circle Tombstone stand in evident relations with each other 

aDd with the developments of eruptive rocks, 'which form a 

more extensive series than I have indicated. If properly 

~udied, this would probably be foulld to be one of the simpler 

lJ'pes of structure in Arizona.. 
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POSITI ON OF THE ORE. 

There is nothing in Tombstone that indicates the original 

seat of the metals which formed the ore; but the structural 

conditions point strongly to some underlying source from 

which they have risen, through fissures, to be deposited in the 

fissures and in strata which had been prepared by folding for 

the entrance of solutions. The granodiorite has not acted 

except by its inertness, and the role of the dikes has been 

almost equally inferior. The rocks owe t.heir ores alm ost 

entirely to the two results of pressure-folding and fissuring. 

The folding is in two directions, producing anticlinals, with 

axes varying in direction from S. 15 0 E. to S. 65 0 E. from their 

outcrops, and mOlloclinal flexures which lie across the anticli

nals. 'They are usually of gentle slope while the anticlillals 

are often highly compressed, and, in two or three instances, 

faulted. The level parts of the mOlloclinals sometimes rise a 

little, instead of descending; but the rise is too unimportant to 

destroy the contrast between the fold s in th e two directions. 

The bedded deposits lie in the anticlinals, sometimes on 

the flank, sometimes in the apex; but the synclinals are 

barren. The monoclines do not seem to have limited the 

deposition of ore, which is found both where they dip 

strongly and where they are nearly horizontal. The com

pound surface produced 011 any stratum by these cross-folds, 

with their varying direction of axes and steepness of dip, is 

of un ending variety, and undoubtedly has been a controlling 

factor in the distribution of ore, whi:ch is found in all shapes, 

from long, narrow tongu es to broad sheets. I There is nothing 

like the superposed saddle formation, made familiar to us by 

Rickat'd and others. In the Goodenough incline, especially, 

there are as many as three sheets of ore at different levels in 

the blue limestone, and they coincide vertically for portions of 

their extent ; but they differ in the direction of th eir axes auu 

dips. The simple anticlinal structure of the saddles is dis

turbe(1 by the mOl1oclinals. 

Fig . 4 shows the anticlinal folding along the line of th e 

"\Vest Side vei n and across the Tonghn ut and Goodenough 

claims where the flat ore-bodies have been most important. I t 

"will be seen that there are two principal antielinals, one in the 

W est Side and olle at the Quarry in the Tougbnut. On the 
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flanks of these are subordinate folds, which constitute the other 
anticlinals shown in Fig. 6. 

One of the monoclinal flexures across these anticlinals has 
been plotted in Fig. 5, showing the irregular stopes in the 
Northwest mine of the Toughnut claim, which have received 
the name of Hoodo/). On this line there are great numbers 
of small, vertical crevices, which have sometimes received 
enough ore to join two overlying bodies together. In the 
sect.ion of this figure the ore-body B occupies the flank of an 
anticlinal which dips towards the spectator. A and all the others 
are seen in true section. 

COMPRESSION-FISSURES. 

Two lines of vertical fissures are found lying across this 
system of anticlinals. On one, which has a strike of N. 15 0 E., 
the Grand Central, Contention, H ead Center and Tranquillity 
mines are opened, while the other, striking N. 42 0 E., con
tains only the vVest Side mine. Their positions with relation 
to the anticlinal deposits are shown in Fig. 11. 

The anticlinals are persistent from their outcrops on the 
Vizina, Goodenough and Toughnut claims, near the town, to 
the Contention and Grand Central, and in the fissure-veins we 
find the distinctive peculiarity of Tombstone, which binds the 

1--pedded deposits and fissures in one system. The largest ore
bodies of the fissures are found within the lines of these anti
clinals, whether the fissure has been deep enough (as in the 
,Vest Side mine) to reach the blue and white limes, which are 
tIll' rocks that contain the bed deposits, or are still ill the overly
ing shale (as ill the Contention anJ Grand Central). The water
level in the last-named two mines is calculated to be 150 ft. 
aboye the blue limestone, which contains the highest ore
bodies of the Toughnut series; but the influence of the anti
clinals upon the deposition of ore in the fissures is as marked 
in the overlying shales through which the fissures pass in their 
upper levels as in the limestones of the bedded deposits. 

The second result of dynamic action was the production of 
these vertical veins, which I regard as compression-fissures. 
They have been studied most thoroughly in the "Vest Side 
mine, where the principal ore-body of the fissure was confined 
to a strongly compressed anticlinal about 450 ft. long. This 
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-'~~ld is succeeded on the north by a broad and barren synclinal 
and on the south by a narrow synclinal and a gently rising 
anticlinal. The :fissure passes through shale for the first 200 
. A. of its depth, and there is a small ore-body within the syncli-
. JiiI in the shale. It does not extend into the blue , limestone 
. ~low, and is probably due to secondary deposition. 

... There are at least three known parallel fissures within a 
'.dth of 400 ft. at the West Side, two of which have yielded t. 

fore , though the West Side is the only important producer. The 
~wa11s do not indicate faulting; and though a cross-fault of small 

" . throw is observable, it is probably a dislocation of slabs ra.ther 

1han of a section of the country. 

FIG. 5. 

Ol.l 8l. UE 

~~::~~' 
SECTION ~ LIM~ ~ 

SHOWING MONOCLINAL FLEXURE 

~~~ 
PLAN 
~ 

HOODOO STOPES 
NORTHWEST MINE 

Plan and Section of Monoclinal Flexure. 

In Fig. 4 the ore-bodies shown in the vVest Side mine are all 
in the fissure, the anticlinal deposits stretching away from the 
vein on' the side opposite the spectator. The ore~bodies of the 
Goodenough and Toughnut, on the other hand, are exclusively 
anticlinal. In order to show the grouping of the ore-bodies on 

~. the anticlinal, it was necessary, in a drawing on this scale, to 
project the flat bodies on their entire dip. The figure is faulty, 
therefore, in showing the ores of the fissure in section and the 
ores of the anticlinal in projection. Still, the figure exhibit.s 
the anticlinal deposition both in the beds and fissures, and the 
synclinal barrenness. Of the two ore-hodies ill the West Side, 

VOL. XXXlll.-2 
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the one lying in the sharp anticlinal is markedly superior, both 
in size and grade of ore. The inferior one occupies the fissure 
where it passes through strata of gentle dip, and hel~e there is 
no deposition along the anticlinal axis, as there is in the sharp 
fold, 

Although the Contention and Grand Central mines are not 
yet sufficiently cleaned up from the efiects of the fires whieh 
closed them to permit examination, the extent of their ore
bodies is shown ill a report made about 1890, by the late H. G. 
Howe, who was for many years the leading surveyor at Tom b
stone. He gives sections of the ore-bodies, reproduced in Fig. 
8, which are taken from the south end of the Grand Central to~ 
about the center of the Contention. They show very clearlj~. 
th~ combination of. inclined' anticl~nal deposi~s .and a vertical 
vem; and the relatIOn of the two IS more stnkmg here than 
elsewhere in the district, because the two classes of deposits dip 
in opposite directions-the vertical to the west, the anticlinal 
to the east. 

What is called commonly the Contention vein is a series of 
nearly vertical ore-bodies which extend northerly throngh the 
Grand Central, Contention, Head Center, Tranquillity and Sil
ver Thread claims, a distance of nearly a mile. There was no 
one continuous vein along this line, but a series of large indi
vidual ore-bodies lenticular in cross-section, dipping to the 
west (with the dike) and pitching to the north. . Thus, it is not 
to be supposed that the upper ore-body in Sec. 3, Fig. 8, has 
given out abruptly in full width. The figure shows a vertical 
section through an inclined mass, but the latter did not reach 
to the next section 320 ft. north. 

There were several of these bonanzas in the 400 feet of shales 
that separate the Contention and Empire dikes, and in the shale 
east of Contention dike. Mr. Howe says the Gran1:l Central had 
four "of these chimneys of ore," the Contention three, Head 
Center one and Tranquillity two. The largest of these is figured 
in Sec. 4, Fig. 8. Mr. Howe says it outcropped on the surface 
and extended to the 600-ft. level, pitching to the north; but the 
section shows that it was formed by three fissures in echelon. 
On the 300-ft. level it was more than 400 ft. long, and had a max
imum width of 30 ft. A hundred feet low('r it \\"Us 200 by -1:0 ft. 
These are large dimensions fo r so rich au ore. The sections 
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,&ow that the ore-bodies layin echelon, several of them appearing 
" lOme of the cross-sect~ons, only one in others. It is probable 
~ abAt the parallel crevicing found in the West Side mine is pres-
lot. -here also. Three sections show anticlinal deposits. Of 

'=1hat in Sec. 2, Fig. 8, Mr. Howe says: "This ore-body was 
~vered on the 300-ft. level, and followed up by a raise for 50 
'ft.{Wbere a large body of ore was discovered which lay almost 
.~; and development also showed that it pitched to the east, 
~c_a a winze was sunk for 60 or 70 ft., following down upon its 
Sip; but no drift \vas run along this ore-body at the bottom of 
the winze, and its extent is not known." No effort was made 

Subordinate Anticlinals, etc., as Related to Ore-Bodies. 

'lA)$fOSs-cut to this ore from lower levels. The three sections 
abowing anticlinal ore-bodies are not successive sections, being 

_ teparated by two others, in which only vertical bodies are 
Ihown. The meaning of this cannot be determined from the 
old maps, and partly for the reason that the anticlinal ores 
were not mined or even drifted upon, except one below the 

.,rater-level, though the grade was . good. The" East bodies" 
mown by :'\lr. Howe are opposite the antidinals mined in the 
;longbnut series further north. The largest of the antidinals 
Jsaa been followed on ore for 1150 ft. from the W cst Silk vein, 

,- or about half the distance to the Conh·lltion . The disposition 
ore-bodies along anticlinals was IlOt generally knowll whell 
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Mr. Howe made his sections, and it is probable that the Grand 
Central and Contention system cl)nsisted of nearly vertical ore
bodies along or near the dikes, and of others, more gently in
clined, in anticlines crossing from one dike to another and be
yond. The \\1est dip of the vertical shoots and the east dip of 
the flatter deposits is strong evidence of this. The vertical ore
bodies were found in the center of the ground, between the dikes 
as well as under them. 

This series of ore-bodies was the most productive of the 
Tombstone mines, and the explorations in depth are anticipated 
with great interest. When the great ore-formations of the dis
trict, the blue and white limestones, are reached by the Con
tention-Grand Central vein in the Ilext 200 to 300 ft., it is 
expected that the conditions of maximum dynamic effect will 
coincide with the presence of the most favorable ore-rocks the 
district has had. 

These compression-fissures are one of the most important 
features of the formation, and have probably been the most 
prominent factor in the introduction of ore, as the anticlinals 
have been in its distribution. 

Until the Contention and Grand Central are opened suffi
ciently to allow of careful inspection, it will not be possible to 
say whether their ore-bodies occupy similar fissures; but the 
occurrence of ore in the middle ground between the Contention 
and Empire dikes, which are about 400 ft. apart, leads to the 
supposition that compression-fissures will be found there. The 
Head Center fault which cuts the Contention vein and dike is 
parallel to the West Side fi ssure. 

Nowhere in the district is ore found in the shale except in 
the fissures, but its presence there proves that this rock 'was 
not unfitted for the reception of ore, by whatever method it was 
formed. The mobility of shale under pressure is supposed to 
prevent the maintenance even of minute openings, and the 
general absence of ore from this formation is new evidence of 
the controlling necessity of crevices as, a preparation for ore. 
In Tombstone there is a contrast between the behavior under 
pressure of bed-seams and vertical crevices in the shale that is 
worthy of note. The weight of the rocks, which may not 
have been more than 500 or 600 ft. thick, was sufficient to close 
the bed-seams, but not to crush the vertical fissures, and the 
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~ icacy of this difference is shown by the fact that a limestone 
ft. thick has been mineralized for hundreds of feet on its dip, 

the shale in which it is inclosed is barren. If such a 
'.,.tum is what Mr. Bailey Willis calls "competent" enough 

; ::ddJ' .. ft';.ntect and keep open a bed-seam, the pressure of the over

rock must have been small. 
is another kind of fracture which is found very abun-

Untly in the blue and white limestones, and to some extent 
ill ~the Toughnut quartzite, but not in the shale. Cracks of this 
"ciua occurring in limestone often end abruptly at the 00ntact 

1I"ith qnartzite, and I suspect that is the rule, and that these 
... ~.,..,." - CreVices have been produced by a force that affected each 

stratUm of rock for itself, without necessarily producing the 

efIects in other strata. 

TORSION-CRACKS. 

important of these cracks is the Defence vein, 
strikes N. 57° E. It is in outcropping blue limestone, 

aid does not enter the underlying quartzite. Another is the 
Way Up crack, which has most of its length in the Good
'enOugb. Its strike is about N. 65° E. Near it are two minor 
,~rtical stopes in the Goodenough incline, one striking E. and 
the other S. 83 ° E. On the 200-ft. level of the same mine there is 
'ODe with strike N. 67° E., which has yielded more ore than any 
~er except the Defence. None of these penetrate the shale, 
'ud the few stopes in quartzite nearly on the line of the Way 
-Up crack are close to the Quarry dike, and probably due to its 
influence. There are some small vertical stopes in the quartzite 
OIl the Toughnut claim where the Hoodoo stope enters it ; but 
~ as elsewhere in the quartzite, these crevices are few and 

, insignificant, in comparison to those in thelimestones. 
.'the restriction of these crevices to the limestones and 

qua.rtzite points to an origin different from that of the com
',ression-fissures which penetrate rocks of all kinds and have 
.ertical continuity. . I am inclined to ascribe these inferior 
-cracks to the results of torsion accompanying the deformation 

'. or the strata by pressure at an acute angle against the grano-' 
::~c1iorite, the results being produced in each stratum indepemlently 
,,~~f the others. Being confined to the firm rocks, it might be 

.\,;,~~~~ted that the brittle quartzite woulll show them most 
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prominently, which is contrary to the actual conditions; but 
the quartzite occasionally shows crushed areas where the rock 
has been broken to a mass of breccia, entirely non-coherent, for 
several feet in thickness, and these .lHay show how this rock 
adj usted itself to a strain which made crevices merely in the 
limestones. 

The crevices are most abundant in the area of Fig. 7, and 
especially toward the Defence vein, which is just outside the 
figure, below the lower left-hand corner. Fig. 7 is but a pOOl' 
representation of the number and diversity of strike of those 
at the northern end of the Hoodoo stopes lying in that quarter. 
Probably not half of them were noted. Many are barren 
cracks; others make small vertical stopes confined to one or 
more layers in the limestone. The crevices here are not long, 
continuous cracks, though some run for a few hundred feet; 
and it is noteworthy that these are not the best carriers of ore, 
probably for the reason that th eir length and direction take 
them out of the narrow limits of anticlinal deposition. 

Though the D efence vein is in blue limestone exclusively, 
the crevices shown in the same line in Fig. '7 are in the 
lower white limestone, the upper stratum being entil'ely eroded 
'at this point, and they depart strongly from the strike of the 
Defence, the line curving until it is nearly east and west. 
Ore has been mined from the outcrop of the overlying qunrtz
ite, but it is obviously of secondary origin, and has no contin
uan ce in depth. 

These cracks aee found throughou t the area of Fig. 7, but 
th ey are more abundant near the line of the D efence vein, 
which is in the area of g reatest deformation, and on the line 
of th e W est Side fissure, which is 500 ft. or more below the 
right-hand half of the figure. There is no fissure passing 
through these places, no continuity in the cracks, parallelism 
or other co nnection between them. The whole D efence system 
belongs to I,"hat I will style these torsional crevices, and they 
are also strongly developed in the line of g reatest com
pression in that neighborhood, the line of the West Side 
fissure. 

R ELATION OF TIlE DIKES TO ORE. 

The thinl factor ill t he forces which have made the Tomb
stone formation is the series of dikes, the fining of which ha" 
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~n determined as granophyre and diabase. Nearly all the ore 
',derived from it has been taken from the 2500 ft. of ground ly
iDg between the Northwest dike on the west and the Contention , 
~Ctike on the east; but the deposition of ore is not confined to 
the space included between these two dikes. It has been mined 
10 the Defence 500 feet and in the Ingersoll 1000 feet west of 
the Northwest dike, and in the Tranquillity some distance east 
of the Contention dike. 

"; 

.~ 
~ .. 

,~ 

FIG. 7. 

.'" .:;. ... 

Plan and Section of Torsion-Cracks, ~orthwest Mine. 

Fig. 3 shows thtlt one of the principal vertical ore-bodies of 
the Contention and Grund Central is east of that dike. At 
least one of the anticlinal ore-bodies in these mines has the 
same position. 

These facts show that the dikes dicl not have a limiting efl:C<.:t 
upon the passage of ore solutions. Locally they have modi
fied deposition, but in p:eneral their presence was so inert that 

~ we must look elsewhere for the controlling factor, and that, as 
,~ already said, is probahly.the two results ofpressut'e- folding and 
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fissuring. All these elem ents of the problem, except the fi s

sures, are combined in Fig. 6, which shows the ore-bodies (in 

outline) of th e blue and white limestones, the axes of the anti

clinals, the direct.ions of some of the crevices, and the positions 

of the dikes. It shows that along the Quarry dike there is ore 

connecting the deposits of the Quarry and Girard anticlinals, 

and that on the H awkeye dike there is somc spreading of the 

ore in No.6 anticlinal. The Combinatio n and other ore-bodies 

begin at th e N orthwest dike; one small deep-lying ore-body in 

white limestone ends at the H awkeye dike. These occurrences 

are, however, very inferior in importance to the deposition 

along th e crevices and anticlinals. 

This figure covers the terri tory of th e Toughnut and Good

enough mines, with a portion of the H awkeye and. ,Empire. 

The names given to the different elements of the figure re

fer, of course, to mines and particular openings in mines. The 

Northwest and Quarry are both on the Toughnut. Combina

tion, No.6, Goodeuough and W ay Up are all on the Good

enough. The crevices are named from the places of their prin

cipal developm ent. E ach class of occurrences exhibits more 

or less parallelism in its members, but th ere is no parallelism 

between difterent classes. 

In no case that I have found has a dike been a seat of orig

inal ore-deposition. The ore-body in the Toughnut quartz

ite along the Quarry dike is in the slabbed ground by its side, 

though the dike is thoroughly decomposed. The dikes have 

been drifted on and cross-cut in the anticlinals, and in all other 

situations, and the trivial amonnt of ore they have yielded must 

be attributed in part to secondary deposition, aided, perhapR, by 

the quickly diminishing influence of some crevice. In the Con

tention and Grand Central, where it is probable the deposition 

, of ore has been determincd by strong fissuring, the dikes may , 

have been more affected than elsewhere ; but all that is known ,' 

about those mines indicates that their ore-bodies lay near, but I 
not in, dikes. 

Ou thc surface th e dikes often retain their original character 

unchanged, and their outcrops can be distil\guished at a glance. 

Ullllerground they are completely decomposed, and it is often 

impossible to disting ui:;h between the rocks derived from t.hem 

and from the quartzite. On the othe r h and, in the fi ss ures it 
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is common to find an ordinary appearing quartzite where there

should be none of that rock, and with curious frequency the 

phenomenon is found on one side of the vein and not on the 

other, though in a few feet more the crossing of a stratum dis

proves the possibility of faulting. Apparently the vein, before 

its decomposition, acted as a dam, on one side of which silici

fication took place, while the other side was free from it. 

It is odd that the conditions of dike-decomposition m en

tioned are not found outside of the especial ore area. The 

Comet mine has passed through decomposed to unchanged dike 

in 400 ft. In the granodiorite many of the dikes have suffered 

so much surface decomposition that they are now oxides of 

iron, calcite, etc., in a feldspathic magma. They resemble altered 

limestone, but in a few feet their original texture r eturnt', re-

versing the conditions found in the Toughnut and Contention._ 

ORE-DEPOSITION IN LIMESTONE. 

It is evident that the Tombstone ores are the product of re

placement, both in the crevices and the anticlinals. In the 

latter, especially, alteration-products, of the sort usually found 

in limesto nes, are common and are often rich in metals. The 

capriciousness of the attack of the ore-bearing waters upon the 

lim estone is sometimes extraordinary, especially in the region 

of torsional fracturing. All example is shown in Fig. 9, Sees." 

1 to 15, made from careful measurements of the 50- to 150-ft. 

ore-body in the N orth"west mine on the Toughnllt claim, where 

torsional cracking is especially strong. This body, or series 

of ore-bodies, extends almost from the surface to near the 150-

ft. level, and the sections, taken from A to B, Oil Fig. 6, cover 

a length of 250 ft. The ore is entirely in the white limestone, 

with t.he overlying quartzite showing in a sm·face cut in Secs. 

13,14 and 15. The ore-bodies that lie in one vertical plane 

are enclosed in a panel numbered for each section. 

The ore began near the shaft in a vertical fissure which is 

marked A throughout the series of sections. In Sec. 2 three fiat 

ore-bodies, marked B, C and D, came in below the vel,tical, and 

Sec. 3 sho",-s that one of these joins th e vertical, which drops 

clown about 40 ft. iu a horizontal distance of 15 ft., while the 

other two stopes have coalesced. 

In Sec. 4 the vertical stope has disappeared, and A marks 

th E' l'0>, itioll of a drift along the crack. Now all three of the 
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stopes have run together, and form an inclined body with 

Iteep dip, but not vertical. In Sec. 5 the vertical comes in 

~n, joining the highest of the three fiat stopes in Sec. 2, and 

Sec. 6, only 6 ft. distant, the vertical stope has gained no less 

'!"~itiJlat 40 ft. in height. Meanwhile the two lower ore-bodies, C and 

J)~f Sec. 2, have disappe"ared, and do not appear again until 

'" reach Sec. 9; but in Sec. 6 a new ore-body, E, comes in, 

..,hich continues through seven sections. Only one of the flat 

has marked persistence. B of Sec. 2 continues 

a variety of changes to Sec. 14, and it is notable that 

the ' whole series begins and ends with the vertical stope A 

ttanding alone, though it has frequently disappeared entirely 

.:in intermediate sectiont', and in Sec. 15 looks like a flat stope. 

\~, Jn Sec. 10 a new ore-body, F, comes in, which is the beginning 

; Or -the Hoodoo ore-body along the Qnarry anticlinal, Figs. 5" 

6, 
. 

A study of these sections shows that there is nothing like a 

~ertical vein in this place. There is verticality in certa,in stopes 

Along one line for a short distance; but as an ore-body it is 

fally as irregular as the most variable of the fiat stopes, and it 

'illess persistent than one of the latter. It is entirely probable 

";.. that the vertical arrangement which the fiat stopes assume 

when they coalesce is due to the existence of other cracks in 

tb~ir path. The deposition of ore may have changed from 

one crack to another, limiting itself to a certain width, within 

which lie the fiat t'topes which show by their dip that their 

.bape and position have been determined by the anticlinal 

lolds. 
This is well shown in Fig. 5, which is a plan and section of 

the Hoodoo stope, in the same Northwest mine. Its beginning 

is the stope F of Secs. 10 and 11, Fig. 9. The position of 

Sec. 10 is shown on Fig. 5 at F. The strike of these two series 

of ore-bodies is nearly at right angles. On the lower edge of 

the plan, Fig. 5, beginning at F, narrow stopes will be noticed 

fol~owing one general horizontal direction. This is the line of 

the Hoodoo crack, which is ore-bearing only at isolated points. 

" Whether it is one continuous crevice or a serics of nearly par

allel cracks crossed or touched in slight ech elon by the fiat 

atopes cannot be determined. The general conditions of the 

ereviced area incline me to believe that the ore is not always 

in the same crack. As in Fig. 9, the vertical deposition of ore 

v. 
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is very limited. Besides the Hoodoo crack, there .are several 
others at various angles t.hat show vertical deposit.ion for small 
heights. 

The silicified fossiliferous blue limestone already mentioned 
is another product of this fissuring, and also of replacement. 
It is found on the surface and underground in lines of limited 
leugth, appearing like veins, and in the mines areas 100 ft. 
wide have been passed through. They consist of this silicified1 
rock, with scores of open crevices several inches wide. N othingJ 
like this is known in the white limestone. This replacement ~ 
"'(Vas not accompanied by metalliferous deposition, except to a 
feeble extent. Assays of 1 to 3 ounces of silver are sometimes 
had from the rock, but not always. There is no recognizable 
relation of this rock to the ore-bodies. It is found both near 
to and distant from them, and is, perhaps, the only rock in the 
district that shows no sign of yielding to the influence of sec
ondary deposition. This mny be due to the filling of the pores 
in the original rock by silica before the replacement began. 

Some of the thin limestones lying in the shale have been 
ore-carriers in the vertical veins and anticlines, and the richly 
mineralized layer which was called the East body of the Con
tention was probably one of these shale limestones. 

MANGANESE OF THE LUCKY Cuss MINE. 

Of the mines in the lower measures, the Lucky Cuss, Fig. 
10, is t.he most interesting. It lies within 400 ft. of the grano
diorite, and outcrops about 350 ft. from a dike which Prof. A. 
A. Julien determined to be a minette, and which lies in the 
granodiorite close to the contact with limestone. A mass of 
this rock, 15 ft. thick, encountered below the 350-ft. level, is 
attributable to an apophyse from the dike. A section from it 
showed some chlorite, which seems to be absent from the dike. 
Similar occurrences are found in the Combination ore-body 
and elsewhere, but none so far from a dike as this. 

The Lucky Cuss has had two principal ore-bodies, connected 
by a cross-shoot at about the fourth level, and several pipes of 
manganese ore, of which only one is shown in Fig. 10. Most 
of them are of limited depth; but this one, though otherwise 
of small dimellsions, had a vertical depth of 350 ft. 

The origin of the manganese in this mine, and also in the 
Knoxville nnd others, is a question of great interest, and was 
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~ossed by C. W. Goodale in a paper before the Institute. * 
'!'be subject received enlightenment when, under the tongue 

minette on the 350-ft. level of the Lucky Cuss, a mass of 
rock was found which was rich in alabandite, or manganese 
tulpbide, mingled with galena and pyrite. In this position, 
protected by the dike-rock from the infiltration of surface
-.. ters, the original form of the manganese seems to have been 
pserved,/ It is difficult to believe, however, that all the man

---- - deposits, which usually form pipes disposed in an 
manner over the surface of the limestone, represent olel 

of al~handite in place. I am disposed to regard some 
or all of them as secondary depositions derived from masses 

-· impregnations of the sulphide in the limestone, and prob-

FIG. 10. 

SECTION OF ORE BODIES 

LUCKY CUSS MINE 

SCALE ; 1" = 400' 

ably, in part, from its eroded portion. There is some manga
-neee-oxide in all or most of the Tombstone mines, but the 
quantity is small in the strata above the Lucky Cuss limestone. 
.This and the Emerald limestone produce basic ores wherever 
opened; but, as Mr. Goodale has pointed out, the true manga-
,uese-ores are confined to two localities. The first comprises a 
lenes of mines, the Knoxville, W edge, Lucksure and Lucky 
Cuss, lying very near the contact of the granodiorite. The 

_ lecond group, containing the Emerald , Bl'.nker Hill, Rattle
. - -snake and Mammoth, is about a mile S. of E. from the contact, 

. and the Comet is still farther away. This group yields basic ore, 
°bnt the proportion of iron and lime is greater, and of manga-

* 7Ta718., xvii., 767, and xviii., 910, with section of ore-bodies. 
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nese much less, than in the mines near the granodiorite. In 
both groups the manganese seems to decrease with depth. 

The most extensive deposits of manganese are those of the 
'Lucky Cuss and Knoxville. The Lucky Cuss has a fissure 
with chamber deposits of small extent reaching from it into 
the limestone walls. The Knoxville is described by Mr. Good
ale as a series of four ore-shoots lying in the line of a contin
uous closed crack. The relation of these two mines to the 
granodiorite is shown in Fig. 1I. 

The distinctive manganese deposits are the only ones in the 

FIG. 11. 
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Plan, Showing Relation of t he Contention and 'Vest Side Fissures to the 
Auticlinal Deposits, and of the Lucky Cuss and Knoxville Mines to the 
Granodiorite. 

district that indicate by their position an intimate connection 
with the granodiorite. The mines in the Randolph limestone, 
which also yield a basic and somewhat manganiferous ore, are 
about 3000 ft. from the contact. The presence of alabandite 
under an apophyse which is deri\'ed from a dike in the grano
diorite, and the occurrence of the Comet ore under a grano
phyre dike, are indications that the entrance of manganese diu 
not follow immediately npon the intrusion of granodiorite. It 
must therefore be ascribed to aqueous ueposition. There is 
strong evidence that the bodies of oxide are depositions from 
solntions, bnt it ('anllot be determined whether they always oc-
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";'~upy the position of original sulphide bodies, which they have 
~nlarged, or have sometimes entered barren cracks and replaced 
1he jimestone walls. The Lucky Cuss ore, which was so rich 
it the surface that slags made from it contained 43 per cent. 

, )inO, gradually lost manganese and gained silica and lead. 
' '':~is vein :undoubtedly received large accessions of oxide as a 
f ~ondary deposition. Something of the sa.me kind seems to 
have taken place in the Klloxyille, where, Mr. Goodale says, 
11.e ore-pipes had a siliceous center, surrounded by a richly 
manganiferous shell next the limestone. 

".0 ~All the manganese-ores were very poor in gold at the 8ur-
"face, and I believe the Knoxville did not change; but the Lucky 
Cuss improved so much that the ore below the water-le\'el con-.. 
tained $12 per ton of this metal. The alabandite of the 
'Lucky Cuss was not a soli.d maSR of that mineral, bnt a local 
~richment of the sulphiues of manganese, lead and iron, the 
greater portion of the mass being silica and limestone, though 
there were masses of the manganese sulphiue several hundred .. -
pounds in weight. 

The Comet mine, the largest of the manganese deposits, is 
an'instance of the wide extent of ore-deposi. tion in the district, 
) Jing 2200 ft. east of the Grand Central. Active deposition 
·lIas taken place over an area in the Tombstone basin about 
10,000 ft. long from north to south and 7500 ft. from east to 
west. This does not include the mines on the Charleston slope. 

The Comet vein lies under and in contact with a granophyre 
,'J dike 60 ft. thick, and has been mined for a length of 2000 ft., 

ad to the 400-ft. level. Its ore is valuable for its fluxing qual-

MINES IN THE RHYOLITE. 

:A mine of great interest from its positioll in the rhyolite is 
1he State of Maine. The rhyolite on the side nearest Tomb
.tone is poured out on the Ajax quartzite. In the State of 
Maine there are two nearly parallel \'eins in the rhyolite which 
:reach down to the underlying quartzite, 375 ft. deep on the in-

· clination of the shaft and 240 ft. vertically. The quartzite has 
.' been cracked by thc heat to a shaly condition, or at this point 
_~o!!e of those changes of composition which are freqnent and 
~~lldden in this district may have occurred. 

The sedimentary rocks are folded, anel at one point appear 
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to be broken. It is possible that the rhyolite takes the form of 

a dike there, about 60 ft. thick, but the question cannot be de

termined until greater depth is reached or the rhyolite is cross

cut. The veins are from 2 to 7 ft. thick, and quite irregular in 

strike, so that they come to a junction with an angle between 

them of 20°. When parallel they are about 50 ft. apart, and 

both dip NW. 45°. These interesting veins have been very 

profitable for the amount of metal they have yielded, which 

was probably $600,000. The mine is not now in condition for 

proper examination, but the stopes resemble strongly those in 

limestone. The hanging is a smooth continuous wall of rhyo

Woe, the veins very soft and decomposed, and apparently they 

carried ore in individual ore-bodies rather than a continuous 

vein. Their average strike is N. 35° E., and dip of the incline 

40° N. 55° W. The dip varies from about 33° to 48°, with 

much larger variations for short distances. The ore was man

ganiferous and rich in silver. 

There are many other openings in the rhyolite, and the min

eralization of this rock appears to have been quite extensive, 

though the number of profitable mines was small. The Maine 

was the most successful, and the San Pedro, near it, probalJly 

stands next in productiveness. The Bronco, near Charleston, 

7 miles away, IS in siliceous schists, entirely surrounded by 

rhyolite. It is the oldest mine in all this region, having been 

a developed property before the outcrops of Tombstone were 

found. It has had a most checkered history, and is now 

worked with more vigor than ever before. In general, I be

lieve the veins in the rhyolite have had rich ore, but have been 

small and irregular. 
FAULTS. 

One of the curiosities of Tombstone is a fault in Emerald 

gulch with shale on one side and caliche on the other. Its 

strike is N. 32° E., dip E. 80°. A shaft in it is 20 ft. deep, with

out disclosing the full extent of the throw. This interesting 

fault is shown in Fig. 12. It is marked by the usual zone of 

laminated or crushed material, which contains both caliche and 

shale fragments. As the caliche is entirely a product of local 

erosion and modern calcareous cementing, and must have been 

formed since the time of powerful erosion, this fault, which 

seems to be equal in throw to others in the district, must be 

quite rel'E'nt. 
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~: O~ the bill back of the Grand Central mine there is an open 

_:nee which is said to have opened, or at least enlarged, within 

I\.~Dt years. It is therefore commonly attributed to the caving 

_etthe stopes in that mine, its strike, N. 32° E., being about the 

'eame as that of the ore-bodies. . This explanation is not satis

f,actory, for the thickness of rock between it and the stopes 

...aold, in this locality of shaly quartzites, be sufficient to fill 

~!'otbe widest stopes of the Grand Central without producing any 

'ie&ct upon the surface. The paral-

Ieliam between this open fissure FIG. 12. 

tm'd the caliche fault is suggestive. 

4fbey are about 3000 ft. apart, the 

crack being nearly due north frQm 

fault. 
are several faults in the 

~~ct, but none of moment. The 

lArgest vertical fault known is in 

~ Empire part of No.6 anticlinal, 

.~ . ft. The Quarry anticlinal is 

faUlted 35 ft. Of cross-faults, the 

known is on the Contention

Center line, where the dike 

_d vein have been shifted 120 ft. 

iOrlzontally. There is also a small 

IIorizontal throw of 20 ft. in the 

~Binpire dike) and others noticeable 

• the outcrops of the shale lime

,ones. The anticlinal faulting pre-

,ceded the deposition of ore. In the , . 
"-- •• Fault between Shale amI CalI che 

ompue there IS ore under the shale in Emerald Gu lch. 

OIl the upthrow side, but none on 

1ho downthrow side. III the Quarry fault there is ore on both 

lides, but here we have not only one of the strongest anticlinals 

In the district, but a dike just through the outcrop. There is 

eo lign of an ore-body faulted after its deposition. The dikes 

do not seem to have caused faultinG' no instance of it bein o ' 
b' ~ 

kDown. The torsion-crevices, on the contrary, frequently 

faulted the ground. In the Hoodoo stopes there is occasionally 

"~a _jumble of limestone and quartzite blocks, but with small 

~~.;';;IiJhrow. The Head-Center fault is interesting because it is 
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closely parallel to the West Side compression-fissure anu 
crosses the Contention vein at an angle of 30 0 • 

With this example of faulting in a crevice, it is somewhat 
remarkable that the West Side fissure shows no faulting, but 
abundant disproof of it. There is some slipping of slabs on 
each other, but very little, and the bedding-lines across the 
drifts prove that there has been no general movement. The 
West Side and Contention represent the strong lines of com
pression-fissuring, and no faulting along their lines is known. 

R.ATIO OF GOLD AND SILVER. 

The entire yield of Tombstone is estimated at 163,000 ounces of 
gold, 21,500,000 ounces of silver, and 5000 tons of lead. The 
losses by pan-amalgamati6n, which was the method by which 
most of the product was obtained, would require an addition 
of 15 per cent. to the gold and silver to obtain the gross total 
of these metals, making somewhat more that 187,000 oz. 
gold, and 22,500,000 oz. sil ver. The proportion of gold was, 
therefore, only 0.827 of one per cent., by weight, of the pre
cious metals. 

The total value of all products as marketed was about $25,000,-
000, to which about $4,000,000 must be added for losses, and 
somewhat for unreported product. Some mines report oilly 
their net returns, leaying the expenses of marketing to be sur-
mised, though they belong to the net yield. . 

The mines varied extremely in their proportions of gold and 
silver. The Contention and Grand Central produced about 20 
gold to 80 silver, by value, which corresponds to about 1 ounce 
gold to 80 ounces silver, as the latter metal was worth about 
$1 at that time. Other mines show a much smaller proportion, 
the Tombstone Mill and Mining Company having 1 gold to 180 
silver, and in mines which were confined entirely to superficial 
deposits ill limestone the proportions may have fall en to 1 : 400 
b'y weight. 

The relative proportions of gold and sih-er in the ore forms 
one of the most interesting and important problems of the dis
trict, and th ere are indications that a favorabl e chauge is takillg 
place with dcpth. The gold value was greater in the fissurc
veins than in the anticlinal deposits, and it improved in both 
going downward. 

In the Contelltioll. a drift run for a length of l .. lO ft . about 
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,~ft. below the water-level gave an average assay of more than 
per ton in gold, and this was in an anticlinal deposit. 

condition in the vertical bodies is not reported. In the 
West Side the ore found at the lowest points mined in the an

On], 1150 ft. from the vertical vein, yielded $17.20 per ton 
~ the average of 55 shipments, which is probably four times 

average of the West Side vein near the surface. 
same increase is found in both vertical and :flat deposits. 

Lucky Cuss, which had little more than a trace at the sur
produced ore worth $12 a ton below the water-level ... nd 

last two shipments contained 1.7 ounces, or $35 a to'. The 
ore of No.6 anticlinal yielded 1.63 ounces, o~ $33.58 

:-per ton, as the average of 71 shipments. The ore now mined 
• I the Tranquillity is ~lso rich in gold. 

~Wbi1e these are merely specific instances, we obtain from 
books of the Tombstone Mill and :Mining Company a com

of the product by periods, which is more exact and also 
instructive. From J nne, 1879, to March, 1884, inclusive, 

company produced 10,931 ounces of gold and 3,459,555 
. of silver, or 1: 317. From March, 1884, to December, 

893, the product was 26,745 ouuces gold and 3,247,603 ounces 
at1ver, or 1: 121, the proportion being 2.6 times as high in the 

~tIecond period as in the first. The only mine opened from the 
roots in the second period was the Lucky Cuss. All 
we're opened in the first period, and had their deep 
in the second period. This company mined two fissures 

nearly all the ant.icli'nals in the camp, and its results must be 
as representative of the true conditions in the district. 

_ incr.ease of go IlL with depth i.§ as interesting in a scientific 
t4ense as it is important to the future prosperity of the district. 
~~f~If I understand Prof. Comstock*correctly, he ascribes this 
,:increase in gold tenure to impregnation follow-ing an ancient 

.. :"'~"1lplift and folding, which wgs succeeded by a later uplift that 
~ •.. broughtin silver, the latter being geologicaJl}:-higher tha1,!: the 

.' 'Ofe&=of the first~deposition. 
J:'~ Confining myself to this district, without considering evidence 

to be obtained from other districts in Arizona, I do not find 
&ets at Tombstone to sustain his vie,,-. There have been 
'h~o well-marked periods of folding there. One preceded the 
~ ... '" 

• "The Geology and Vein-Phenolllena of .\rizuna," 'Z'rans., xxx. , 1038. 
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intrusion of the g ranodiorite; the other came after the intrusion, 
and crowded the strata against the eruptive mass, producing 
effects strongly marked in its neighborhood; but I see no eYi
dence of difterent ore-depositions after these events. The en
trance of all the ore was later than the second folding. The 
difference of level in the Goodenough incline between the 
poorer gold-ores of the surface and the richer of the Empire 
is less than 300 ft., the continuity of the ore is complete, and 
the ore itself is as uniform in character as oxidized ores ever 
are. 

Roughly speaking, about half the gold and silver produced 
in Tombstone has been taken from the upper shales, about a 
third from the blue and white limes, and most of the remainder 
from the Lucky Cuss limestone at various points of its exten
sive outcrop. The quartzites over and under the white lime 
have carried the least ore, but neither of them has been reached 
in the larger fissure-veins which have had richly paying ground 
in the quartzite included in the upper shale. The Toughnut 
quartzite was ore-bearing in the vVest Side mine. 

The town of Tombstone occupies a fiat gravel mesa, or tabl e, 
quite level for a width of a third of a mile from north to so uth, 
and sloping gently to the west for a mile and a half. The 
gravel lies on the anticlinal shown on the extreme left of Fig. 
4, and the white limestone of Combination and No.6 anticli
nals outcrops on the southern side of the town. Toughnut 
gulch is a natural boundary on that side, and, with the excep
tion of Comstock hill, the rock exposures stop at the gulch. 
Some do not reach it, being covered by gravel. To the north 
is a waste of gravel, which a shaft near the town penetrated 
for 300 ft. without reaching rock. 

After lying idle for several years, the reopening of the 
Tombstone mines has been undertaken by gentlemen who 
were prominent ill the early mining of the district. A new' 
shaft, with two hoisting compartments 4 by 7 ft. and two pump 
compartments 5 ft. 9 in. by 7 ft., has been sunk near the Con
tention fissure, and has r eached the water-level at a depth of 
569 ft. This work was done and the shaft strongly timbered. 
in less than five months. Pumps to throw 1750 gallons a 
minute will be installed. It may seem remarkable ,that pumps 
of such capacity should be needed' in a region that is not ollly 
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, arid, but one where the underlying rock s receive an unusually 
anall part of the rain that falls'. The caliche which Prof. 
Blake described in a r ecent paper* covers a large part of the 
district and sheds the surface-water, and the run-off is abnor
mally laro-e. The calculations are made on the results of 

o • 
pumping done in 1884, when about 1,500,000 gallons a day 
were thrown out. The water has never returned to its old 
level by 6 or more feet; and, though t.here is a great body of 
water in the ground, it is believed that, when once removed, 
the rocks will be permanently dry. 

The water-level on the west side of the granodiorite is about 
250 it. higher than on the Tombstone side, which may indicate 
• great depth of rhyolite bet'\'\een the mines there and the San 

river, 6 miles distant au r1 100 ft. lower. 
One of the principal objects of my examination of the Tomb

Ito~e district was to ascertain what measures are likely to be 
_,.encountered below the water-level. The presence of the 

~':'W,..":':;",'\..4C granite" formerly led to the supposition that it underlaid the 
town and ore-bearing rocks; but the evidence contradicts that 
iDipression. The mines still have about 2000 ft. of known 

:.> 
ledimentary rocks under them, and perhaps much more. 

~'? The revival of these mines is a matter of more than usual 
'Interest, for it is based upon convictions derived from a 
_ knowledge of the structural geology of the district, and this 

;~~owledge is in no sense a theory nor an ordinary scientific 
_J."~~~ ~Gplanation of facts. The mines in the anticlinals were man
_;,!,;~.,:, ~~:c8ged , for years in the light of this knowledge, and thousands of 

feet of drifting was done to reach anticlinals at the contacts of 
their rock!>. The work began on a theory of Mr. Staunton's, 
but repeated successes soon lifted it from the plane of reaSOll
Jog to the solid basis of experience. 
.' ;J.lt is this e».-perience which will guide operations in future, 
and the projectors have the greatest faith in their successful 
outcome. All the fissure-veins, all the most productive mines 
in anticlinals, and many of second importance , have been C011-

tolidated in one o,,'nership, as was necessary before a company 
could be formed to pay for draining the elltire dist.rict. 

----- - '-- -------
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Tombstone I Jan. 12/11 Thu rs. 

Water pressur-e in E. drift 1000 - 71 ,lbssq .• in, Dec. 1" 1908 
Ori6in~1 water level 460' 

Water EumEt (Depth 886' in 

1906 
J. 
Fo 
Mo 
Apr. 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
!:iept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 

JJS!l 

p08 
29 days) 

" . 

Dec. 1905) 
.I 

77,496,538 
83,381,838 

109,288,293 
IJ~6,288,497 
140,473,765 
128,229,963 
127,779,745 
123,353,800 
119,851,223 
124,650,725 
120,182,247 
125,456,690 

138,705,029 
110,399,525 
136,224,454 
135;571,865 
142,598,587 
143,566,288 .. 
155,035,670 
159,477,665 
158,675,158 

.159,572,471 
145,609,309 
146,482,664 

143,017,089 
132,242,100 
139,145,247 
132,782,287 
137,882,732 
~32. J 537 ,564 

·139,651,341 
179,752,127 
177,003,697 
173,024,312 
172,046,geO 
H~3 ,620,677 

gals 

1 
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196 , 434,\, 225 
182,846,700 
19J,921,743 
190,339,148 
197,606,534 (Got water :W1 oil fuel & lost 
124,196,316 (pumps on 1000 

66,637,877 (water rose this mo. to IS' below 
'5 ~: ,404,619-(SOO lE'...lfel or. Aug 27 
c9, 136., f,B.l-- 13' belo\1i 80C at end of mo. 

105,'1l8,697-Holding at 800 lev. at end of mo. 
10l,623,296-- Holding at 800 

158 bbls. oil a day 108,854,399 " "" 

1910 
Started lowering water Jan. 4 and lowered it 45' by 9th 
and held it the're to end of mo. 

140,700,355 
150,301,179-- 80' below 800 end of mo. 
186,515,665-- 120'" " " II II .1 

194,164,504-- 170'" II II " " 

124,223,623-- Roof of 1000 level just reacht 

100,699,996 
173.,429,854 
206,977,036 

when 5 boilers were lost 
because of leaking. Sinkers 
submerged. Water rose again 
to 800. On May 21 were 100' 
below 800 level. Held there 
to end of mo. 

196,222,828-- Recovered 1000' level abo Sept. 9 
219,228,076 
203,933,024 
203,708,980 

In Jan. 1911 at time of visit, were doing no development and holding 
1000 level by pumping about 6,500,000 gals in 24 hours. Could handle 
10,000,000 • 

116,540,928 gallons 
Mine closed Jan. 19, 1:45 P.M. 

Page 9 
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Tombstone Consolo Mines Co. Ld. has spent abo $6,000,000. PrQduced . 
abo $2,500,000 gross or abo $1,500,000 net. Rai::;ed most of money ..... · 
on interest-bearing bonds. Devel. Co. of Am. advanced money and 
has now taken over property. 

All ore yet seen by me is clearly secondary enricht. Generally 
a mixture of sulfides, oxides, chlorides, carbonates etc. 
, h 

Minerals noted: pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, sphal., cerargyrite! 
cerusite 1 wolfenite, alabandite, pyron,orphit·e. 

R.R. reacht Tombstone in 190). 
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Page 13 - 17 

Tombsto .. :e, <Jan. 13/11 Friday 

1000' level of Contention (Pump Shaft) 

Pump station all in socald whit.e lime. ~o bedding planes visible. 
Mostly a gorey, . fine-g!".ained 015. Varies somewhat" in color and .is 

. ~ravt:-:,sed. by ·many . 'small irreg. ·C l;'acks filled noith . -c·alciote. In 
plc..ces coarser-grained than elsewhere. Some veinlets are white and 
some darker than 15. Close to sh ·ft a fe ... ! litt.le efflorescent specks 
of iron sulfate indicate a little pyrite. t-lo indication of ore seen. 

T69 - Limestone close to shaft - on N. side of pump station. 
~ater pours into this level thru cracks and channels in 15. enlarged 
by solution, even where there is no shattering. Pressure at one time 
according to KiIlsley was 71 Ibs per in. Now abo 13 Ibs o No loose 
ground bet. shaft & dike. Nany jets of water from band solid Is. 

Contention dike abo 33' wide at X-cut. ~ee map. For abo 4 feet next 
to E. wall dike is fine-grained, finely sheeted & decomposed. Looks 
something like basalt dikes in Cripple Creek. .:Jmall / / crac\<s 3./4-1/2" 
vide filled app. with calcite. No gouge and no important movement along 
this side of dike. Main part of dike is dlistinctly porphyritic & carries 
a little dissem. pyrite. 

T70 - Spec. this dike. Middle part. 
Limestone next tv dike is not noticeably metamorphosed altho it has 
been more. fis,sured and veined with calcite than elsewhere & is yellowish. 

West contact of dike not .... ell exposed. S. drift follows it, but the 
ground app. was comparatively soft & lagging had to be driven along E. 
side of drift. Roof also lagged. 

Just ~. of dike at main X-cut is what appears to be quartzite. Fractured 
& a little rusty. 

T71 - Spec. this ,quartzite looks like real quartzite but I am not so 
sure since seeing E. X-cut. App. very little of the qtzite here. The 
drift follows a fault fissure of which one branch seems to run just trI. 
of qtzite, comir:g out into drift abo 35' S. of crosscut and from there 
to the face, separatin~ the dike on the east from Is. on the west. No 
crosscuts into this Is. & its character car. be judged only by the more 
or less fissured and veined material near dike. 

m - '::>pec. this Is. No bedding shown. App. is the "white Is". 
mineralization seen altho a little limonite occurs along fissure 

.disappears behind the qtzite. Fault along drift app. abo vert. 
well exposed, owing to lageing. 
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At .:;). end of dr ':' ft large quantities of water are spurting in. A:.; usua1 
clear and not very cold. Ju:; t N. of face on IJ 0 side a large stri:;aIr. 
jets from an irregular hole 6-7" in diam. 

North drift follows r.. side of dike for abo 60 feet.~ Dike then disappears 
app. in E. wall. Quartzite disappears at abo same place and drift is 
entirely in Is. , 0 face. ~mall X-cut it end also all in Is. The drift 
follows a fault 'fissure wilicn appears to <i'ip tie ~75-:'80o. Little or no 
·re.algouge but some slickensidir:g. Rather small striae .. gr.ooved in .ls . 
pitch N. 450 • In places along 'f'J. side of fault Is. is fractured & 
has many vugg:.' caviti es lined with crystais white calcite. No sulfides 
seen. Limestone app. all same as last spec. 

111 - .::>pec. Is. ~. face of drift on W. side of slickenside 

'1'74 - .::>pec. Is. from face of iittle crosscut on E side of fissure. 

~ome 15. a:long ~. side of N. drift is very horny and siliceous. 

112 - Spec. of this from about 60' N. of main X-cut 

l:.ast of Pump Shaft - same massive medium ~,o fine-grained lightf1colored 
Is. extends to N. drift. 

The ~. drift follows a generally 
faces. Striae pitch \1,' . abe 700 • 

12-18 inches of gouge. Abundant 
in walls. No mineralization. 

close fissure with curved strongly grooved 
Fissure dips 70-750 to E. At face is 

water from this fissu.re & from crevices 

~ - Spec. l3~ from main X-cut just W of N. drifto 

North drift - follows no distinct fissure but marks a rather indefinite 
& irreg line of change from the white lime to the so-cald Toughnut q6zite 
whieh continues to end of crosscut. This is certainly not a real qtzite 
but is silicified Is. Ls mottled and very irregularly streakt. The 
streaks app. represent fractures from which silicification has workt out. 
The mottling is app. due to kernels of partly replaced Is. surrounded 
by the aqtzite" •. In the north drift bands of horny siliceous material 
alternate with white Iso No regulady and no distinct bedding, altho 
bands may be twested beds. 

Limestone !21) Specs. o~ the material occurring in intimate association at face 
Much epidote ~ ) of N. drift. Much water here. No mine~alization. 

' ~nd other silicates 

...... S1_._. 

. .. EI:om .t.h·is .. ..dr.i.ft..to . face ··of mainX-cut~ ·materialisvery · hard and sil-iceeu5r--'--'-- 
Mo~tled strE:akt & varying in grain. No true qtzite shows such val1iations. 
Clearly a replacement product. The following specimens are all from t:his 
X-cut E of N drift. One of' them shows corals. 

4 
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Page 19 - 28 

Tombstone, Jan. 14/11 Sat. 

Collected water from large stream issuing from solid~s. on W. side of 
S. drift along Contention dike on 1000 level. Bottles used had held 
IdCl and IdN03.washed well & rinsed 3 or 4 times with the mine water 
as bottled. corkt where bottled with new corks washt in the same water. 
·Temp. 26.~ ·C • . cr nearly 80 F. 

800 Level 

Down winze on dike 135'. COl mects with 1000. Dike -generally fractured 
and rather loose. ~ome movement along foot. A little gouge. Striae 
pitch 40-450 to N. Ls on foot where winze meets upraise, 135' down. 

Fissure that runs thru this level near shaft is the one followed on S. 
drift from E. X-cut on 1000. Ralph says had assays up to 10% Cu from~ ~ 
this drif~ altho I saw no ore. 

Dike dips W. ab~ 750 • A short drift N on h.w. Some movement here also. 
Striae pitch N. varying. ~ome as low as 20°. 

Just W. of winze X-cut is in massive Is., app. white Is., overlain by 
calc. shale in roof. Dip abo 300 toS 150 W. 

T87 - Spec. shaly Is with some pyrite. W face of 800 level. 

The longer N. drift ·w. of shaft runs along E wall of dike & then X-cuts 
to \tie wall. Both walls Is. On. ~~. side very hard, , variable in grain. 
Psuedo qtzite. 

Tgg - Spec from .~. side of dike • . 

Dike itself crumbling & decomposed. Some ~ovementalong both walls. 
Gouge & slickensiding. Pitch of striae to N but very vari8hle. No ore 
seen. Along K. side of dike is Is. Some fairly soft, massive white Is., 
some horny and qtzitic like 22. 

Just E of winze in X-cut Is. dips 300 to N 60 E. 

Ab. 35' W. of shaft is a fissure in the Is. Close. Dips W abe 70°. 
Another west of it dips W. No app. faulting. Close, altho there are 
vuggy solution chann~ls along ·it. 

I 

...... ·-_ ·--·-···,-·--·--Al·l-rock·.be:tr.--·shaft-& dike -is-·essentiallY same • . On~fo-rmktion of ·1·8 ... .. -- ·- -· - ·---- -.. ... ,' 
with some calc shale. Much of it very siliceous. Some espec~ the shale . 
is horny or flinty ~ Ls. irreg. altered to pseudo qtzite. The srune v 

fissure th. t was followed on the S. drift from E. X-cut on 1000 has been 
followed N. by a drift from the pump station on the 800 et ft E of shaft. 
A strong fissure with up to l' of gougy material. La brecciated along 
it and vuggy. Footwall fairly massive silicified 15. td. W thill-bedded 
or shaly Is. Very fine-g. 
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Page 19-28 (cont.) 

T89 - Spec. from K. ~ace of drift on W. side fissure. The difference 
in rocks is app. very local for the pump sLation E. of drift is in massjve 
white Is. Dip of a shaly band at It; end pump station~'ls 250 to S 10 E. 
Jome of the 15. here is a white sU5ary-textured marble. Grain in · places 
coarser than sugar. 

This granularwM_t,ema~ble is overlain ~y some shaly finez-.g Is. iin which 
is the layer of ow-grade ore followed down in inclined winze. Runs up 
to abe $10 ~ /(}(J )'1'i>~ -ri ~-

. . 
T90 - Spec. the granular Is. 

Incline go~s down at L of 220 for ab 100 ft. Follows bedding in general 
altho not accurately. At ab.'the 100' mark a strong fault cuts off the 
indications followed. A zone of shattered Is. rather loosely cemented.. -;.
with vuggy calcite. Much of material is soft crushed Is. stained with 
ox. iron & mn. In places 10-12' wide. Several slip surfaces. CrUshed 
material in places 10-121 wide. General dip is It; abe 600 St. app. abe 
S. 20 W but sight too short to be of much value. No ore recognized. 
An obs. on the main h.w. crushed zone gave St. S. 35W & dip 55'. A 
well defined fissure here filled with 1 ft. or more of soft crushed 
material. Striae pitch abe 900

• 

Beyond fault incline con~inues at abe 250 thru greatly shattered & 
faulted .calc shale • . All soft & broken & traversed by gouge. slips generally 
dipping E. A strong erie at bottom of winze. No ind of ore. 

T91 - Spece'shaly Is. from bottom of winze. All same shale, even beyond 
last gouge. 

Some ox. & suggestion of leaching for 40-50 feet down or 
possibly 100' down incline but below that goes into hard, par~ly 
met Is. showing no evidence of enrichment. 

;',. 
cattered T92 - Spec. this Is. just above fault & perhaps 125 down. 

~: ' . 

.~ . .. 

~t .'· . 

qtz gra.ins ,. 
!2l - Spec low grade ore from drift at head of winze. Contains some obscure 
dark specks sulfide. Raise a few feet above 800 level on this streak 
shows 

Tombstone, Jan 15/11. Sunday 

Walked with kinsley & l'lQcy in afternoon over reservoir hill, past 7 v 

Herschel, Royal Guard, Lucky Cuss, Lucksure, Oregon, Emerald & Rattlesnake 
mines. 

6 
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Page 19-28 (cont.) 

The rocks of the Coneention, Toughnut, West Side & Herschell mines are 
pretty certainly younger than the Carbo Is. to S. & ore faulted down 
against this consist chiefly of epidotized Is & bed~of qtzite in upper 
part. Lower levels of Pump ~haft probe in Carbo Is. under this younger 
aeries. . 

A distinct · fault crosses IR .. R • . cut S of :Pump 'shaft. According .toMaey 
has dowthrow ·w . S .:of ,90" '. 

~ - Devonian fossils. W. slope of hill N of Emerald & on opp. side 
of ravine. I collected. before from this locality, perhaps a little 
higher up hill, in Carbo 

Tombstone, Jan 16/11. Monday. 

700' level 

At S.E. end, middle branch follows a close fissure in rather massive 
Is.. Partly granular & partly horny. Fissure shows no mineralize 

... --

D1P N.E. abo 880 • Beds at ju of three spurs dip 330 to S.E. Are horny 
fine-g. siliceous Is. Bedding well shown. 

Between branches & c. is a bed of fine even-grained true qtzite abo 6' 
thick. Under it at C. some aphanitic Is. Continue to b. Drift a-b 
is along strike. Dip S.E. 220 here. Some beds fairly thin. Ab. 1'. 
Are aphanitic argillaceous gray-brown 15. Brittle. 

~ aueh 18. !22 - Spec •. this material found Argillac. calc. sandstones. 
. thin sec. Same beds continue abo 72' N.W. along main drift, becoming a little thinner 
~tz grains witand more shaly. At this pt a fault crosses drift at nearly rt Ls. 
::&. ind matrix 
> T96 - Spec. from a 2' bed of Is. 
! I' . 

;~: ;J 
~ .. ~, 

r" 
',' 

" 

121 - Shale just above 30. These represent charact. rocks in the series 
cut in long S.E. drift. 

T98 - Ls. from drift N of shaft on 700 level. Face. 

!2.2 - Ls. Elbow of same drift. 

On 700 level the fault thru station app. separates the "white 15" 
on W from the more shaly Is on E. This ls. is fairly massive, but is 
banded & vari;.ble in texture & appearance. Consid. Silicified & altered. 
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·,,--------·· .;>ome- at shaft ·:ts-pseud'~-qt-Z1te. -··· BedcUhg 'much "'less "distTnct ·thail "lri, ·_· .. ·_- ,, · . ,_._ .. _-" ...... 
thinner beds to E. ' v 

TIOO - Tribute dike 

1101 - W. wall of dike 

T102 - Altered Is. bet. dike & winze 
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Page 19-28 (cont.) 

(Am working forom Tribute dike back to ' shaft) 

26 Stope Altho Ralph said that ore was sulfide exce~t near top of stope, the pillars indicate that it was at least partly ox. Appears to have formed by replacement on top of Blue Is. to a thickness of ) or 4 ft. Blue Is. generally light ':fossiliferous altho f05'Sils are not well preserved. Same as fossils ,collected by me ,some years ,ago "neaT 'Toughnut shaft. 

TlO) - Characteristic fossiliferous Blue Is. from Intermediate level near 26 Stope. Full of fossils but not well preserved. 
Close to ore Is. is white or pinkish and has undergone consid. recrystallizati.on. 

TI04 - Nearest approach to primary mineralization seen. Sphal. galena, pyrite etc in met. Is. 

TI05 - So-cald qtzite (altered 15.) in main X-cut W of Contention dike. App. a qtzite with wollastonite developt in matrix. Like material in Content. 1000' level, E. 

Tombstone, Tues. Jan 17 

TI06 - 15. (altered) just under blUe Is. in dift along fault (see map) Blue Is. a few inches above retains traces of fossils 

For noteworthy change in structure along 'fribute dike see map. A similar steepening of' the beds is said to be apparent in the Ingersol incline • Abandoned but accessible. 

TIO? ..;, So-cald qtzite. Bottom of winze in drift on Ariz. Queen. See map. 

n08 - Met. 15. 'Wall of underhand ' stope just W of Sulphuret dike. Probe represents original mineralization. All ore from this stope was oxidized according to Ralph. This is met. Blue 15. and according to Ralph is a common, facies of it near ore. 

*Shows well the attack of qtz grains by silicates that apparently were developt first in the Calcareous material bet. the qtz grains. Garvel & wollastonite? 

Tombstone Jan 18/11 Wed. 

West Side 

..... 

~.E. drift abo 350' from shaft on W side ledge, a little blue ~s. appears in back. App. just bottom of syncline. App. some conglom. along drift • 
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. Page 33 - 36 (cont.) 

w. Side ledge strong fissure with many open crevices. Ox. material. 

Shaft below to 800, said to be in "qtzite" with somef,.streaks of Is. 

On examining 800 I found more Is. than qtzite. Bather heavy beds. 

Dip 15-200 to N 15 E. ~ome X-ine 15. and some banded horny Is. Ledge 

strong ·ox. fissure. In ' pla~e5 jot wide. Cu stains. Only small indic 

of ore. A. winze abo 20' below N.E. drift is said to . go into regular 

white Is. 

To 600 level. Long drift S. on Boss dike. Beds dip ~. abo 200 • Striae 

on wall of dike pitch N 350 • Close to Boss shaft, abO. 50 r N · of it. 

Bottom of Blue ls. abo at this level, st Boss she Top of Hlue 15. abo 

40' S on this drift. 

er micros ~ - Ls. conglomerate. 350' level, W side. 

like some of Similar r~ck in Ingersol Incline 

',m e rial from 
000' level 600 Level Pump shaft 

Contention 
Big fault exposed just W of shaft. Same as noted below. Block bet. this 

fault & Contention dike said by Macy to be raised abo 125' relative to . 

rocks on either side. 

T1l5 -
Tl16 -
Tll7 -
Tl18 -

Sulphuret Stope 

" " 
" " 
" n 

These specimens were collected as illustl'atiJlg what ! believe to 

represent the original mineralization in the Blue Is. 

Herschell 

Vein St. abo N 33 E Dip SEab. 750 

Beds N end of 600 level St. N 200 W Dip E ~Oo 

650 feet deep. No water. No sulfides seen. Native & horn silver. 

Shoot abo 80' long & up to 6 ft. wide. Pitches Nab. 700 

Douglas Gray, Mgr. Production abo ~280,000 gross. Shipping to El Paso 

The Herschell ore occurs along a fissure that cuts the steeply upturned 

--_&. 

____ _ ~--1leds _ apP-b~lmo_-the_~~e _ ~i~ ~~~::t;:~~lf.'~ii~~:e~f~i~:l~~~.l f~~~~:~~----- -'- -- ~ 

4t1' as there are numerous bedding slips whicp of~.Jen 

. look more prominent than the vein. The latter 

moreover is not straight but breaks across 

some beds at a different angle from its course 

in others. Generally some little slipping . ~ 0 

along vein. Ore ox. all way to bott~ a 
is dry at present. Rang~s from $800 to $3000~ ·75 

per, car of abo 40 tons. jomehigher grade is 

sackt. Dip of beds i n Herschell is fairly 
uniform. ~o sign seen of the Ingersoll roll. 
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Page 33-36 (Cont.) 

Ingersol.Lies just E o'f Herschel). Incline goes down toward l!:. at about 
' 300 (not measured). App. goes thru some of the ls. conglomerate 
characteri::;tic of basal part of Conter,tion series. F~rther down follows 
fossilif. Blue Is. 

" .... '" 

This incline shows a remarkable stru.cture.. As one goes down one can 
see beds on right hand side steepen ab.rruptlyto a verlicalattitude. 
'Stapes belo'W 'show" what 'appears to be 'a comple'te overturn. Clearly the 
incline is close to axis of sharp fold but I am not clear as to just 
~hat happens. The relations suggest a close fold, syntlinal, overturned 
to N. and running out into air to W. Careful mapping necessary to clear 
this up. 

Had consid. ore in Ingersol Stapes still show consid. sphal. & galena 
in streaks ih Blue Is. especially at under surface. Much like Sulphuret 
Stope. .... .-.... 

Duplication of Contention dike by faulting is said to have given abe 
1000 vert feet of dike to stope in an actual depth of abe 400'. Best 
ore made above fault slips. 

Page 43 - Dec • . 14/11 

Talk ~ith Gus Baron 

Scheffelin had his camp near the Bronco mine, just this side 9f Charleston. 
He first located the Graveyard claim about 5 miles SW of Tombstone. 
Next he located the Lucky Cuss. Then he came on to Toughnut Gulch and 
found much carbonate ore lying in the Gulch N of the present Toughnut mine. 
Located the Toughnut & gave it the name on account of the difficulty 
he had in dete~ining how the vein lay. Afterwards went up the hill 
and found some one else staking out claims. Some difference as to owner
ship gave rise to Contention claim. Followed by Contentment, Tranquility 
etc. Goodenough was located just after the Toughnut. 

StoAewal1 shaft 400'~, l~ver X-cut to fault under pyrite uncovered in 
shaft to SE of main shaft. 

Had some low grade ore at 400 in Vizina, but never opened it up. 

Dike in Vizina now bet. shaft and station of RR. 

.... 
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Excer.~s from U.S.G.5. Tombstone, Arizona, Courtland, Arizona, 
Notebook III, 1911-1912, F. L. Ransome 

Page 1 - 12 

Courtland, Tues. Oct. 17/11 

,.Begana.b ... 19O5*.TheGrea:t We·stern ·has .shipt ·ab. ·30,000 ··tons ore 
av. · abe 7% from one ore body. C & A has shipt abe 15,000 - 20,000 tons 
from same · body~ Ship to Bl Paso. 

At Gleason one mine is active. Ship a very low grade pyrite which is 
used for sulfur aVClitton. 

*There was earlier work however in 1901 and consid. ore shipt from 
near 8urfaca • . Humbot claim $100,000. 

. ' ~. Turquoise .mine to \11" said to be owned by Tiffany. Has produced a large 
':.", quantity. :.' , . 

': ': ~' ;. 
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,~ . .~ '!he G~at . 'Western ~8:~ two shafts, the Mary to NE where a bodY! of ox. or~·. ',:'" . · ~F·.,; 
. ' \ ; ...... :.: occurs ~n Is • .. und~: .. la. : and the Mamie aha!h to SW ",here .. ore . ia 8ulfide., . ;!;" ~:': '~ ' : 

, '{ .~ :{apP • . in A.~r~o ;,ls; ~d porphyry • . Consid. work was done by Phe~ps D '" ' . .. ' . . /~:?~~~~~ .. " 
~ .. :~ . :. ::y~. "on Case:r I.e. other .'claims; west"of Casey are the two Leadvi?-le ' .~h~fta.~~: .. " ~~::;~:-:j'~ . ~;,-;

, ·.:.k·.. '., Near MAry are the : .Germania, April Fool anq Maid ot Sunshine cla~ . (c &. ; A·"\ .;(~r~ ;'-~:~~ . 

, ril! ~ . :~ .... :,,:,. ,. :s~, ~·~·l > : ;X.:"~;/o~ : " .. .. '.:. . .. ",:' : :' )" ' ~~ ,i( ,~~~~ii~r 
'~:" , . C & A. did ' ab. $250, work on Leadville clainls in 1907';'8~ Found a . . ;-,:." .\}.' ' :~f< .' . 

. ":, ... ,':1ittle low ' gr~de 8ulride. ·~ L' ',. "1 ~'{;':~ ' ~;: ~ .. ~~,~ 
. r . ~. " . . .. Y" :: " .' .. ~: :~ :< . , ~:( ; . . ' ;' . " . ' ?~t~)'';'·; ): . 

. '.::>: " , . Shatt~:E~ ~~ ; /. iS ~ 'SF~~rton~ Ab. : 400·. Sunk by P~elps Dod~ & ~ ".: "}:;':!,;~ . ::-' .. '4 .. 
. Turquoise . on W .. side Turquoise Hill, just below summit outcrops 'in a ~.. ' :~ .. 

. ~ . bed or qtzlte •. : . ~:; 5t .. N & 5. Dip E 650 • Turquoise occurs 'in fractures .:E· :- · tkt . . 
: i):' . in the qtzite.'.: : Stoped out abe 4' . wide. An incline which connects with " .," .' , .. ~ 

X-cut tunnel abe 50' down. Appear to have worked ab, 75 or possibly '~/,1 
. 100' down to water • . 

Tunnel enters in decomp. porp~yry or gran. All kaolinized and altered. 
\' \ ~ . 

Country around mines at Courtiand is exceedingl! complex in structure. . 
At the Mary is an area of Cambrian qtzite which is all much fractured. 
On t.he 5"&· this mass is separated from the Garb. Is. by a heavy gossen 
~lth cons1d. qtzitic fault breccia & some ore. ~ome Carb eu ore in 
f)()cket.o in 18. just SE of this gossan. Gossan clearly marks a fault. 
, 'hfl qt.zite and Alr1go are ' clearly overthrust on the Garb. 

.oJ. 

'1'1 

Along RR 1n Hard Up claim qtzite is all much fractured, 
\.I,,, r I orturr.Jo lncl1ning to ' east a9 would be case in mass thrust from W • 

.. , ~ . . . ~ . 
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Page ~. - 12 (Cont· • .) 

Courtland, 1hurs. Oct. 19/11 

With HcUridc over hill::> to Gleeson. Leonard Copper ~o. mir.e at (;leeson 

opel'ated under lease by tht: uha;1110n Cop. Co. Copper delle mine. At 

contact bel. carbo .15. which forms a ridge toE. and a dark dioritic 

,01' monzonitic porpil. l:I~.ocks L)~o par-ph on dump show dissern. pyrite. 

";ust }; of holdings of Leonard Cop. Co. 15 old Gleason mine & the claims 

o~ the Tejon lolining Co. Idle. o 

h~ite to dhannon Copper Co. for prints of geolog maps of 3 l~vels. 

Also se~tions. 

The ridge E of Gleason in which the ores occur is mainly carbo Is. 

dipping E 30-500• Along W base of ridge are generally longitudinal ... -_ 

intrusives of a di or monz. porph. like Cl, but more altered. Form 

very irregular sills. The low ground w. of the ridge is chiefly a 

decom~. granitic rock like that W' of the Courtland hills. Also some 

shattered qtzite resting on ls. just ~. of mine (overthrust?) and app. 

overlying the qtzite a flow of much decamp. rhyolite. Weathers black 

with row. ox. ' and on fractUre shows dendrites. 

The Copper Belle mine is situated at W base of ridge. Shaft 300' with 

3 13vels. Ore is mainly pyrite (fine granular) with a little chalcop. 

and occasionally some bornite, sphalerite and galena. Worked mainly 

for sulfur in smelting but the are is graded into 2 classes. 

(Pembertly, ~upt.) 

Ore bodies extend abe 500' N & S ' and occur along contacts of two slabs 

of 15. included in or separated by porph. Are irreg. replacements 

if ls. Pyrite occurs also in small stringers and dissem. in the porph. 

Ls. shows no particular contact met. No silicates. " i~o pyrrhotite. 

bodies dip generally E. like ls. but are variable. Lie generally on 

upper side of Is. but some bodies on lower side also. 

Gleeson 

No other mi~es now working. There were formerly three or four which 

worked ox. gold, silVer, lead, copper ores from irregular bodies in the 

Is. higher up ridge. 

Cou :~tland 

The broad pass ~ of the qtzite hills is occupied chiefly by a much altered 

alaskitic rock. Nowhere fresh. 

Intru!::live into qtzite which is locally schistose at . contact. No areas 

of schist however. App. cuts Is. also, altho I saw no good expos. of 

contact and no contact met. 
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Page' J/- 12 (Cont.) 

Courtland (cont.) 
'(,. 

Closely connected with this alaskite and not seperable without consid. 

work is a bleached and highly altered white qtz porphyry. This is 

abundant ·as irreg. intrusions in ridgeW of Courtland and forms round 

hill S ·of . town. Nowhere even approx. fresh. I believe it is distinct 

fromCl altho Gruton cald it qtz. monz. porph. 

Courtland, Friday Oct. 20/11 

In morning thru Mary Mine with ~~Bride. 

Ore all ox. and all above 2nd level. See map for outline. Generally 

soft typical "Bisbee ledge matter". Limonite, malachite, azmite, 

cuprite, native Cu and chrysocolla. Cuprite & native not abund. An 

irregular undulating body up to 50' thick. Av. probe abo 15 1 • Rests 

on Is. & porph. O\?erlain by decomposed porphyry & qtzite. All consid 

broken up. Most of ledge matter is altered Is. Contains residual 

masses. No sulfides and no met. of the ls. ~ome doubt whether ore was 

originally sulfides or is exotic. Probe some porphyry involved in 

ledge matter, especially where kaolin is abund. But mostly replaced 

Is. Porph. under ore is rather generally fractured & more or less 

decomp. but is not metallized. 

Ore makes out from main body to some extent along Nw slips, which dip NE. 

Mary .sh. 115' thru qtzite. Then ledge matter abo 50' to bottom of 

. 1st level • 

Now shipping from all workings, mainly Mary, 9 50-ton cars a week. 

Maine Mine 

, Examined 100' level only. In abrigo fro cut by dikes & sheets of very 

much altered White porph. Abrigo also much met. Carries garnet, siliates 

& pyrite with a little chalcop. A little chalcocitic en~1chment in 

places but ore is mostly primary. Occurs in lenses generally following 

bedding, aspe. near the porphyry. Very difficult to tell ore from 

worthless pyrite. One grades into the other. 

Distinc. bet. altered porphy and qtzite and altered Is. most difficult. 

Ore of Maine chiefly primary and they expect :to find it on lower levels. 

Have followed some down 40' or more in winze. 

Have shipt abo 1500 tons ore from development. 

Leadville No. 1 has sulfide ore like Maine. In Humbot ore was ox. Have 

not yet developt sulfide ore in quantity. vihole belt of a:brigo is met. 

and extensively metallized espec. with pyrite. Rusty gossans abundant • 

. Along belt. 

NoW' exploring with Star crl' X"n drill. 
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Page 1 ~ 12 (Cont.) 
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/ 

Courtiand. Sat. Oct. 21/11 

. ,. 

At knob of qtzite on Germaniaclaim qtzite rests on)s. Contact here 

dips abe 350 to NE. Much cl·ushing along it and inclines show ledge 

matter and a little ore. This thrust plane I believe turns up gulch 

across Hard Up ' and accounts for tremendous shattering of qt.zite as 

exposed .in RR cut. 
'Page '76,' 77 I 78 
Tombstone District. Ariz. Wed. ~ov. 8, 1911 

Large scale map S. of Contention mine. 

For beds in arroya (Grand Gulch) on Morning Star claim see notes on map. 

App. some very sharp foldLlg in qtzites, neither crests nor saddles being 

well shown. F'or little basalt dike see first or second notebook. 

Contact bet. Carbo and Crete shown E Rattlesnake mine in Grand Gulch. 

Not very well exposed but the Carb 15. is overlain by conglom.not more 

than Id & certainly less than 20' thick. Pebbles subangular mainly chert 

and less than l"! Dip steep to N. app. nearly or quite conform to bedding 

of Is. Overlain by green shale and thin qtzite (at least one bed) but 

these are very poorly exposed. 

Shaft S. corner S. Ex. Grand Central. Just N of shaft is a bed ab 15 1 

thick of liGht gray impure 15. App. contains consid elastic material. 

Below it shale. AboVe it shale also, but just above the ls. is abe 18" 

conglom. This is not sharply marked off from shale. ~eems to be streaks 

of small cherty pebbles & coarse sand in the shale. Dip NNE 850 • From 

shaft SW to ravine mostly shale. One thin band imp. Is. Just W of 

ravine a band coarser cong. Pebbles chert Is. qtz & qtzite up to abe 

4". Subang • 

Telephone work done by lessees. Stript consid 10-12 years ago. An 

irregular fissure or crevice in Is. Dip SW 65-70°. Manganif. ore. 

Lessees now ecreening dump & shipping fines. Low grade but treatment 

changes very little. Have shipt 5 cars. Crevice conforms or nearly so 

to bedding of 15. 

Section across basalt part of Crete in middle of Telephone claim. At 

base abe 25' hard epidotized shale. 

Then abe '10 1 conglom. with pebbles 15. chiefly with somechert & qtzite 

up to 4-. Variable & app. grades along strike into grits or shales. 

Then abe 10' shale. 

Then sore ' epictotized shale with lenticular streake of conglom & grit. 

Clearly these are lenticul:.tr ori~inally or they are squeezed folds. 

The individual o3.nds are not pa"sistent. 
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Page 72., 80, 81 · 
/ 

Tombstone District, Ariz. Thurs., November 9. 1911 

Large scale map. Traverse from base of Contention s&ries N.E. toward 
Pump Shaft. 

Tribute dike narrow. Probab~ not over 20'. App. dips vi. abo BOO. 
About 18' on top Hardup Hill. Some faultine along it probe accounts for 

'disappearance of white cherty ls. band which runs around ,'w side of 'hilJ... 

Shaft on fault thru saddle S. Hardup Hill. App. had a little ore here. 
Fissure dips S 70-750 with h. w. No distinct striae. l'Jo black mango 

At W. corner of Alps claim occurs same band of characteristic cherty 
light-gray Is. as I noted at S. \'J. end of S. Ex. Grand Central claim and 

.near Tribute. All same kind of Is. & abo same thickness. If this is 
an identical continuous bed it will be useful. 

Lens of hard brown novaculite on ridge 1000' S.E. l1ilitary Hill was 
misleading. Appears to be in Carbo but I at first supposed it to be the 
met shale at base of Crete 

Saddle W. of Alps ' Claini. Just ~~' of this (12') is a band 12' wide 9f Is. 
conglom. i.e. pebbles mostly grey Is. Up to 6". Between are thin beds 
shale and pebbly grits or qtzites. No sharp line bet. congloms. and 
finer rocks. Bottom of saddle is purple & green shale but bet. this & 
Carbo there are 10 or mo e bands of congo E of saddle, below gray cherty 
ls. I noted two thin bands conglom with thin qtzites and hard shales. 

Cherty gray Is.E. of saddle 25-30' thick. Overlain by a peculiar 
speckled rock which weathers buff & looks at first glance like a porph. 
Contains elastic fragments, some recognizable as ls. 3-4' thick but 
grades upwardirreg into a coarse grit containing Is. fragments. 

From ls. to top Alps Hill beds not well exposed. Probe nearly vert. 
No very thick beds. Thin-bedded rusty-weathering qtzites, grits, shales 
hard banded cherty rocks (prob. met. shales). The fine-g-qtzites also 
often banded. Same rocks with vert or nearly vertical dip app. continue 
ove~ Alps Hill and down to saddle on N. So far there is no evidence 
of duplication by folding, an.': where bet. this saddle and the base of the 
series. 

Saddle on 'Alta Claim. Bru1d in rusty qtzites. 

Tombstone District. Ariz. Frid. Nov. 10, 1911 , 
Page B3, 'B4 

Large scale map. S. of Reservoir Hi~l 

Old Pump shaft on Con ention. 
usual shattered & decomposed. 
walls. Dip ea~terly abo 500 • 

Caved to open pit shown on map. Dike as 
Dip w. abo 60°. Shattered qtzitc both 
Strike not well shown. 
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Page 83" 84 continued 
/ 

North of Grand Centr - Shaft dike straieht & regular to R.R. cut. Stoped up to 15' wide along _Jotwallo Dip 750 (or more in~laces) to W. In R.R. cut this part of dike ends against a vertical fault striking N' 330 E and which therefore cuts dike at small angle. This fault shows in R.R. cut and heads for Grayts blacksmith shop. 
I 

The :nost notable feature o~ the Contentio.nopen cuts is a strong fault . fissure which crosses dike very obliquely. Dips 850 or more to E. In one place strong horizontal striae & grooves in footwall. This fissure was stoped where it ran thru the dike and app. carrieo the richest ore. 

As the fault dips E & the dike W, it would have effect of repeating the dike on any given level . 

Page 102, 103, 104. 105 

Tombstone District, Ariz. Thurs. Nov. 16, 1911 

With Macy looking up dikes, via Contention, hatt1esnake & Lucky Cuss Mines. Out to Silver Plume. 

Look for piece of dike under compressor room at Pump ~haft. 

Flora Morrison Shaft on stuij of dike at 500 t • 

Shaft in saddle N. Tribute Hill is on Ariz. ~ueen. 

Piece of dike in which Gray is working goes down a little below 200. 

Ore along dike ace. to Macy occurred where little belt white cherty Is. came against dike. This belt bet. dark shales below & qtzites above. 

Old shaft on Contention, on R.R. An incline now filled. Had piece of dike down to abo 300. 

Anchor Tunnel on fault. Dip SE 45°. Striae pitch 700 to SW. Connection allong incline on fault with incline on top of Anchor Hill. 

Fissure that faults Tribute dike on Lucksure Hill is the Lucky Cuss fault acc. to Macy. He says this fault is wide at~nctions with fiast-side vein ' but not noticeably displaced by latter. 

Dip of mera1d vein at collar, 720 w. ,:,hows a good outcrop of brecciated and dark manganif. material to So as far as (?) house and air hole. ' Corresponds to contact bet Dev. & Carob. Overthrust fault ? 7 v-

The cherty gray Is. promises to be useful. Marks line bet the characteristically shaly division of the Morita, with lenses 15., conFlom & some qtiite and the characteristically qtzitic division with some shale. . -
6 
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Page 102, 10), 104, 105 continued 
./ 

Tombstone District, Ariz. I~ov. 18, 1911 

<,' . :" 

To Silver Thread, Tranquility & Pump Shaft mapping on~large scale map 
Followed cherty 1s. W. Hardup Hill. 

Exposeciin cut N. Gray" s house, where it is app. o'f cOl!s~a. width. 
In very ,bottom .ofravine, ,on ~ • . end .way Up" ab. l' o.r decomp .. . ,porph" 
exposed. 

Macy says that there is no porphyry around N. Point shaft where Bishop 
is working. He considers it a part of vein workt thru Skip shaft, slid 
off to E. on bed fault. Quite likely. The two dikes worked in Tranquility 
& .:)ilver T. Also a case of fault duplication. /.u1 ',!-, ',. ./ ~ " . 

Porphyry on Yellow Jacket is much wider than I had .thought. No distir~ 
bed· fault with overlying shale as I at first supposed. Fault, if present, , 
is to E. of open pit. The porphyry however is much broken & decomposed 
and its width is probe due to faulting. 

Traced cherty grayls. W. from Pump Sh., or more accurately, from old 
, Flora Morrison Shaft. . At Mayflower abo 10' thick. Not very distinct 

on slope W. of gulch but shows well on 1st spur W. of Mayflower ravine • 
. No faulting that could see at Mayflower. 

On San Rafael, on ridge & down N. side a well marked zone of 
sheeting & fissuring with two zones of crusht material abo 25 1 apart • 

. I could find no porph. buththis seems to be line of Boss dike. Dip SE 
850 • 

Across middle of East-side claim the characteristic grey cherty 
Is. outcrops in a band abo 25 1 wide on average. In places 18-20. App. 
dips steeply to E. Separates reddish shales below from buff qtzites 
etc. above. 

Pages 112. 113. 114 

Tombstone District, Ar~. Thurs. Nov. 30, 1911 

Large scale map. Central Part. 

Shaft in S.E. corner of Townsite Claim starts in blue Is. dip 35°, 
goes thru much "white qtzite" and into ..... hite Carb Iso Blue Is. here 
is app. unusually thin. 

Blue Monday shaft, E. of Ingersol, . reaches blue Is. thru shale. 

It appears that east of Herschell there is a sharp, short-irreg. anticline 
overturned to W. On the overturned limb the blue Is. is bleach~ and not 
so charac. in appearance as usual. Shows consid. disturbance and is faulted. 
Ingersol is at nose of anticline & this accounts for peculiar behavior 
of blue Is. in that mine. 
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Page 1}2, 113, 114 continued 
.I 

The extensiun of this anticline to N.~. needs revision (E. of Fisher's 0 

Mill) 
~O 

I am corning to the view that the puzzling structure of Lucksure Hill 
is probe due to conlprest overtunned folds. Some rocks that I orip,inally 
supposed to be shale are. the "white,q~ .. zit'e". 

~hales in ravine just E. of Lucky Cuss & S. of pipe line are very much 
broken and disturbed. Probe the axis of a sharp fold. 

Tombstone District. Ariz. Tues. Dec. 12. 1911 

Large scale map from near Fisher's Mill °to LUcksllre Hill 

Bund of impure gray Is. in shales, perhaps 5-6' thick, accompanied by~ -' 
some thip~er bands, runs S. along ridge b. of Herschell mUle. It than 
turns S.W. and swings across gulch east of Lucky Cuss, where it dips 750 

to S. After crossing gulch exposures are not so good but same calcareous 
band seems to run N. past Old Guard. Clearly a sharp anticline here, 
with remarkably steep dip where the beds tUrn in gulch. Beds, as previously 
noted are considerably disturbed along gulch just ou• of pipe line, they 
being in the axis Oaf the fold. 

Found blue 15. on~. side of Lucksure Hill. Altho thin and consid. bleachd o 

and squeezed it shows traces of the charac. fossils. 

oPage 118 

Tombstone District .. Ariz. Thurs. Dec. 14, 1911 

On large scale map around Tribute Mine 

Relations on w. side Hardup Hill extremely puzzling. There are two 
main bands of cherty gray 15, both dipping easterly and evidently repeated. 
Neither is overturned as just under each is the same peculiar SSe with 
angular fragments of white qtzite. 

Between these bands on N. end of Independence claim is an unusually broad 
band of the Is. showing consid~ disturbance at its S. end in the gulch. 
The main bands probe repeated by a fault but I cannot find it. Exposures 
on slope are generally poor. 

Fragments of Is. & qtzite surrounded by shells of the fihrous silicate 
which app~ars to . have formed partly at their expense. An exceedin&ly ~ o 
tough rock. 
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, Page,1 

Elevations above sea of shafts and levels 

Dnpire 
Collar 4599 

1 4499 
2 4409 

4291'1 
3 4209 

4 4150 
5 
6 
8 
7 

Collar 
1 
2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

H.C. 

4506 
4431 

4335 

4235 
4129 

" 

Girard Westside 
4590 4585 
4440 4496 
4386 4420 

4311 '4346 

4261 4260 , 

Sulph. 
4631 

4385 

4284 

4159 . 

4175 
'4116 

3998 
Boss 
4564 

Toughnut 
4558 
4442 
4375 

4291 

G.C. 
4777 
4621 
4542 

4443 

S.T. N.P. 
4568 4581 
41~57 4485 
4356 4426 
4253~ 

' 4210 

4118 
4018 

N.W. Emerald 
4498 4788 
4449 4662 
4403 4560 

4360 4468 

4374 
4280 
4187 

~ranq. Pump 
4588 4681 
4467 4605 
4374 4534 
4315~ 4472 .f 
428) 4430 

·418) 4342 
4118 4243 

4142 
3888 
3978 

Comet L.C. " -.,. 
4777 4600~ 
4609 4511 
4472 441':/. 

4373 .4351 

4264 
4188 
4110 

f '/ '5' . 
I '", . 
,., .. 8 

4053 i, ' . 

< 
I., 

~ ... 
" '. ~' 

( 

7 , 

. " 
" . 
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4118 

Water pressure .1000 Level pump shaft T.C.M. Co. Tombstone 

Dec 1/08 ' 71 'lbs to sq. inch 
, 1%08 ' 69 n .. II " , Jan 1 09 67 I " " " '15/09 65 " n " Feby 1/09 64 .. II " l?09 . 62! " II n 

Mar 1/09 60 " II " 15/09 55 " " .. 
Apr 1/09 55 , 

" II II 

15/09 52~ 1/ " II " May. i/o 9 46 II " " " 15/09 42~ II n II II 

Pumps 8~bmerged May 31/09 for period 15 months. Recovered Aug. 26th, '09 . 1000 Level I . . 
-; <oj. . Sept. 12/10 36 Ibs to sq. inch 

Oct 1/10 31 " . " " .. 
15/10 23 " " II II 

Nov 1/10 21 II " .. " 15/10 19 " " " .. 
Dec 1/10 17 " .. " .. 

15/10 15 " II .. .. 
Jan '1/11 13 11 " " " } 
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Page 1}3. 134~ 135 
/ 

• 

To~bstone District. Ariz. Sept. 29. 1911. Frid. 

Contention Mine ~. 

Douglas Gray leasing. Caving porphyry footvrall into old open stope. 
Much of t-his is .good oxidized ore.. ' ~hows cerarf.;Yriteand massi ·ve lead 
carbonate. Best where porph is veined und silicified with black bands 
& blotches of~n ox. and yellow ditto of lead oxide? Cost 35 cts a ton 
to mine. ' 2.30 to mine, ship and smelt at C & A smeltE:l' b.t Douglas. 
Old ope ~ators app. did not explore this footwall at all in this part of 
lode which is where discovery incline was sunk. 

Tombstone District, Ariz. Mon. Nov. ~.9ll 

with Brown to 700 level of Pump Shaft ... -.... 
700 ft. level, east of shaft. 

I Fault crosses X-cut nearly rt. Ls. Dip E 700 2-3' crusht shale with 
gouge seams. App. not a strong fault. 

2 Much stronger fault 74' from branch to S.E. abo 6' crushtmaterial 
with well ,defined gouge seam. 

3 175' W of atove' is a strong fault zone which crosses X-cut obliquely 
St. up abo N 150 W. Dip ste~p to E app 70-750 • Between these faults 
the shales are some\.,.hat broken & disturbed. 

20' west of this is app. the main fault zone. It extends west for at 
least 25'. ~hale broken and traversed by several gouge seams. Timbered 
and lagged. Dip & strike not shown. 

84' West of J a well defined bed slip with 3-4" soft gouge. Dip E abo 250 

4 Dip changes here. App a little local roll with pitch of 300 to N.E. 
Lit tIe upraise on~ ! it. 

Just under upraise hard horny rock with pyrite 

Roll is app. very local. 

Drift S. from shaft station (compass survey) is on a strone regular 
fault in shale. It dips ~. from 65-750 • Well defined regular scams of 
gouge on foot & hang. sep. by from 1-4 ft crusht shale. Striae on gouge 
,vary but,generally nearly vertical. 

The drift N. from station follows fault for a way, dip abo 750 to E and 
then turns into footwall, thru very hard rock. Prob.part of shale 
series but much met. and in places qtzitic. 

P..ock in h. w. of fault is cert ainly the shale series below the gr,ror c!l~,rty 
Is. wh1:£h apRe_~~s a~ e,~_~t encLoJ. level. 
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Tombstone District Ariz. Noy. 20. 1911 

700 level W. of ~haft 

. t· ..... .. 

Pump station in massive so-called whit~ qtzite. Shows banding in places 
Also streaks and ,bu..chescalc ca!"b. Prob the 'specs. collected in the 
t\ drift from station are in same reck., the shales being faulted down 
against it by the fault thru station. 

This qtzite contains bunches and stringers pyrite. M~re or less cupriferous 
Effloressence in station gives good reaction for copper. 

West of dike are rusty shales. These, S of point where X-cut, reaches 
dike,dip 350 to S 150 W. Dike therefore occupies a fault or there has 
been faulting since. Probe originally a fault-fiss. but there is a goe~ 
gouge 6-8- on h.w. of dike where crost by main X-cut on this level., 

After X-cut goes thru dike, what I suppose to be the blue 15. shows in 
a little stud X-cut in h.w. of dike. Is partly white and fine crys. 
(sugary) partly gray. Very faint traces of the characteristic fossils. 
car. be traced N for at least 30' along wall of dike. Then carnes in the 
white novaculite &-qtzite. 

X-cut between co~t.ention dike & Sulphuret dike is in the white qtzite. 
r~et pure qtzite. At least one bed abe 4 t thick in- hard gray 18. Also 
banded novaculite and streaks (app. not regular beds) of ls. Contains 

' consid. scattered ,sulphides. 

X-cut follows bedding in main Dip 520 near Sulphuret dike. 
'~ .. ' ..... . 

Consid faulting along Sulphuret dike. Porph.squeezed & slickensided. 
, Striae & grooves pitch to N. 250 • Porph up to 6' wide o 

Stopes on it below & above level. 

69' from fault X-cut E to where Boss fissure crosses. 

Stopes 
Blue ls. 

Winze end' of Ariz. Queen fissure dip of shales 250 to S 20 W. Just where 
branch goes off to winze the Arizona Queen fissure, indistinct at best, 
~s cut off by a small fault. \ 

Fault followed by X-cut N from Ariz. Queen varies in dip but on whole 
nearly vert. Good grooves & striae; pitch N 72. Some fissuring in line 
of Arizona Q. W. of fault but exceedingly indistinct & probe not same as 
that E. of fault. 

White ls. for abe 30' from end of X-cut on W side. «ontact not definite 
bet. white qtzite & white Is. 

11 
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lIiov. 20, 1911 continued 

Today's wor~ impresses strongly the belief that the ~-cald white qtzite 

is not a normal qtzite. In places it is evenly granular and the formation 

mQy contain one or more beds true qtzite. Other beds show indistinct 

irregW..ar banding ·of cherty material in more granular material.. Some 

·contains visible . calcite in places in considerable quant. Other places 

show a novaculitic texture. Others show an app. met. Iso with silicates 

and sulfides. ' See specimens. .A little pyrite in dissem. xx, small 

bunches & stringers co~~on in this rock on the 700 level. ~ome of the 

effloresce from this gives a strong copper test on knlfe blade. 

Poindexter tells me that he made a lot of silica tests of the "white 

qtzite" to determine its character for furnace or converter lining. It 

generally fell below 85%. Some contained only abo 60% Si02 and 30% CaO. 

Tombstone District. Ariz.' Tues. Nov. 21. 1911 

600 Level from Tranquility to Pump Shaft with Brown 

600 Level - Straight drift SE Tranquility She in shale all rather fractured 

and as a rule not· showing good bedding. Drift follows a little very 

ir.distinct fissuring but app. no continuous or ':important fissure. 

Drift S. from the above X-cut in much fractured shale. In or close to 

fault zone. Bedding not well shown. 300'" front crosscut dips 220 to N 65 E 

At 128' in, crosscut A cuts a strong fault in shale. Up to 3' crushed 

material with regular clay gouge St N-S dip E 65 • 

. 46' farther in, * another fault St. abo N & S. Dip p35°. 2' thoroly 

crusht shale with regular gouge slips. ~ubsidiary slips for 10' farther 

in X-cut. 

55' from * X-cut is filled. App. from a raise, but may be cave in soft 

ground. 
(T6'. 6~~ .I 

Up little raise 15-20' from this level to real 600 level of Pump Shaft. 

Still shales. Hard and flinty at head of raise. Dip 250 to E. 

At B. porphyry appears with from 1-3' of crusht material and gouge 

slickensides along footwall. 

·At C. an incline goes down on bed planes E. tof dike for 150-200' on streak 

of ore. Partly sulfide. 

Goes down at 25°. App. a thin lens ls. in the shale. Just under CVis 

a little sub level (ab. 10' below) app. not on map. From this another 

similar incline goes dOWll on small streak of ore. This sublevel crosses 

dike and has a drift on h.w. Smooth & regular. Dip W 75°0 Dike abo 

30' wide. YellOW, ox. & fragile. 
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Page ,.,W - 161 continued 
"r .. , f ' .... ,.: .#. :::"1 .... - ' Sulphuret stope on 600. This minerai accompanies sulfides, generally . around the irreg bunches of sphal. py. & galena. I~ is clearly a metamorphic ~product of the blue Is. and has formed along fractures & fissures in the Is. which where unfractured is bleacht & marmorized or retains itsorig .• character. 

This pink material is exceedinhly hard & tough. 

From ~ulphuret shaft to stope the X-cut goes thru. solid flinty banded shales. Color nearly white to nearly black. 

Shows met. of a thin band blue Is. in shale. From tUrn to stope drift follows a few small tight small veinlets;"'-less ~" carrying pink mineral qtz & sulfides. Rock · mostly very hard flinty shale. -' -,. 

Dip at burn abo 180 • 

Went up above level into stope. Workt abo 6' thick. ~lfide ore. Pyrite sphal & galena. Reacht Sulphuret dike at Wend of stope and crost it. . From this point on W side of dike a long incline on a pipe like shoot of ore runs N 25 W up to an upper (West Side?) level at old forge. Flattens to abo 80 as one goes up. App. Ihad good ox. ore. Dip of main Sulphuret . stope just above 600 is abo 300
• Is on an anticlinal roll pitching to -----SEe Some close E-w fissuring without.. faulting crosses main stope on 600 & probe was one of the factors in ore deposition. 

Went down winze from intermediate ' Sulphuret Stope just vi of dike towards 700. Dike abo 12' wide rather irregular. Ore of stope & blue Is. tUrn down almost vert. App. a sharp fold, with the dip increased by distributed small faults ~ (Poindexter believes it to 
be merely steep fold.) 

Crosscut from dike to Pump station n 600 in exceedingly hard flinty rocks. Probe in shale series but not as characteristic as same places. Much met. with little nests of pyrite & probe , ·little c~alcop. 

A fault thru X-cut just W of Pur:tp Station' and another, dip 730 E app. goes thru shaft. 

Tombstone District. Ariz. ·i;ed. Nov. 22, 1911 i 

with Brown to 600 Level Pump Sh east of shaft, ·up shaft to 500 level and on 600 P.Sh. level bet. Tranquility '& Empire shafts. 

Drift NW from E 78' not on map cuts irreg fault in shattered shale. App. nearly a bed fault. Dip & St not well shown. Probe same as in main E crosscut. 

25' NE of Fa . distir,ct fault in shale. Good regular gouge on f .w. with 6-8' crusht shale on h.w. Dip E 650. 
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Page l41 - 161 continued " , 

Another fault just. reacht in back of winze station at G. This dips W 850 

Winze is sunk on a fissure carrying porous ox. mater~al with iron ox~ & 

rwultenite. Latter abundant. Stoped a little ore above sublevel. Ab. 

this level the ore is app. cut off or ends against some irreg faulting, 

but the manner of . its end is not quite clear. In some places comes against 

a vert. ·faUit w~~~ ·a foot or two of brecciated shale. L of winze _ 600 

Consid. movement along the fissure itself and much minor irreg faulting 

j.n here; all shale. 

Drift to H is on the vein followed in winze. A little wulfenite here 

& there but no ore NE of winze. Is a decided fault fissure with crushing 

and gouge. Dip 60-800 • Rather variable. At face ab I' of gouge & 

ground up shale. Ox. all way along. 

Climbed Shaft to 500 level. Xcut west to drift on footwall of dike. 

Faulting along f.w. X-cut thru shale. X-cut goes thru to shales in 

h.w. Dike 50' wide. 

42' W of where drift from station meets X-cut a fault; disp E 700 • 

crusht shale & smooth gouge slip. 

-++- J!.J-~

.............-r J'u'J} 
6 

S.E. drift at L on 500 is on fault dip NE 

Usual 

S.E. drift from shaft is in broken shale. Much disturbed and lagged at 

tUrn to right. 

From Tranquility N.E. on 600 Level (See Toughnut section of map) 

Thru shales to Contention or Empire dike which on this X-cut appears to 

be separated by a horse of shale 10-15' wide. Look at this again. 

Drift K at first on h.w. of dike along strong fault gouge. In places 

drift is wholly in dike but is heavy ~~ round & tightly lagged. Presumably 

it follows line of principal fissuring. F'rom dike 1'1. to Sulphuret more 

massive than the shale app. some blue ls. Look at this again. 

Tombstone District. Ariz. Friday, Nov. 24. 1911 

With brown to 600 Pump level east. Back to fr.Jpire shaft and west. Up 

to 7'oughnut 3ird. 

pOO Level N. Tranquility Shaft. Cross-cut W from dike to No. 6 raise 

nearly follows · bedding • . Beds thicker than shale. For 165' W they are 

fine-g white crys Is. with some aphanatic but not very flinty ls. 

Virtually all Is • . No qtzite seen so far. 

01 I ' 
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Page ~l - 161 continued 
./ 

Just west of this some hard flinty met. ls. or shale and then more ls. 
Some of this met. and contains pink fibrous mineral & sulphides--chiefly 
dissem pyrite & veinlets of pyrite. I believe at pr~sent that whole 
.X-cut is in blue ls. 

X-cut N~*. oI Shaft thru white 15. to Boss dike. Up to 5' wide. Yellow 
decomp_ po.rghy • . Faulted by a j\i.~' . ,s.E .. fissure with strong grooves 
pitching 62 to ·S.E. Fissure dips abo 800 S.~. 

went up :cinpire incline alld over to 'l'oughnut shaft by ;300 level. 

Drift S from shaft in white ls. (Carb.) to point 50 beyong branch drift 
to E. Thence flinty novaculite to end of ~. drift. Just in face same 
blue 15. shows. Not sure whether it is the blue ls., but probe is. 
Dip at face 29°, a little W of S. Dip of white Is. at X-cut 650 ~ 52_W. 
~me solution along contact white ls. & novaculite & original character 
not clear. From end of ~. drift a drift (not on my photo map) turns off 
west - probe to West Side. 

Drift to A, E of dike, is in very hard "white qutzite". 

Much fine-g flinty novaculite. Also a little white Is. 

Drift ESE from shaft. in white Is. Cross-cut B cuts same fissure that 
faults Boss dike. N. of it in X-cut is white Is. but some is hard and 
flinty. A little hole from X-cut opens into open stope on this fissure. 

In ls. around Toughnut shaft are crevices a foot or more wide. One on 
the ~ fissure just W. of Boss dike. 

White ls. to D. Here ~ branch drift N 70 W on a fissure dipping 600 S. 
N.W. of D change in rocks. Become hard & flinty, mqre like 279. 

Drift F 100' in, blue ls. dips 400 N. 70 E. 

45' farther contact main blue ls. & overlying shale. Dip 840 N 40 E. 

Ab. 30' farther to face there flinty black shale & some horny novaculite 
that I should say was "white qtzite" were it not for its position. Just 
in face a little blue-black lso Probe one of the upper bands. 

Tombstone District, Ariz. Friday, Dec. 1~1911 
t, 

. 1 
.I 

~ith Raff~rty to Dipper and Ingersol workings 

Down Dipper Shaft 200 - 250' to long drift N to Brady stope. The ore 
of this stope in Contention dike, mainly near footwall. See notes on 
small map. . 
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Page ~ - 161 continued 

Down winze to Pump Shaft, 400 Level. See notes on 50' map. Altho dike 
appears to be faulted at end of stope, the are appl stopt some distance 
N. of fault. ~ 

Inge~sol incline confirms structure workt out yesterday on surface. 
A remarkably sharp ove~turned anticline the nose or the anticline beauti
fully snown -:i:ni-nclinenear i'ts ·mouth--not ,morrethan25 or 30 I dmm. 
Beds of 15. can be seen bent sharply over. An almost unbelievably sha~p 
fold and 15. is not noticeably fractured o Evidently Is. is very pliable. 

From 4th level down sulfide ore shows in incline. Follows bedding planes 
and makes near fractures. Largely sphalerite. , No large body seen. 
Irregular streaks less than l' thick o 

Tombstone District, Ariz. Sat. Novo 25. 1911 

with L. M. Brown on lbughnut 3rd & 6irard levels. 

Down .l!mpire Incline, from Toughnut .3rd to Sublevel 

On N.E. side, blUe 15. all way down. Along S.~~. side there appears 
to be a fault, with some porphyr.Y along it, which hasdropt the blue 
Is. against rusty rather, shaly novaculite. This fissure well shown , 
in sublevel drift X. ' Ab. vert. but undulates consid. crushing but no 
regular gouge slip. Probe a comparatively old break. Carries some are. 

Back up incline and round by Empire shaft. Down raise to Girard level 
.30' i below Toughnut .3rd. 

The Empire incline goes down in upper part of the main blue Is. Ore 
was 6' or more thick in places. Irreg. boundaries. No sulfides seen • 

Girard incline in \~hite (Carb. Is) just under "white qtzite". Ore body 
very irregular. Met. replacement of Is. near fractUre zones. ~-vhere ore 
ended at lower end of incline I saw a few small bunches of sphalerite 
& pyrite, with possibly other sulfides. Ore as a whole ox. 

All porphyry dikes on T.N. 3rd level are thoroly decomposed and ox. Rusty 
yellow. , 

I have failed to find as yet any evidence of unconformity bet. the ~hite 
qtzite & blUe 15. The latter rocks seems to have been deposited directly 

. ' ' I ' 

on a clean surface of the latter and in places there appea~s to be a 
gradation. On other hand there is usually more or less solution & bx. v 

bet. the ow". qtzite & white Is. At the head of the Girard incline the 
Is. appears to have been b~eccia.ted or else there was a little ll. 
conglom. just under the "white qtzite". I begin to question whether the 
"white qtzite a does not belong with the CretaceOuB se~ieso ~tudy this 
fUrther in surface. 
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Page 141 - 161 continued 
I . 

./ 
Tombstone District, Ariz. Tuesday, Nov. ~' 1911 

W~th Harr,y Rafferty thru Tranquility 

From Tranquility bet. 1st & second level. 
shaft. 

Taken by lessees thru Skip 

'All ox. ground in Tranquility and main f~atures of inter3st are the 
faults. Continuation of steep·E dipping faults & bed faults. Unfor
tunately 'conditions for studying these now are not good. 

Tombstone District. Ariz. Wed: Nov. 29, 1911 

Silver Thread and Head Center Mines with Rafferty 
.... -

Silver Thread 400 level. 1hewulfenite abundant but not regarded ~/ -
miners as ore,or as any particular indo of ore. 

380 ft. level ' No map. Station in W. qtzite, near base. Drifts to N. vi. 
~~e Is.Dip near she 300 N 60 E. Usual layer of porous vuggy 

material just under qtzite. Stoped irreg. wulfenite, qtz & calcite & 
cerrislte (?) 'crystals. . 

. ~ 
" 

Did not go below 400 level. Ladders in shaft not s<lfe. Hight be possible ,.. .,....---
to get down thru stopef!.. 

Some ox. ore , on 40.0 but probe not much deeper. 

To'mb'stone Dist;ict, Ariz~ Sat. Dec. 2, 1911 

Old workings bet. Toughnut and Vizina 

Near Hoodoo Crack. 1st level N.W. workings. Remnants of orig. ore. 
In part ox. and accompanied by porous silie material from which sulfides 
have been leacht. 

Between the Toughnut and the Vizina is'a maze of stopes that e~ends 
partly under the town. They come to surface just west of town and extend 
down to east - following the upper ~e_ruL9;f __ the .. _~hite .. _~s .• , just under W. 
qtzite. Not a uniform layer of ore but a series of very irregul&r bodies 
corillecting and overlapping in an extraordinary and complex way. Some 
of these bodies were 12 or 15' or more thick and of large area. All 
ox. ore. 
. . 
Tombstone District, Ariz. Nov. 21. 1911 

Page 172 

Sulphuret Stope on 600 shows no oxidation. :>ulfide ore. Consid. left 
on edges of the lens stoped. Formed at top of blue In. by met. & 
replacement of Is. This plainly connected with fissures, not necessarily 
large or faults. Turns down very sharply almost to 700 and then flattens 
out as sharply, or nearly so. No distinct faulting. Mainly at least a 
sharp bend. The pink fibrous mit· .. " ~l closely associated with ore, which 
in the main was primary but probe secondarily enricht just below ox. zone. 
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Page 116, 177 
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Tombstone District, Ariz..! ,sept. 29J 1911 

Herschel Mine 

, f,' ',', 

~-

Sank to 700' level and had good sulfide ore. Drifted 84 ft on this and 
then stoped up. This level now under water. 

Tombstone District, Ariz. Monday, Dec. 4, 1311 

Lucky Cuss with Porifirio Padillas 

7th level (8 under water) drift N. along fault, which is well exposed 
at N face. Dip E 650 • ¥~in and deepest striae pitch S 400 • 1here are 
other less distinct sets. Ab. 4' crusht Is. & gouge bet smooth walls~ __ 
X-cuts from fault W. into Is. At one place a little bunch of ox. man~~~ 
ore on a side fissure dipping S. Carbo Is. only rock seen in this \ 
level N. of incline. 

Page 181 

Tombstone District, Ari~. Dec. 5, 1911 

Lucky Cuss Jrd and second levels with Padillas 

Ls. breccia or conglom. Underlies shale. Lucky Cuss Jrd S of shaft. 
Clearly fragmental but not clear whether brecciated & frags rounded by 
solution or conglom.with cemented calc matrix. It is pro~a conglom. 

Main E X-cut 3~d level. E::st of thi.s in X-cut a band 65 t wide along 
X-cut of white crys. Is. Hard shaly Is. and flinty novaCUlite. These 
are most intimately interbanded. No folding could account for the 
association nor are the different rocks in distinct beds. They occur 
one in the other as irreg. lenses streaks & bunches. No sharp lines 
bet. the facies. 

Page 187, 188 

Tombstone District, Ariz. Nov. 17, 1911 

The State of Maine shows a great many fissures in porph. which meet at 
small angles without crossing or faulting. _ On each level there are 
generally two curved main fissures that enclose, a horse of country rock 
of eye-like outline. I am not sure that these fissures are everywhere 
simple or that the so-called footwall and hanging wall fissures are v 

respectively identical on every level. Make sections. 

These fissures generally sho~ a smooth slip plane with nearly vert. 
striae. In places billowy but often remarkably straight and even for 
short distances. No vein filling proper, but here and there alone: the 
fissures cerargyrite in a narrow seam. In places the cerargyrite appears 
to have occurred in subsidiary cracks, the stopes showing -widths.of 5-6'. 

Ie 
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Page,AB8 . 

At the bottom of the mine ~_~r.it~hale, in great part reddish and gray calc. shale, occurs under RorEh. In sharp int r~sive contact close to bottom of shaft yet porph. seems generally to overly shale nearly ho_·izontally. This, hmiever, is not clearly sho\-m. 'rne relations of shale and .porph on bottom level indicate that throw along slip planes ·is ·not great 

Page 195, 196, 197, 198 

Tombstone District. Ariz. Thursday, Nov. 23, 1911 

In office with C. L. Poindexter tracing maps. 

History: Consolidation effected mainly thru Grow, who had obtained~ -~ options, in 1901, year of ~'ueenl s death t Arranged in San Francisco. 

Poindexter says that the anticlinal rolls are very persistent but that ore is not invariably along crest. May be wne side or a shoot may run . down diagonally. . 

West Side and Sulphuret ore said to occur on same anticline • 

Tombstone District, Ariz. Sun. Oct. 1. 1911 

Office work 

Knoxtille mine afterwards called Stonewall and then relocated as Oregon. 

It and Comet mine were able to work low grade mang.ox.ore because smelter . . at Charlstonneed flux and gave them a bonus of 2 or 3 dols. a ton. (Macy) 

Mang. ore of Oregon carries up to 7% zinc (Macy) 

Tombstone District, Ariz. Nov. 12, 1911 

. Talk with Macy 

In Emerald bet. 4 & 5 levels a bedding slip throws vein abo 200'. See map where they began to. X-cut to W. 

According to Macy bedding slips common and displace the vertical faults just as they do the dikes. He says that the big fissure that is exposed just N of ~ center post of Grand Central claim is .. the same as the ' fissure 'W of it, ' being repeated by bed faulting. The 'steep faults nearly: "'; parallel with the Contention dike are offset by the bed faults. 

He says that the Comet. dike ean be traced thru Bunker Hill mine over Contention Hill and thru Silver Thread. 

Tribute traceable nearly to Oregon. A dike also in Abrigo bell near Silver Plume., Also 2 dikes on Telephone claim. 

19 
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Page ~~5-198 continued 

Upper part of Tribute dike near shaft displaced by bedding fault. 

Dec. 3, 1911 

Baron found Tribtite ore body abo 40 1 from surface. ~litlened down to an 
ore body ab. 40' long and 16' wide nea'r 100' Ie-vel. Pincht out at ab. 
150' Was :-iclU some ,340 oz .. ,silver arad 10 oz .• . gold.. frod. ab~ $120 ,000 
bhowed large xx hornsilver with native gold on top of the cerargyritc. 

Accord. to Baron, IIpetanke ll (n;t sure of spelling) is. IIblack metal" or 
argentite. 

He came to T in 1878. All Vizina ore abofe 100'. Sunk 400' to .... ater 
level. Ore be[:an E of Tribute dike which he S3,;ys past. just. E of shaft 
and extended down under town to corner of Russ House. No sulfides. 

~ -~ 

According to A. L. Grow the companies prior to consolidation were the 
Contention Consolo Min. Co. (most productive), the Grand Central Min. 
Co. {28 claims}, the Head Center and Tranquiiity N. Co., The Tombstone 
Milling & Mining CO. (owned Toughnut), the Vizina Min. Co. and the 
Bunker Hill IHniI,g Co. 

) 
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.lilli' H. /!1I1 (2) THE ENGINEERING A~'D:·~·n~ING J~~~' '~ CV 61 

Tile Dt:\'dopment Company hc!;all in Sl·.f1tcmhcl'. 190~. and to July, p p~ was 110 great, that R .compressor 
, . of America 1905. the Illinc had produced 22,000,000 as installed to operate the sinking . 

In ordtr to satisf.~' the 'creditors of the 
"t"cI 'Jrlllcnt Conlilany of America, the 
"''''JII'inl: ~ccurities were so ld at auc
'''In i ~ 1 New York, June 2. for SIOO,-
1111; .~. I:OI5.00(j Imperial Copper Com
f.ni r, .. p~r cent. bonds; :330,000 De
re!'Jpmcnl Company of America, 15-
yCRr r. per cent. gold tru s t bonds; 
t,,;FIJ/ftO Tonlbstone Consolidated Mine~ 
CWlpany, 6 per cent. special con
ruel bonds; 100.000 shares Tombstont: 
{,nn~fllidaled stock; 5725,000 demand 
n"rc~ of the Imperial Copper Company 
.nd 51.500,000 of Tombstone Consoli
dated demand notes. It is stated that 
rhcac securities were bought by interests 
friendly to the Development Company. 

THE SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES 

lb. of copper. as well I,as some sil- pumps by air . . Just as the 1000· level 
ver and lead. Two '-' dividends of pumps were being recovered another ac
$100.000 each were paid in 1906 and cident occurrod to the boiler plant;' dur-
190,. The smeltery. at Sasco, was ing this delay the water again rose to the 
010\\'11 in early in 1908. The Tomb- 800 level. Arrangements were then made 
stone Consolidated Mines Company is to ~educe risks from accidents to the 
capitalized at $ 15.000,000, of which the boiler plant, and the lowest pumps were 
Development Company of America owned recovered and drifting to the ore was re
$6,500,000; the income-bond issue was sumed. The' total pumping capacity was 
S3.000,000, G per cent. The 67 mining 10,000,000 gal. per day. 
claims owned by the company are at 
Tombstone. Cochise county, Ariz. 

THE DISCOVERY OF TOMBSTONE 

Tombstone was discovered in 1878. 
The ore contained gold, silver and lead. 
At first the silver was the principal valu
able constitutent of the ore, but as the 
mine workings were extended in depth, 
it was found that the proportion of gold 
to sil\'er rapidly increased, so that the 
value of the gold greatly exceeded that 
of the other metals. The camp became 
one of the largest in the Southwest and 
produced about S35,000,000. At . a depth 
of 560 ft . below surface the water level 
was reached. where the How was so great 
that all attempts to control it failed and 
the miners w.ere obliged to discontinue 
operations. 

FUNDS PROVE INSUFFICiENT 

The funds realized from the sales of 
sec",rities proved not to be sufficient, and 
in order to go on with the elaborate pros
pecting campaign, large sums of m!>ney 
had to be borrowed. Not having the mine 
on a paying basis soon resulted in 
the exhaustion of the company's credit, 
and on Jan. 19, 1911, pumping was 
stopped. ... '-~ 

. Steps are now being> taken toward a 
, reorganization of the subsidiary com- , 
panies, the securities of which were re
cently sold, so that funds may be raised 
for resuming the work at Tombstone. 

About 125 men are now working for 
leasers In the old stopes above wate. 
level, and besides paying royalty, are " . 
making a fair profit. After the reorgani.. '\ 
zation it is possible that a new scheme .... 

r 

. .' 

The Development Company of America 
y.as incorporated in Delaware, Nov. 23, 
11'01, with authorized stock capitalization 
or S,l,OOO,OOO and bonded debt of 55,
(kXl,OOO. It owned the entire stock of the 
Amtrlcan~Mexican Lumber Company and 
th~ Congress Consolidated Mines Cpm
JI.ny, Ltd., and controlled the Poland 
AUnlng Company, Lookout Copper Com
rOilY, Imperial Copper Company and the 
Tombstone Consolidated Mines Com
r·n)', 

The American-Mexican Lumber Com
p.m', owning 500,000 acres of pine lands 
In Ih.: state of Chihuahua. Mexico, is 

. urlt~liled at 55,000,000. The Congress 
(;1111~lllidated Mines Company, Ltd., capi-

THE PROBLEM OP UNWATERINO THE MtNES 
will be followed to reach the lower pai'ls- - , -:~ , 

. t.llled at 55,000,000, owns a gold mine in ' 
Yavllrai county, Ariz., the workings of 
lI'hleh extend to 2050 ft. b.elow surface. 
The property is equipped with two 40-
.t.illp mills, cyanide plant and modern 
,"r/llce mine equipment. In 1906 and 
lll1li 5150,000 in dividends was paid to 
the Development Company of America. 

The Poland Mining Company is capi
t.lIzcd at S3,OOO,OOO, of which the Devel
orment Company of America owned SI,
• ~~,(l:?O. There have also been issued 
:\I ,Il(Xl,OOO, 7 per cent. income bonds. The 
r \' \lr~rty is in Yavapai cou!1ty, Ariz., and 
thl' I'dns were worked to a depth of 900 
fl , Th~ 20·stamp mill shipped iron con-
1\'ntf:lIt'S to the Sasco smeltery, and lead 

. . ,'\.n,·(ntrat('s to the smelling plant . at 
t\ .... J:~~. The Lookout Copper Company, 
~'I'itnlil(' ,1 at S2,OOO,OOO, of which the 
'1.- , ([,'rment Company of America owned 
~I,~I)I .OOO, owns properties in Yavapai 
tlml1t~'. 

Thr Imperial Copper ~ompany is capi
'~'1 1 .. J nt S5,ooO,OOO. and has issued 
~l.IMln .ooo income bonds. of which the 
11rl,rl0pOlcnt Company of America owned 
"' . ~t1~.(l(lO of the former and 51,015,000 
III the Intler. The company owns all the 
~hll' ~ nf the Arizona S.outhern Railroad 
r,'111l'nny, nnd the Southern Arizona 
!I"lrllln~ Company. The mines are at , 
lillvrrht'll. Pima ' county, Ariz. I Shipments 

About seven years ago, E. B. Gage and 
associates brought together the principal 
properties under one ownership. Funds 
were raised through the Development 
Company of America, which were then 
thought ample . to install the pumping 
equipment necessary for working the 

of the ore bodies ; the shoots will be fol- .,,' j 
lowed downward and the water level low- '. It 
ered only as developments in the ore :i 
requ!re. ; .~I? 

Bear Lodge District, Wyoming 
mines at greater depth and to provide for SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE 
such developments on the ~eep level:S 
that would p~ace the properties in such a . A mining bqom of sma'l1 proportions i; 
position that production co~id be com- now in progress in the Bea~ Lodge moun
menced. t~ins, in Crook county, eajjtern Wyom-

A modern four-compartment shaft, irig. The district has been prospected 
equipped with a steel helJ4frame, was and gold veins known to exist for a num
sunk to the ~O-ft. or water ,1evel, where ~~r of years, but within the. last year de
a station WIlS cut for pumps capable of yelopments have been more encouraging, 
raising I 75Q. gal. per min.:,: When the ,nd the first mill to be erected in the 
shaft was cftt to a depth 0(' 700 ft., an- '~a:mp is now ~ing taken in. The mines 
other pumping station was cut and Ire 20 miles from a railroad, which fact 
equipped and a third pumping installation ~as probably retarded their development. 
was made at'the 800-ft. leveJ. The shaft the country -'r6ck is largely Algonkian 
was bottomed at 1000 ft ., :".and on . that~Jate, cut by numerous well defined dikes 
level a large pumping plantt was built. n'f porphyry, phonolite ~nd trachite; the 

Upon re~hing the looO':)evel, drifting iist veins so ~ar o;>en~d, IYiEg on the 
was started to cut under tJIose parts of "~tact between'~ !he slates and the erup
the mines ' from which ttj'C $35,000,000 tlvl!s. Sundance', Wyo., is the nearest 
was produced. Oil was ~eing used as town !1nd outfitting point. E. A. Bock 
fuel. An accident occurred to the fuel- ha's recently installed an air compressor 
supply pipes, and by the time repairs had and' drills and is blocking out ore for the 
been mad~ the water ha4 risen to the miJI. The plant,: which was ,purchased 

BOO level. An attempt wa~ then made to from the Montezdma company, at Roch
recover the pumps on the 1000 level by ford, S. D., consists of a crusher, Hunt
using four sinking pumps; but as this Ington mill and concentrators, and is to 
was unsuccessful. the installation on the' be equipped with a .' cyanide annex. ' A 
800 level was enlarged by ad4ing a plant · JJirge portion of the machinery is now on 
practically duplicating that on the 1000 'the ground and excavations lor the mill 
level. T.t '! heat from the exhaust of the are well under way,. 
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2 THE TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA, MINING DISTRICT. 

~anks and Oharleston, afforded an ample ' supply of water to 
~ the old mills, and the water-supply of th~ toWll is drawn from 
' the Huachuca mountains through a pipe-line about 25 miles 

•· .. loug. . 
Oonsidered as a whole, the formation consists of sedimentary 

beds in contact with an extensive eruptive mass of granodiorite; 
hut .with two exceptions (the Lucky Ouss and Knoxville), the 

.' best mines are not near the contact, an:d the eruptive rock 
does not underlie the productive part of the measures, unless 

· at a depth greater than 3000 feet. 
The Lucky Ouss claim has a fissure-vein within 300 or 400 

· ft. of the granodiorite, and has yielded nearly a million dol
lars j the West . Side, another fissure-vein, is 2000 ft. from the 
contact., and has produced a million and a half; and the prin
cipal fissure of the district, which passes through the Grand 
Oentral, Oontention. and Head Oenter mines, and has yieldcd 
about tw;el~e million dollars, is 4000 ft. from the eruptive rock. 
A few of the minor bedded deposits are 600 to 900 ft. from 
the contact, but their total product did not exceed $900,000, 
while the principal deposits of this type which have produced 
more than six million dollars are half a mile distant. 

In a district like Tombstone, where surface-deposits of small 
extent have been opened at a great many points, almost any 
statement that can be made can be excepted to on the ground 
that ore has been found at some place that does not come 
within the general statement j but the pteponderance which I 
have expressed in values could also be given in tonnage, if the 

· books of all the mining companies had .recorded the output 'by 
weight, and it is clearly shown by the comparative extent and 
:permanence of the stopes and veins. It is by the study of th~ 
leading mines that the facts of the formation have been ob
tained. They show that the deposition of ore has an intimate 
and interesting relation to the structure and dynamical history 
of the sedimentary rocks. . 

The ·observable measures of Tombstone consist of 2850 ft. 
, of sedimentary strata, aldntrusive mass of granodiorite and a 
surface-flow of rhyolite. 

At the bottom of the sedimentary series is the Randolph 
limestone, numbered 1. in Fig. 1, so called from the mine of 
that name in the. Oharleston side of the district. A thickness 
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4 THE TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA, MINING DISTRICT. 

of 800 ft. is allotted to it, as it is certainly more than 200 ft. 
thick. It has not been au important producer of ore. 

Above it, is the Ajax quartzite, 11., a strong anticlinal in this 
rock forming Ajax hill, the highest elevation in the district, 
rising 900 ft. above the town. The Mamie and otller mines 
have been producers from this rock, which is 500 ft. thick. 

Over the quartzite is 'the Emerald limestonc, IlL, 420 ft. 
thick. About the Emerald, the most important mine in it, 
this stratum consists of thin limestoncs interleaved with thinner 
shales. At other localities it is made up of thickcr and purer 
limestones, with thicker bcds of quartzite; but wherever seen 
it indicates variable conditions of formation. It contains sev
eral mines. 

N ext in the series is the Lucky Cuss limestone, IV., which 
has several productive mines besides the promincllt one that 
gives it its name. Its thickness is taken at 400 ft., but in the 
eastern part of the district it covers a great extcnt of Gountry, 
and undoubtedly thickens rapidly, indicating steady and long 
continued subsidence. It is often fossiliferous, but metamor
phism has made it difficult to obtain satisf!\ctory fossils in any 
variety. It is full of crinoid fragments and imperfectly exposed 
corals, the crinoids being most abundant. 

Upon this limestone rests the Herschel quartzite, V., which 
varies in thickness, but in the section given is taken at 270 ft., 
a mlDlmum. At the surface it has a shaly structure, but in the 

,East Side crosscut is found to be mostly a dense, fine-grained 
quartzite. ' 

Above it is the first of the more important orc-strata, the 
.White 'Lime, VL, 60 ft. thick. This rock, which ha.s produced 
some of the most valuable ore-bodies in the district, has the 
usual appearance and softness of pure limestOlles, but in the 
ore-bodies and their neighborhood becomes very siliceous-so 
much so that Prof. Kcmp, though deciding it to bc limestone, 
found. that the specimen sent him resembled a (lUartzite with 
lime intrusions. Its character as a ' limestone is undoubted; 
and the silicious intrusion which characterizes it is probably to 
be ascribed to the solutions which brought in the ore, fQr it is 
not present away from the ore-bodies. 

Above the whitc limestone lies the Toughnut quartzite, VII., 
120 to 140 ft. thick. It is one of the three rocks first recog-

THE TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA, MINI NG DIS'l'HIOT. £) 

, nized in Tombstone as belonging to the most prol i fi c OI'C

measures. It appears to have partakcn in the sili ficatio n due 
to solfataric action; for, though a quart.zite of' Yc! l'y fi nc g rain, 
it gives to one familiar with it the impression of n. rock that is 
not altogether clastic. Prof. Kcmp; who examin ed the rock 
under the microscopc, confirmed this impression, as lJ e reported 
that, in addition to fragments of quartz, it has mu ch chcrty 

FlO. 1. 

Geological Sketch-Map of Tombstone District, Ari zona. 

silica, and little veins run a.ll thl'ough it. Thc spcci mOll s ub- , 
Iilitted to him was taken in the heart of the mass, anu was lIot 
near ore. In the mine it appears a massive, tine-grain ed rock, 
but not composc'd of impalpable siliceous paste, like some of 
the quartzites in the. shales. 

This rock sometimes contains ore, but lJ ot abundantly. 
There is one small ore-bodY in it that seems to be co nnccted 
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with low vertical stopes in a crevice or crevices, and another 
that shows some limestone, and may have formed in a limited 
bed of this rock. Another,which unites the Quarry and Girard 
anticlinal ore-bodies, lies on the Quarry dike, and extends 
vertically for 40 ft. There are other small irregular stoPtlS 

. near the same dike. Thus, though ore can make in the quartz
ite, it seems to need especial preparation for it. Of occurrences 
where ore mak~s in it in contact with an ore-body in limestone 
it is not necessary to speak. Such exceptions occur in all 
mit-ies. 

Over the quartzite is the third of the original ore-series, the 
Blue Lime, VIIL, 90 ft. thick. Unlike the white limestone, this 
is a soft, deep-blue rock, a typical limestone; and it is remark
able that, with' all the silica imported into the lower members, 
this rock has been unchanged, except in definite lines like veins 
'or in limited areas. In general, the rock is pure. . 

In the places excepted, there is dark-blue silicified fo~silifer
ous limestone, evidently an alteration of the parent rock which 
has not disturbed any original characteristic except hardness. 
The blue limestone haA been one of the best ore-carriers in the 
district, as might be expected from its softness and purity. 

-, Finally, we reach the highest stratum with which 'we have 
to deal, known in Tombstone as the shale, IX., to which I will 
add the name Contention, as that mine has been the principal 

. producer from it. It contains a heavy bed of quartzite, and 
many thin limestones and thin quartzites; but the ore-bodies of 
the fissure-veins go down through all its constituents, and it is 
sufficient to regard it as one, though a composite, number. The 
Grand Central pump-shaft has penetrated it vertically for ' 681 
ft., and is su'pposed to be still 150 ft. above the blue limestone. 
It forms the surface over most of the productive area, and its 
thickness there may be taken as 700 ft .. 

These four rocks-the 'shale, blue limestone, quartzite and 
.white limestone-will sometimes be spoken of as the Toughnut 
series from the mine where these leading members of the Tomb-

, stone formation were first recognized. . 
. The limestones are non-magnesian, and often fetid, even 
'when bleached nearly white. 

Few recognizable fossils were found, though all of the lime
stones are fossiliferous. Fusulina cylindrica was found in the 
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quartzite above the r ... ucky Cuss limestone and Spir'ife?' 1'ocky
montanus in the blue limestone. An undermined . Chceleles 
and Productus were the only other fossils obtained. The ii1Cli
cations are that the Tombstone beds belong to the higher 
measures of the Lower Carboniferous, and, pcrhaps, to the 
Carboniferous. 

The sedimentary rocks are folded into a synclinal about 4000 
ft. wide, measured on the center line of the 'roughnllt claim, 
with a nearly east and west axis, whieh pitches from the gran
odiorite eastward. The outcrops lie in an irregular horseshoe 
which has a deformation near the point of the curve that sug
gests pressure against the granodiorite. They have not been 
traced beyond a point east of trie San Diego mine, but t.he 
Lucky Cuss limestone continues there in a line of prominent 
hills eastward. Except the three Toughnut rocks, this is the 
only one of the series that can be found ncar the town-Com
stock hill, a mound 100 ft. high, being composed 'of it. 

The composition of these rocks shows that the geologic his
tory of Tombstone was mostly a very quiet one. There are 
two or three pebbly limestones, and two or three cOllglomer
ates with quartz pebbles like walnuts, but nearly all the other 
rocks are ofex~remely fine grain. 'rhe Ajax ctuartzite and'" 
the thick one included in the shale series are of ordillary visi
ble grain, but the others are mostly of shaly :fineness though 
siliceous in composition. The land mass which fUl'llishec1 the 
material for these rocks probably lay to the north and west, 
and sufficiently distant to send only fine sediments to the local
ity under consideration. 

The massive fine-grained quartzites of 'l'ombsto;le. seem to 
be nearly pure silica, the coarser kinds oftell cO!ltaining a large 
proportion of highly crystalline felspal', opaque and pink ill 
color. As the quartz grains of the granular quartzites al'e 
often perfectly limpid, the combination of these rOl~llded glassy 
grains with well-developed felspar makes a product that · re'
aembles closely one of the dike eruptives. Other quartzites, 
less frequently found, have much hornblende . . These impure 
rocks resist erosion better than the' pure. Sometimes they have 
a linear direction like dikes, and I suspect these are to be affili
ated with the lines of silicified limestone as a result of the ac
tion of hot water or hot gases. 
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JJ:levation succeeded the format.ion of the rocks, and the steep 
dips in places where it can hardly be attributed to subsequent 
history indica~e that. this movement was not insignificant. 
: The next step 'in the process of preparing Tombstone for its 
mineral wealth was the intrusion of an extensive ml;ss of gran
o<liorite. It has a maximum width of about 10,000 ft., and a 
length of. 15,000 from its contacts on . the south to the line 
where it disappears towards the north, under the gravel of the 12-
mile-wide valley which separates Tombstone from the Dragoon 
mountains. It may have · some relation to the granitic rock 

. which forms the front of Cochise's stronghold in those moun
tains, and reaches several miles out in the floor of the valley. 

. This mass intruded. under the lowest of the kilOWII measures, 
at least, and faulted the rocks at the. southern contact, lifting a 
block from which the sedimentary rocks have been mostly 
removed by erosion; but patches of them, and in one case a 
considerable hill, are found scattered over its surface. These 
patches ar~ mostly limestone which containe<l a decided propor
tion of silt, if we may judge from the produGts of contact-meta
morphism. Sometimes quartzite is found, and the composition · 
of these remnants recalls the Randolph and Emerald limestones. 
~ It is evident that the eruptive rock has suffered but little 
erosion except towards the valley. Near the southern contact 
it is possible often to walk on t.he original surface. This fact 
permits the minimum thickness to be calculated, for the upper 
surface is now on a level with the Herschel quartzite, and the 
granodiorite has risen 1600 to 1800 ft. above the level of its 
entrance, if it intruded uuder the Randolph limestone. 

The eastern · face of this mass, on which the ore measures 
al?ut, is, so far as it can be observed,' a sheer-fault. At the 
Lucky Cuss a crosscut on the 140-ft. level reaches .the grano
diorite at a point vertically under the contact, and on the 340-
ft. level a crosscut directly underneath failed to reach the erup
tive rock, though pushed nearly to the same distance. The 
mine is nearly 700 ft. deep, but the dip of the vein tukes the 
openings at the.bottom about 600 ft. away from the granodi. 
orite. . 

Northward from the Lucky Cuss the surface is covered by 
gi'ayel, and the eruptive rock is exposed only in gulches on its 
eastern side; but the conditions indicate that the whole of this 
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side, for a distance of nearly a mile, is a fault-fa<;;e, and the 
presence of this vertical face of rigid rock has been ' olle 'of the 
factors in Tombstone's history. The western side is also a 
fault, and abuts on the Ajax quartzite, th e wid th of the block 
being about 4000 ft., opposite the mines. 

The surface-distribution of the rocks in the '1'omhstone 
"i?usin is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 is a section taken in a NE.
SW. line through, and nearly parallel to , thc G rall el Central 
mine, on a line nort.h of the area where thc cxtreme thickening 
of the Lucky Cuss limestone begins. The orc-bodics of the 
Grand Centl~al are indicated in longitutlinal section) to show 
their position in the so-called shales . 

FIG. z: 

WI, TE R 

NE. - SW. Section on Line Shown ill Fig. 1, through Gra nd Ce nt ral. 

Fig. 3 shows the ore-measures from th e outerop at the town 
to the Contention mine, being a section taken at righ t iL ll gl~s, to . 
that in Fig. 2. '1'he position of the dikes is inlli catcll, au'J t\vo.' · 
of the ore-bodies of' the Contention in cross-section . . This is 
the region of the bedded deposits in limestone where t,ile : sJ:l'li G~ v. 

ture is exhibited by extensive mine-openings, and the sectiol1: is 
. confined to the rocks that ontcl'op here. 

The last addition to the surface-rocks of th e distri ct wa·s.' a 
flow of rhyolite, whi~h covers un extensive field IJ:ing entirely 
on the Charleston side of the divide which separates that de
fU11ct town from Tombstone. Not even fragm ents of it can be 
found on the surface of the latter's territory. It rests on the 
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Ajax quartzite, at least on its eastern side, and reaches from 
Ajax hill, which will be found on the map, northwest beyond 
Fairbanks and southwest to the hills on the San Pedro river, 
t~'rough which the Huachuca pipe-line passes. 

Great numbers of dikes are · found both in the granodiorite, 
in the sedimentary rocks and in the rhyolite. In the first-named 
eruptive rock they run in all directions, and are remarkable 
only for their occasional small size. One of granophyre was 
4 in. thick and 60 ft. long. The sedimentaries are especially 
rich)n dikes at their contact with the granodiorite. 

. In that part of the sedimentary rocks where the ore-deposits 

FlO. 3. 

bUt"' . WilT $1 01; IUl PHURIT CONTENTION 

NW.-SE. ~ection on Line Shown in Fig. 1. 

are found . the dikes are very regular in strike, parallel, and 
probably a. mile. and a half long, and they owe this regularity, 
probably, to the influence of the fault-face of the granodiorite. 
The fault runs nearly N., the dikesN. 23° E., dipping W. 80°. 
AgainRt this fault-face, also, folds of the strata have been devel
opt!d, whatever beginnings they had before, and the dips are 
steeper near it than elsewhere. 
. In the area traversed by the five dikes of the mines there are 

none in other directions; but in the Lucky Ouss limestone and 
eastern part of the basin there are quart.z-felsite dikes 150 ft. 
thick, striking N. 70° E,. 
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The materials of the very thin dikes are al waysgrnnophyrc, . 
usually a pink variety, with well-marked gl'Ull itic texture,and 
these are abundant in the granodiorite, as also are di kes; ufl ll Ully ,. 
much thicker, of a dark granophyre wit h large feh3pal's. It is 
the latter variety which is fou nd exclusively in the d i k~s of the 
ore-ground, except one diabase dike in the Northwest alld Vi
zina mines. Several diorite dikes are foulld in limestone near 
the contact, and though several feet in thickness, they are often 
very short. It may be that there is an uneroded portio ll in the 
limestone. They' are probably a portion of thc gl'cnt cruptive 
mass in dike form, and have not becn fou nd at allY great dis-
tance from it. ' 
. The two varieties of granophyre are not infl'equcll fly nsso
ciated in one dyke. The distinction m a(l e between them here 
is due to the absence of the pink variety from the orc-mcas
ures. An interesting occurrence of minette in granodiorite ncar 
its contact with Lucky Ouss limestone is refcrred to in connec
tion with the mine of that name. I n the rhyoli te dikes of 
quartz augite porphyrite and mica hornblentle porphyrite were 
noticed. Erosion, of course, has been strong, for whatever 
mass was lifted up by the granodior itc has been ' rcmoved 
almost completel:y; and this has been done since the r hyolite 
eruption, for the summits of that rock 1l0W stand 1000 ft. above 
the granodiorite and within half a mil e of it. 'l'h l1t flow 
would certainly have poured into the 'l'ombstone basin, and left 
its traces there, if' it had not been restrained by some lofty 
barrier. 
. It is to be hoped the United States Gcologieal StlI'vc,Y will 
turn its attention to this interesting fi eld, which is too exten
sive to be studied by private enterprise alone. The formations 
of the Whetstone, Dragoon and othcr mountains that .~n~ .. 
circle Tombstone stand in evident relati ons wi th each .9t~e'~ '.-' . 
and with the developments of eruptive rocks, which form :' ~ , 
more extensive series than I have indi cated. It' p~opedY. 
studied, this would probably be found to be one of the _ sirhpr~r . 
types of structure in Arizona. . .", . 

There is nothing in Tombstone. that indicates the or:igiual 
seat of the metals which formed the orc; but the structural 
conditions point strongly to some underlying source ' from 
which they have risen, through fissures, to be deposited in the 
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fissures and in strata which had been prepared by folding for 
the entrance of solutions. The granodiorite has not acted 
except by its inertness, and the . role of the dikes has been 
almost equally inferior. The rocks owe their orcs almost 
entirely to the two results of pressure-folding and fissuring. 

The folding is in two directions, producing anticlinals, with 
axes varying in a direction from S .. 15° E. to S. 65 0 E. from 
their outcrops, and monoclinal flexures which lie across the an
ticlinals and are usually of gentle slope; while the anticlinals 
are often highly compressed, and, in two or three instances, 
faulted. The level parts of the monoclillaJs sometimes rise a 
little, instead of descending slightly, as they usually do; but 
the rise is too unimportant to destroy the contrast beb,veen the ' 
foJds in the two directions. 

The bedded deposits lie in the anticlinals, sometimes on 
the flank, sometimes in the apex; but the synclinals are 
barren. The monoclines do not seem to have limited the 
deposition of ore, which is found both where they dip 
strongly and where they are nearly horiz~>ntal. The com
pound surface produced on any stratum by these cross-folds, 
with their varying direction of axes and steepness of dip, is 
<>f unending variety, and undoubtedly has been a controlling 

. factor in the distribution of ore, which is fo~nd in all shapes, 
from long, narrow tongues to broad sheets. There is nothing 
like the superposed saddle formation, made familiar to us by 
Rickard and others. In the Goodenough incline, especially, 
there are as many as three sheets of ore at different levels in 
the blue limestone, and they coincide vertically for portions of 
their extent; but they differ in the direction of their ax'es and 
dips. The simple anticlinal strilCtllre of the saddles is dis
turbed by the monoclinals. 

Fig. 4 shows the anticlinal fol d ing aI01)g' the line of the 
West Side vein and across the Toughnut and Goodenough 
claims where the flat ore-bodies have been most impol'tant. It 
will be seen that there are two principal anticlinals, one in the 
West Side and one at the Qual'ry in the Toughnut. On the 
flanks of these are subordinate folds, which constitute the other 
~llticlinals shown in Fig. 6 . . 

One of the monoclinal flexures across these anticliuals has 
bee~ plotted' in Fig. 5, showing the irregular stopes in the 

~I ~ 
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Northwest mine of the Toughnut claim, which have received 
the name of Hoodoo. On this line there are great numbers 
of small, vertical crevices, which have sometimes received 
enough ore to join , two overlying bodies together. In the 

, sect.ion of this figure the ore-body B occupies the flank of an 
anticlinal which dips towards the spectator. A and all the others 
are seen in true section. 

Two lines of vertical fissures are found . lying across this 
system of anticlinals. On one, which has a strike of N. 15° E., 
the Grand Central, Conte,ntion, Head Center and Tranquility 
mines are opened, while the other, striking N. 42° E., con
tains only the West Side mine. Their positions with relation 
to the anticlinal deposits is shown in Fig. 11. ' 

The al;ticlinals are persistent from their outcrops ou the 
Vizina, Goodenough and Toughl1ut claims, ncar the town, to 
the Contention and Grand C~ntral, and in the fissure-veins we 
find the distinctive peculiarity of Tombstone, which binds the 
bedded deposits and fissures in one system. The largest ore
bodies of the fissures are found within the lines of these anti
clinals, whether the fissure has been deep enough (as in the 
West Side mine) to reach the blue and white limes, which are 
the rocks that contain the bed deposits, or are still in the overly
ing shale (as in the Contention and Grand Central). The water
level in the last-named two mines is calculated to be 150 ft. 
above the, blue limestone, which contains the highest ore
bodies of the Toughnut series; but the influence of the anti-

, cHnals upon the deposition of ore in the fissures is as marked 
in the overlying shales through which the fissures pass in their 
upper levels as in the limestones of the bedded deposits. 
" The second result of dynamic action was the production of 
these vertical veins, which I regard as compression-fissures. 
They have been studied most thoroughly in the vVest Side 
mine, where the principal ore-body of the fissure was confined 
to a strongly compressed anticlinal about 450 ft. long. This 
fold is sJlcceeded on the north by a broad and barren synclinal 
and on the sOJlth by a narrow synclinal and a gently rising 
al!ticlinal. The fissure passes throug,h shale for the first 200 
ft. of its 'depth, and there is a small ore-body within the syncli
nal in the shale. It does not extend· into the blue limestone 
below, and is probably due to eecondary deposition. 
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'There are at least three known parallel i1ssures within a 
width of 400 ft. at the West Side, two of which have yidded 
ore, though the West Side is the only importaut producer. The 
walls do not indicate faulting; and though a cross-fault of small 
throw is observablc, it is probably a dislocation of slabs rather 
than of a section of the country. 

In Fig. 4 the ore-bodies shown in the vVest Side mine are all 
in the fissure, the anticlinal deposits stretchi llg aw ay from the 
vein on the side opposite the spectator. The- ore-bodies of the 
Goodenough and Toughnut, on the other hand, arc exclusively 
anticlinal. In order to show the grouping of the ore-bodies on 

FIG. 5. 

t:(uJ:.- 11",, £ 

SHOWING MONOCLINAL fLEXURE 

~~~ 
PLAN ~ 

HOODOO STOPES NORTI~WEST WoINE 

Plan and Section of Monoclinal F lexure. 

the anticlinal, it was necessary, in a drawillg 0 11 this scale, to 
project t.he flat bodies on their entire dip. Tile ti g ure is faulty, 
therefore, in showing the orcs of the fi ssure in sec t.ion und the 
ores of the anticlinal in projection. Still, tIte figure -exhibits 
the anticlinal deposition both in the ,beels and fi ss"ures, , ~tild the 
synclinal barrenness. Of the two ore-hoc1i es in the VV cst Side" 
the one lying in the sharp anticlinal is markedly superior, both 
in size and grade of ore. The inferiol' one occupies the fissure 
where it passes through struta of gentle uip, ' and here there is 
110 deposition along the anticlinal axis, as there is in the sharp 
fold. 

Although the Contention and Grand Central mines are not 
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yet sufficiently clea~led up from the effects of the fires which 
closed them, to permit examination, the extent of the\r ore
bodies is showr;' in a, report made about 1890, by the late H. G. 
Howe~ who was for many years the leading surveyor at ~ 
'stone. He gives sections Of theore-bodie.s, reproduced in Fig. 
8, which are taken from the south end of the Grand Central to 
about the center of the Contention. They show vcry clearly 
the combination of inclined anticlinal deposits and vertical vein; 
and the relation of the two is more striking here than elsewhere 
it~ the district, because the two classes of deposits dip in oppo
site directions-the vcrtical to the west, the anticlinal to the 
east. 

What is called commonly the Contention vein is a series of 
nearly vertical ore-bodies which extend northcrly through the 
Grand Central, Contention, Head Center, Tranquility and Sil
ver Thread claims, a distance of' nearly a mile~ '1'hcre was no 
one continuous vein along this line, but a series of large. indi
vidual ore-bodies lenticular in cross-section, dipping to the 
west (with the dike) and pitching to the north. Thus, it is not 
to be supposed that the upper ore-body in Sec. 3, Fig. 8, has 
given out abruptly in full width. The figure shows a vertical 
section through an inclined mass, but the latter did not reach 
to the next section 320 ft. north. ,/ 

There were several of' these bonanzas in the@et of shales 
that separate the Contention and Empire dikcs, and in the shale 
east of Contention dike. Mr. Howe says the Grand Central had 
four "of these chimneys of ore," the Contention three, Head 
Center one and Tranquility two. The largest of these is figured 
ill Sec. 4, Fig. 8. Mr. Howe says it outcropped on the surface 
and extended to th~' 600-ft. level, pitchi ng to the north; but the 
section shows that it was formed by three fissures in echelon . 
.on the 300-ft. level it was more than 400 ft. long, and liad a max
imum width of 30 ft. A hundred feet lower it was 200 x 40 ft. 
!-,hese are large dim~nsions for so rich an ore. The sections 
.show that the ore-bodies layin echelon, several of them appearing 
in some of the cross-sect.ions, only one in others. It is probable 
that the parallel crevicing found in the 'Vest Side mine is pres
ent here also. Three sections show anticlinal deposits. Of 
that on Sec. 2, Fig. 8, Mr. Howe says: "This ore-body was 
discovered 0l! the 300-ft. level, and follo,~ed up by a raise for 50 

i 
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ft., where a large body of ore was dis<;overed which by almost 
flat; and development also showed t.lllLt it pitched t.o t.he ~as t, 
and a winze was sunk for 60 or 70 ft., tollowing dOWII upon its 
dip; but. no dl'ift was run along this ore-body at the bottom of 
the winze, and its extent is not known." No eHo rt was made 
to cross cut to this ore from lower levels. 'l'he tll ree seetiolls 
showing anticlillal ore-bodies are not succcssil'c sections, being 
separated by two ' ot.hers, in which ollly vcrt.icnl Lodies are 
shown. The meaning of this cannot ue detcrmin ed from the 
old maps, and partly for the reason that thc anticli nal orcs 
were not mined 01' even drifted UPOIl, except one bdow thc 

·FIG.6. 

Subordinate Anticlinals, etc., as Hclatcd to Orc-BuJics, 

water-level, though the grade was gOO(l. The" ]i;ast bo(1.ies" 
shown by ~Ir. Howc tl\'C opposite the Hlltidinals mill ed ill the 
Toughnut series farther north. The l:ugest of the alltidi~lals . 
has been folJowed on ore for 1150 ft. from the ·West .Side 'veiri'; 
or about half the distance to the COlltentioll. The. dispo~~tio 'll 
of ore-bodies along lLnticlinals was 1I0t gCllerally kllo\Yl1 ',vhcn 
Mr. Howe made his sections, amI it is prolJable t.ltat th e Grand 
Cent.ral and Cont.elltion system consisted of nearly vertical 01'0-

bodies along or n()ur the dikes, and of others, more gcntly in
clined, in anticlines crossing from one dike to another and be
yond. The weRt dip of the vertical ~hoots and the east dip of 
the flatter ueposits is strong evidence of th is. The vertical ore-
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bodies were found in the center of the ground, between the dikes 
as well as under them. . 

This series of ore-bodies was the most productive of the 
Tombstone mines;and the explorations in depth are anticipated 
with great interest. When the great ore-formations of the dis
trict, the blue' and white limestones, are reached by the Con
tention-Grand Central vein in the next "200 to 300 ft., it is 
expected that the conditions of maximum' dynamic " efiect will 
coin~ide with the presence of the most favorable ore-rocks the 

district has had. 
These compression-fissures are one of the most important 

features of the formation, and have probably been the most 
prominent factor in the iIitroduction of ore, as the allticlinals 
have been in its distribution. 

Until the Contention and Grand Central aro opened suffi
ciently to allow of careful inspection, it will not be possible to 
say whether their ore-bodies occupy similar fissures; but the 
occurrence of ore in the middle ground between the Content.ion 
and Empire dikes, which are about 400 ft. apart, leads to the 
supposition that compression-fissures will be found there. The 
Head Center fault which cuts the Contention vein and dike is 
parallel to the W est Si~e fissure. " 
. Nowhere in the district is ore found in the shale except in 
the fissures, but its presence there proves that this rock was 
not unfitted for the reception of ore, by whatever method it was 
formed. The mobility of shale under pressure is supposed to 
prevent the maintenance even of minute opeuings, and the 
general absence of ore from this formation is new evidence of 
the "controlling necessity of crevices as a preparation for ore. 
In"Tombstone there is a contrast between the behavior un<1er 
pressure of b~d-seams and vertical crevices in the shale that is 
w<?rthy of note. The weight of the rocks, which may not 
have been more than 500 or 600 ft., was sufficient to close the 
bed-seams, but not to crush the verticn:l fissures, and the deli
cacy Of this difference is shown by the fact that a limestone 2 ft. 
thick has been mineralized for hundreds of feet on its dip, 
whilo tho shalo in which it is inclosed is barren. If such a 
stratum is what Mr. Bailey Willis calls "competent" enough 
to protect and keep open a bed~seam, the "pressUl'e of the ove~
lying rock must have been small. 

I 

l. 
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There is another kind of fracture which is fon nd vc ry at "un
dantly in the blue and white limestones, an d to sorn e "extent 
in the Toughnut quartzite, but not in the shale. Crack s of thlf> 
class occurring ill limestone often enu ab ru ptly at the oontact 
with quartzite, and I suspect that is the rule, and that these 
crevices have been produced by a force that affected each 
stratum of rock for itself, without necessarily prod ll cing the 
same effects in other strata. 

The most important of these crevices is the Defence vein , 
which strikes N. 57° E. It is in outcropping blue li mestone, 
and does not enter the underlying qu artzite. Another is the 
Way Up crack, which. has most of its lengt.h in th e Good
enough. Its strike is about N. 65° E. N ca r it arc t wo minor 
vertical stopcs in the Goodenough inclin e, one striki ng K and 

" the other S. 83° E . On the 200-ft.level of th e l;:Llll e llIi ll e thore is 
one with strike N . 67° E., which has yielded more orc t lltw any 
other except the Defence. None of these penetrate the shale, 
and the few stopes in quartzite nearly O il the line of " the ' Vay 
Up crack are close to the Quarry dike, and probably d ne to its 
influence. There are some small vertical stopes in the qnartzi te 
on the Toughnut claim where the H oodoo stope ente)':; it ; bllt 
here, as elsewhere in the qUllrtzit.e, these cl'eviees arc fe w aml 
insignificant, in comparison to those in the li mesto nes. 

The restriction of these crevices to the limes toll es and 
quartzite points to an orig in different from that of the com
pression-fissures which penetrate rocks of all ki nds arid have 
vertical continuity. I am inclined to ascribe these i ll ferior 
cracks to the results of torsion accompanying t.he deformation 
of the strata by pressure at an acute angl e against the g t'ano
diorite, the results being produced in each stratum independent(y 
of the others. Being confined to the fir m rocks, it m igh~ ' b.e' 
expected that the brittle quartzite woulu SIIOW them most , 
prominently,which is contt'ary to the actual eonditions ;""h(\.t , 
the quartzite occasionally shows crushed areas wher!! th e ro~k 
has been broken to a mass of breccia, entirely "IlOIl-coh tll'ell t, f~r 
s~veral feet in thickness, and these may show how thi s rock 
adjusted itself to a strain which macle crevices mel'()ly in the 
limestones. " " 

The crevices are most abundant ill t.he area of Fig . 7, and 
especially toward the Defence vein, which is just outsi.de the 

' '\ 
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figure, below the lower left-hand corner. Fig. 7 is but a poor 
representation of the number and diversity of strike of those 
at the northern end of the Hoodoo stopes lying in that quarter. 
Probably n9t half of them were noted. Many arc batTen 
cracks; others rilake small vertical stopes confined to one or 
~ore laye'rs in the limestone. The crevices here are not long, 
continuous cracks, though some run for a few hundred feet; 
and' it is noteworthy that these are not the best carriers of ore, 
probably for the reason that their length and direction take 
them out of the narrqw limits of anticlinal deposition. 

Though t.he Defence vein is in blue limestone exclusively, 
tIle crevices shown in the ' same line in Fig. 7 are in the 
lower, white limestone, the upper stratum being entirely eroded 
at th,is l)oint, and the.Y depart strongly from the strike of the 
Defence, the line curving until it is nearly east and west. 
Ore has been mined from the outcrop of the overlying quartz
ite, but it is ohviously of secondary origin, and has no cOl~tin-
uance in depth.' ' 

These cracks are found throughout the area of Fig. 7, but 
they are more abundant near the line of the Defence vein, 
which is in the area of greatest deformation, and. on the line 
of the West Side fissure, which is 500 ft. or more helow the 
right-hand half of the figure. There is no fissure passing 
through these places, no continuity in the cracks, parallelism 
or other connection between them. The whole Defence system 
belongs'to what I will style these torsional crevices, and they 
are also , strongly developed in the line of greatest com
IJression in that neighborhood, the line of the West Side 
fissure. 

'rhe third factor in the forces which have made the 'romb
stone formation is the series of dikes the filling of which has 
been determined as granophyre and diabase. Nearly all the ore 
derived from it has been taken frol11 the 2500 ft. of ground ly
ing between the Northwest dike on the west mid the Oontention 
dike on the east; but the deposition of ore is not confined to 
the space included between these two dikes. It has been mined 
iii the Defence 500 feet and in the Ingersoll 1000 feet west of 
the Northwest dike, and in the Tranquility some distance east 
of the Oontention dike. 

Fig. 3 shows that one of the principal vertical ore-bodies of 
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the Oontention and 'Grand Oentral is ea~t of th;~t (like. At 
least one of the anticlinal ore-bodies ill t.h CSC 1I1 i lil.'S fl i'ts the , . . . . 
same position. 

These facts show that the dikes did 1I0 t have a limi tillg effoct 
upon the passage of ore solutions. IJoeally th L! y have modi
tied deposition, but in geneml their prese llce was ~o iuert that 
we must look elsewhere fot· the cont rolli ng facto !' , [I,m] that, as 
already said, is probably the two results of prL!ssure- fol ding aJld 

0'<
~~ .. 

FIG. 7. 

l "' '' ~' ': '' i llll il'll : III1 !' ' '' !'' !! ''''' '' '~ 

Plan and Section of CompreS!:lion-Fis~ ul'es, Northwest lIIiti~. 

fissuring. All th~se elements of the prohlem, eXl?cpt tll~., fis
sures, are combillcd in Fig. 6, whic11 shows tIle, "orc-b6dies (in_ 
outline) of the blue and white limestones, the axis of t.he anti
clinals, the direction of some of the crevices, alld the position 
of the dikes. It shows that along the Qnl11TY dike there is ore 
connecting the deposits of the Quarry and Girard lHltielinals, 
and that on the Hawkeye dike there is some spreading of the 
'Qre in No.6 anticlinal. The Oombination and otheT ore-bodies 
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>egin at the Northwest dike; OBe small deep-lying ore-body in 

.vhite limestone ends at the Hawkeye dike. These occurrences 

lre, however, veryo inferior ill importance to the deposition 

dong the crevices and anticlinals. 

This figure covers the territory of the Toughnut and Good

mough mines, with a portion of the Hawkeye aud Empire. 

rile names given to the different elements of the figure of 

!ourse refer to mines and particular ?penings in mines. The 

~orthwest and Quarry are both on the Toughllut. Oombino.

:ion, No. 06, Goodenough and Way Up are all on the Good

mough. The crevices are Bamed from the places of their prin

:ipal development. Each class of occurrences exhibits more 

)}' less parallelism in its members, but there is no parallelism 

)etween difterent classes. 

In no case that I have found has a dike been a seat of orig

ual ore-deposition. The ore-body in the Touglinut quartz

te along the Quarry dike is in the slabbed ground by its side, 

:hough the dike is thoroughly decomposed. The dikes have 

Jeen drifted on and cross-cut in the anticlinals, aqd in all other 

lituations, and the trivial amount of ore they have yielded must 

O)e attributed in part to secondary deposition, aided, perhaps, by 

:he quickly diminishing influence of some crevice. In the 0011-

°ention and Grand Oentral, where it is probable the deposition 

)f ore has been determined by strong fissuring, the dikes may 

nave been more affected than elsewhere; but all that is known 

lbout those mines indicates that their ore-bodies lay near, obut 

lot in, dikes. 

On the surface the dikes often retaIn their original character 

lllchanged, and thcir out.Cl'OPS can he distinguished at a glance. 

Unde~ground they are completely decomposed, and it is often 

mpossible to distinguish between the rocks derived from them 

md from the quartzite.. On the other hand, in the fissures it 

.s common to find an ordinary appearing quartzite where there 

;hould be none of that rock, and with curious frequency the 

)henomenon is found on one side of the vein and not of the 

)ther, though in a few feet more the crossing of a stratum dis

jl'oves the possibility of faulting. Apparently the vein, before 

ts decomposition, acted as a dam, on one side of which silici

ication took place, while the. other side was free fr.om it. 

It is odd that the conditions of dike-decomposition men-
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tioned are not found outside of the especial ore area. The 
Comet mine has passed through decomposed to unchanged dike 
in 400 ft. In the granodiorite many of the dikes have suffered 
so. m'.lch surface decomposition that they are now oxides of 
iron, calcite, etc., in a felspathic magma. They resemble altered 
limestone, but in a few feet their original texture retUrllfl, re
versing the conditions found in the Toughnut and Contention. 

It is evident that the Tombstone ores are the product of re
placement,' both in the crevices and anticlinals. In the latter, 
especially, alteration-products that are of the sort usuully found 
in limestones ax:e common, and often are rich in metals. The 
capriciousness of the attack of the ore-bearing waters upon the 
limestone is sometimes extraordinary, especially in the region 
of torsional fracturit?g. An example is shown in Fig. 9, Secs. 
1 to 15, which are careful measurements of the 50- to 150-ft. 
ore-body in the Northwest mine on the Toughnut claim, where 
torsional cracking is especially strong. This body, or series 
of ore-bodies, extend almost from the surface to near the 1'50-
ft. level, and the sections, taken from A to B, on Fig. 6, cover 
a length of 250 ft. The ore is entirely in the white limestone, 
with t.he overlying quartzite showing in a sUI'face cut in Secs, 
13,14 and 15. The ore-bodies that lie in one vertical plane 
are enclosed in a panel numbered for euch section. 

The ore began near the shaft in a vertical fissure which is 
marked A throughout the series of sections. In S~c. 2 three flat 
ore-bodies, marked B, C and D, came in below the vertical, and 
Sec. 8 shows that one of th,ese joins the vertical, which drops 
down about 40 ft. in a horizontal distance of 15 ft" while the 
other two stopes have coalesced, 

In, Sec. 4 the vertical stope has disappeared, and A marks 
the position of a drift along the crack. N ow all three of the 
flat stopes have run together, and form an inclined body with 
a steep dip, but not vertical. In Sec. 5 the vertical comes in 
again, joinir;tg the highest of the three flat stopes in Sec. 2, and 
in .Sec. 6, only 6 ft. distant, the vertical stope has gained no less 

, that 40 ft. in height. Meanwhi.le the two lower ore-bodies C and 
D of Sec. 2 have di~appeared, an,d do not appear again until 
we 'reach Sec. 9 j but in Sec. 6 a new ore-body; E, comes in, 
which coiltinues through seven sections. Only one of the flat 
ore-bodies has marked pers,istence. B of Sec. 2 continues 

I 
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through a variety of changes to Sec. 14, and it is notable that 
the whole series begins and ends with the vertical stope A 
standing alone, though it has frequently disappeared entirely 
in intermediate sections, and in Sec. 15 looks like a flat stope. 
In Sec. 10 a new ore-body, F, comes in, 'which is t he beginning 
of the Hoodoo ore-body along the Quarry ullticlillul, Figs. 5 
s~nd 6 .. 

A study of these sections shows that th ere is nothing like a 
vertical vein in this place. There is verticali ty in ce t'tai n stopes 
along one line for a short distance; but as an ore-body it is 
fully as irregular as the most variable of the tlat stopes, ~~nd it 
is less persistent 'than one of the latter. I t is entirely probable ' 
that the verticai arrangement which the Hat stopes assume 
when they coalesce is due to the existence of' othe r cracks in 
their path. '.rhe deposition' of ore may have changed fr01l1 
one crack to another, limiting itself to a cert.ain wi llth, within 
which lie the flat stopes which show by th eir dip tha t their 
shape and . position have been determined by the Ull tieliual 
folds. 

This is well shown in Fig. 5, which is a plan anu section of 
the Hoodoo 'stope, in the same Northwes t millc. Its Lcginning 
is the stope F of Secs. 10 and 11, Fi,g. H. The position of 
Sec. 10 is shown on Fig. 5 at l!'. The strike of th ese two series 
of ore-bodies is nearly at right angles, On the lowe r edge of 
the plan Fig. 5, beginning at F, narrow stopes will be noticed 
following one general horizontal position. 'l'his is the line of 
the Hoodoo crack, which is orc-bear·illg only a't isolated points. 
Whether it is one continuous crevice or a se ri es of nearly par
allel cracks crossed or touched in slig ht cchelon by the flat 
stopes cannot be determined. The general condi tiolls of' the 
crevieed area incline me to believe that the 01'C is llot always 
in the same crack. As in Fig. 9, the vertical de!,osition of ore 
is very limited. Besides the Hoouoo crack, there are s~v~fal 
others at. variolls angles that show vel,ti cal deposition,for '. f;l rnall heights. ' .. " . 

The silicified fossiliferolls blue limestolle alreatly mentioned 
is another product of this fissuring, and also of replacement. 
It is found on the surface and underground in lincs of limited 
leugth, appearing like veins, and in the mines ureas ] 00 ft. 
wide have been passed through. They consist of this silicified 
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rock, with scores of open crevices several inches wide. Nothing 
like this is known in the white limestone. This replacement 
wus l)ot accompanied by metalHferous deposition, except to a, 
feeble extent. , Assays of 1 to 3 ounces of silver are sometimes 
had from the rock, but not always. ,There is no recognizable 
relation of this rock to the orc-bodies. It is found both near 
to and distant from them, and is, perhaps, the only rock in th.e 
district that shows no sign of yielding to the influence of sec- . 
ondary deposition. This may be due to the filling of the pores 
in the original rock by silica before the replacement began. 

Some of the thin limestones lying in the shale have been 
ore-carriers in the vertical veins and anticlines, and the richly 
mineralized layer which was called the East body of the Con
tention was probably one of these shale limestones. 

Of the mines in the lower measures, the Lucky Cuss, Fig. 
10, is the most interesting. It lies within 400 ft. of the grano
diorite, and outcrops about 350 ft. from a dike which Prof. A. 
A. Julien determined to be a minette, and which lies in the 
granodiorite close to 'the contact with limestone. A mass of 
this rock, 15 ft. thick, encountered below the 350-ft. level, is 
attributable to an apophyse from the dike. A section from it 
showed some chlorite, which seems to be absent from the dike. 
Similar occurrences are found in the Combination ore-body 
and elsewhere, but none so far from a dike as this. 

The Lucky Cuss has had two principal ore-podies, connected 
by a cross-shoot at about the fourth level, and several pipes of 
manganese, ore, of which ~nly one is shown in Fig. 10. Most 
of them are of limited depth; but this cine, though otherwise 
of small dimellsions, had a vertical depth of 350 ft. 

The origin of the manganese in this mine, and also in the 
Knoxville and others, is a question of great interest-, and was 
discussed by C. W. Goodale in a paper before the Institute. * 
The subject received enlightenment when, under the tongue 
.of minette on ~he 350-ft. level of the Lucky Cuss, a mass of 
rock was found which was rich ill alabandite, or manganese 
sulphide, mingled with galena and pyrite. In this position, 
protected by the dike~rock from the infiltration of surface
waters, the original form of the manganese seems to have been 

* fum" xvii., 767, a.nd xviii., 910, with section of ore·bodies, 
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preserved. It is difficult to believe, however, that rdl thq man
ganese-oxide deposits, which usually form pipes dis]Joscd ,in an 
erratic manner over the surface of the limestone, represent .old 
deposits of alabandite in place. I am disposcu to regard some 
or all of them as ' scconuary depositions deri\'ed' frOIl'1 masses 
or impregnations of the sulphide in the limestolle, alldproh
ably, in part, from its eroded portioIl. There is some matlga
' nese-oxide ill all or most of'the Tombstone mines, but the 
quantity is small in the strata above the Lucky Cuss limestolle. 
This and the Emerald limestolle prouuee basic Ol'es wherever 
opened; but, as Mr. Goouale has pointcel out, the twe manga_ 
nese-ores are confined to two localiti es. The ti l'st com prises no 
series of mines, the Knoxville, Wedge, IJuck:;ure and Lucky 

FIG. 10. 

1042,10 .------

, 
SECTION CF OR E OODlES 

LUCKY CUSS MINE 

SCALE, 1"= 400' 

Cuss, lying very .near the contact of the granodiorite. The 
second gronp, containing the Emerald, Bunker I-lin; ,Rattle. 
snake and Mammoth, is about a mile S. of E. fr011l the contact, 
and the Comet is still farther. This group yields basic ,ore,; 
but the proportion pf iron and'lime is greater, and of m.anga. ',; ,',' 
ncse much less, than in the mines near the gran,oui6ritc" "'l il ,, ":~ 
both groups 'the manganese seems to decrease with :,(lep.t~\:,:;;~':,:"~':'·"'.' 

The most extensive deposits of manganese arc tllos(0f"the 
Lucky Cuss and Knoxville. The Lucky Cuss has . a fissure 
with chamber deposits of small extent reaching from it into 
the limeston~ walls. The Knoxville is described by Mr. Good
ale as a series of four ore-shoots lying in the lin e of a' contin
uous closed crack. The relat.ion of these two mines to the 
granodiorite is shown in Fig. 11. 
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The distinctive manganese deposits are the only ones in the 
district that indicate ' by their position an intimate connection 
with the granodiorite. The mines in the Randolph limcstone, 
which also yield a basic and somewhat manganiferous ore, are ' 
about 3000 ft: from the contact. Tfie presence of alabandite 
under an apophyse which is derived from a dikc in the grano
diorite, and the occurrence of the Comet ore under a grano
phyre dike, are indications that the entrance of manganese did. 
not follow immediately upon the intrusion of granodiorite. It 
must therefore be ascribed to aqueous deposition. There is 
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Granodiorite. 

strong evidence that the bodies of oxide are depositions from 
solutioos, but it cannot be determined whether they always oc
cupy the position of original sulphide bodies, which they have 
enlarged, or have sometimes entered barren cracks and replaced 
the limestone walls. The Lucky Cuss ore, which was so rich 
at the surface that slags made from it contained , 43 per cent. 
MnO, gradually lost manganese and gained silica and lead. 
This vein undoubtedly received large accessions of oxide as a 
secondary deposition. Something of the same kind seems to 
have taken place in the Knoxville, where, Mr. Goodale says, 
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the ore-pipes lw<l a siliceous ccnter: SlllTOllJl'de,ll hy a , ri~hly 
manganiferous shell next the limestone. 

All the manganesc-orcs wcre very poor in gul l1 at , the sur
face, and I belicye the Knoxville did not change ; hut the I.Jncky 
Cuss improved 80 much that the ore uclow tllc walcI'-lcvc1 con
tained $12 per ton of this metal. The nlnlhtn<1ite of thc 
Lucky Cuss was not a solid maSH of that mineral , but a local 
enrichment' of the sulphides of mangan cse, lead lLnd iron, the 
greater portion of the mass being silica <111(1 limestone, though 
there were masses of the mangallcse slllpilide several hundred 

pounds in weight. 
The Comet mille, the largest of tll c mangan ese ueposits, is 

alf instance of the wide extcnt of ore-dcposit.ion in th e district, 
lying 2200 ft. cast of the Gmnll Central. A ctive (1 eposition 
has taken placc over an area in the Tombstoll c basin about 
10,000 ft. long from north to south anrl 7500 ft. from east to 
west. This uoes not include the mill es on th e Charleston slope. 

The Comet vein lies under and in COlltact with a gmnophyre 
dike 60 ft. thick, and has been min ed for ~~ length of 2000 ft., 
anu to the 400-ft. level. Its ore is valunble for its fluxing qual

ity, besides the silve1·. 
A mine of great interest from its position ill th e rhyolite is 

the State of Maine. The rhyolite on th e side nearest rromb
stol1e is poured ont on the Ajax (ll1al' tzit e. In th e State of 
Maine there nre two nearly parallel veins in, tIl e rhyolite which 
"each down to thellnderlying quart.zite, 37 5 ft.. dcep on ,the in
clination of the shaft and 240 ft. vertically, The quartzite has 
been cracked uy the heat to a shaly condition , or at this point 
one of those changes of composition which nrc frequent find 

sudden in this distrid may have ocel! l'l'eu. 
The sedimentary rocks are foldc(l, (tlltl at oll e point appear 

to be broken. It is possible that the rhyolite tflkes the form of 
fl dike there, about 60 ft. thick, but the question cahnot 'be de
termined until greater uepth is I'enelt ed 01' tlJ C rhyolite,is CI:OSS

cut. The veins are from 2 to 7 ft. thick, aml (lu.i t.e, i'l'l'cgl1hw in 
strike, so that they come to a junction with all allgle between 
them of 20°. 'When parallel they arc ahout 50 ft. apart, and 
hoth dip NvV. 45°. These interesting vcills have been very 
profitable for the amount of metal tlley have yielded, which 
was probably $GOO,OOO. The mine is 1I0t now in condition for 
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+ 
proper examination, but the stopes resemble· strongly those in 
limestone. The hanging is a smooth continuons wall of rhyo
lite, the veins very soft and decomposed, and apparently they 
carried ore in individual ore-bodies rather than a continuous 
vein. Their average strike isN. 35° E., and dip of the incline 
40 0 N., 55° W. The dip varies from about 33° to 48°, with 

- . --- -..• - . 

, -
rhyolite. It is the oldest mine in all this region, h,willg bl'en 
a developed property before the outcrops of Tomb;;tone were 
fo und. It has had a most checkered history, and is now 
worked with more vigor than ever before. In general, I be
lieve the veins in the rhyolite have had rich ore, but have been 
.;mall and irregular. ' 

One of the curiosities of Tombstone is a fault in Emerahl 
gulch with shale on one side and caliche on the other. Its 
3trike is N. 32° E., dip E. 80°. A shaft in it is 20 ft. cleep, with
out disclosing the full extent of the throw. Th.is intcresting 
fault is shown in Fig. 12. It is m~rked by t.he usual zone of 
laminated or crushed material, which contains both caliche and 
shale fragments. As the caliche is entirely a product of local 
crosion and modern calcareous cementing, and must have been 
formed since the. time of powerful ' erosion, this fault, which 
seems to be equal in throw to others in the district, must be 
quite recent. 
, On the hill back of the Grand Central mine there is an open 

crevice which is said to have opened, or at least enlarged, within 
recent years. It is therefore commonly attributed to the caving 
of the stopes in that mine, its strike, N. 32° E., ·being about the 
same as that of the ore-bodics. This explanation is not satis
factory, for the thickness of rock between it and the stopes 
would, in this locality of shaly quartzites, be sufficient to fill 
the widest stopes of the Grand Central without producing any 
eftect upon the surface. The parallelism between this open 
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fissure and the caliche fault is suggcstivc. They arc about 
3000 ft. apart, the crack being nearly l1ue north from thc fault. 

There are several faults in the c1istriet, but none of moment. 
The largest vertical fault known is in the Empire purt of No.6 
anticlinal, 50 ft. The Quarry anticlinal is faulted 35 ft. or 
cross-faults, the best known is on the Contentioll-Head Center 
line, where the dike and vei.n have been shift~tl 120 ft. hori
zontally. There is also a small horizOlltal th row of 20 ft. iIi 
the Empire dike, anu others noticeabl e i.n the outcrops of the 
shale limestones. The anticlinal fan lting, preceded the deposi
tion of ore. In.the Empire there is ore uncleI' the shale 'on the 
upthrow side, but none on the downthrow "ide. l!J the QUflrry 
timlt. there is ore on both sid~s, but here we b,1\"(: not only one 
of the strongest anticlinals in the distri ct, but a dike jll:3t through 
the Ollkrop. Thl' re i::: no sign of an o ('l'-blhly falllt L'C1 after it5 

FIG. 12, 

F;lUlt between Shale and Caliche in Ellicraid G ulclt . 

deposition. The dikes do not seem to have c[lll s()d fhulting, no 
instance of it being known. The torsiol1-cl'c\'i ces, on the con
trary, freqnently faulted the ground. III the Hoodoo stopes 
there is occasionally a jumble of limestone and (jllll.l't.zite blo'cks, 
hut with small throw. The Head-Cellter fault. is, interesting 
because it is closely parallel to the "'vV cst Side cO Il~prC$sio p~fissure 
and crosses the Contention vein at an angle of. 30°:; ,.':,:: 

'With this example of faulting in a crevice, it is sorirewhat 
remarkable tha.t the -VV cst Side fissure ~ho\Vs no fuul,ting, but 
abundant disproof of it. There is some slipping of slabs on 
each other, but very little, and the bedding-lines across the 
drifts prove that there has been no general movement. The ' 
West Side and Contention represent the strong lines of com
pression-fissuring, and no faulting along their lines is known. 
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proper examination, but the stopes resemble · strongly those in 
limestone. The hanging is a smooth continuolls wall of rhyo
lite, the veins very soft and decomposed, and apparently they 
carried ore in individual ore-bodies rather thun l~ continuous 
vein. Their average strike is N. 35° E., and dip of the iucline 
,*ooN., 55~' W. The dip varies from about 33° to 48°, with 
much large'r variations for short distances. The ore was man
ganiferous and rich in silver. 

There are many other openings in t.he rhyolite, and the min
eralization of this rock appears to have been quite extensive, 
though the number of profitable mines was small. The Maine 
was the most successful, anQ. the' San Pedro, near it, probably 
stands next in productiveness. The Bronco, near Churlesto'n, 
7 miles away, is in siliceous schists, entirely surrounded by 
rhyolite. It is the oldest mine in all this region, having been 
a developed property before the outcrops of Tombstone were 
found. , It has had a most checkered history, and is now 
worked with more vigor than ever before. In general, I ' be
lieve the veins iu the rhyolite have had rich ore, but have been 
small and irregular. ' 

One of the curiosities of Tombstone is a fault in Emerald 
gulch with shale on oue side and caliche on the other. Its 
strike is N. 32° E., dip E. 80°, A shaft in it is 20 ft. deep, with
out disclosing the full extent of the throw. Th,is interesting 
fault is shown in Fig. 12. It is m~rked by t.he usual zone of 
laminated ,or crushed material, which contains both caliche and 
shale fragments. As the caliche is entirely a product of local 
erosion and modern calcareous cementing, and must have, been 
formed since the. time of powerful ' erosion, this fault, which 
seems to be equal in throw to others' in the district, must be 
quite recent. 
, On the hill back of the Grand Central mine there is an open 

crevice which is said to have opened, or at least enlarged, within 
receilt years. It is therefore commonly attributed to the caving 
of t.he stopes in that mine, its strike, N. 32° E. , being about the 
same as that of the ore-bodies. This explanation is not satis
factory, for the thickness of rock between it and the stopes 
WQuId, in this locality of shaly quartzites, be sufficient to fill 
the widest stopes of the Grand Central without producing any 
efiect upon the surface. The parallelism between this open 
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fissure and the caliche fault is suggestive. They are a,bout 
3000 ft. apart, the crack being nearly dn e north t'rom the fault. 

There are sevcral faults in the <li stri ct, but none of moment. 
rrho largest vertical fault known is in the 1~mpj rc pnrt of No.6 
anticlinal, 50 ft. '1' ho Quarry anticlill n,l is fau lted 35 ft. Of 
cross-faults, the best known is on the Contention-Head Center ' 

tl RClt R'l'A II Y'S N ()'l'!o;; ---Fig. 12 if; :t \ :1'1'1 i <" ;1 I (' 1'l ) fl ,H:lC(:,1 iOll , a lld 

Hil Ollid 11i ~ \'(, 11(,.nl pla.·I:d willi 111\' 1" '(' ,"' 11 1 kl't -IIOlll d l: ll d at 

th e !op.--.. 1L \V . IL 

the outcrop. There is no sign of an ore-body faul ted after its 

FlO. 12. 

F;ult between Shale and Caliche in Emcrahl Gul ch, 

deposition. The dikes do not seem to have ca ll sed faulting, no 
instance of it being known. The tot'sion-crevices, Oil 'the con
trary, frequently faulted the ground. In the Hoodoo ~top,es 
there is occasionally a jumble of limestonc and q\lurtZil.t,e blocks, 
but with ' small throw. The H ead-Center faul t, .is 'ii1terestirtg 
because it is closely parallel to the "Vest Sillc comp ress i'6~~if!l.~;ure 
and crosses the Contention vein at an angle of 30° . ,'" ,,<,;:,: 

With this example of fanlting in a crevicc, it is somewhat 
remarkable that the West Side fi ssure shows no faulting, but 
abundant disproof of it. There is some sli pping of slabs on 
each other, but very little, and the bedding-lines across the 
drifts prov~ t.hat there has been no general movement. The ' 
West Side and Contention represent the strong lines of com
pression-fissnring, and no faulting along their lili es is known. 
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The entire yield of Tombstone is estimated at 163,000 ounces of 
gold, 21,500,000 ounces of silver, and 5000 tons of lead. 'fhe 
losses by pan-amalgamation, which was the method by which 
moat of the product was obtained, would require an addition 
of 15 per cent. to the gold and silver to obtain the gross total 
of these metals, making somewhat more that 187,000 oz. 
gold, and 22;500,000 oz. silver. The proportion of gold was, 
therefore, only 0.0827 per cent., by weight, of the precio'us 
metals. . 

The total value of all products as marketed was about $25,000,-
000,: to which about $4,000;000 must be added for losses, and 
somewhat for unreported product. Some mines report only 
their net returns, leaying the exp~nses of marketing to be sur
mised, though they belong to the net. yield. 

The mines varied extremely in their proportions of gold and 
silver.' The Contention and Grand Central produced about 20 
gold to 80 silver, by value, which corresponds to about 1 ounce 
gold to 80 ounces silver, as the latter metal was worth about 
$1 at that time. Other mines show a much smaller proportion, 
the Tombstone Mill .and Mining Company having 1 gold to 180 
3ilver, and in mines which were confined entirely to supedicial 
deposits in limestone the proportions may have fallen to 1 : 400 
by ,,"eight. 

The relative proportions of gold and silver in the ore forms 
.)ne of the most interesting and important problems of the dis
;;rict, and there are indications that a favorable chnoge is taking' 
,llaee with depth. The gold valtle was greater in the fissure
;'eins . than in the anticlinal deposits, and it improved in both 
~oil1g downward: 

In 'the Contention, a drift run for a length of 140 ft .. about 
)0 ft; below the 'water-level gave an average assay of more than 
p100 pel' ton in gold, and this was in an anticliual deposit. 
Phe condition in the vertical bodies is not reported. In the 
West Side the ore found at th'e lowest points mined in the an
ic1inal, 1150 ft. from the vertical vein, yielded $17.20 per ton 
lS the average of 55 shipments, which is probably four times 
he avern:ge of the West Side vein near the surface. 

The same increase is found ill both vertical and flat deposits. 
Lhe Lucky Cuss, which had little more than a trace at the sur
<1ce, prodticed ore worth $12 a ton below the water-level, and 

I 
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the last two shipments contained 1. 7 ounces,01' $35 a ton. The 
lowest ore of No.6 anticlinal yielded 1.63 ounces, or $33.58 
per ton, as the average of 71 shipments. The Qre now mined 
ill the Tranquility is also rich ill gold. 

While these are merely specific instances, we obtain from 
the books of the Tombstone Mill and Mining Company a com
parison of the product by periods which is more exact, an.d also 
more instructive. From June, 1879,·to March, 1884, inclusive, 
that company produced 10,931 ounces of gold and 3,459,555 
ounces of silver, or 1: 317. From March, 1884, to December; 
1893, the product-was 26,745 ounces gold and 3,247,603 ounces 
silver, or 1 : 121, the proportion being 2.6 times as high in the 
second period as in the first. • The only mille opel1edfrom the 
grass roots ill the second period was the Lucky Cuss. All 
others were opened in the first periou, and had their deep 
mining in the second period. This company mined two fissures 
and nearly all the ant.iclinals in the camp, and its results must 
be received as represelltntive of the true conditions in the dis
trict. This increase of gold with depth is as interestiug in a 
scientific sense as it is important to the future prosperity of the 
district. 

If I understnnd Prof. Comstock* correctly, he ascribes this 
increase in golu tenure to impregnation followillg an ancient 
uplift and folding, which was succeeded by a later uplift that 
brought in silver, the latter being geologically higher than the 

. ores of the first deposition. 
Confining myself to this district, without considering evidence 

to be obtained from other districts in Arizona., I do not find 
facts at Tombstone to sustain his view. There h~ve been 
two well-marked periods of folding there. One preceded thl;} 
intrusion of the granodiorite; the other came after the intl'uaiQn" .. 
and crowded the. strata against the eruptive mluis, pr<igtrcing. ;:· 
effects strongly marked in its neighborhood; but I seeflOe.vi
denee of different ore-depositions after these events, '.rIle .e~
trance of all the ore was later than the second folding. ' The 
difference of level in the Goodenough inc1i~e hetween the 
poorer gold-ores of the surface and the richer of the Empire 
is less than 300 ft., the continuity of the ore is complete, and 

* 1run8., Canadian. Meeting, August, ]900. 
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;ttb~ ore itself is as uniform ·in character as oxi?izcd orcs ever 

{t~re •. 
'~"" Roughly sp(;laking, about half the gold and silver produced 
"jn Tombstone has been taken from the upper shales, about a 
..third from the blue and white limes, and most of the remainder 
~. ..,. .. 
from the Lucky Cuss limestone at various points of its exten-
sive outcrop. The quartzites over and under the white lime 
.pave carried the least ore, but neither of them has been reached 
in the larger fissure-veins which have had richly paying ground 
jn the quartzite included in the upper shale. The 'l'oughnut 
quartzite was ore-bearing in the West Side mine. 
'~ rhe town of Tombstone occupies a tiat gravel mesa, or table, 
quite level for a width of a third of a mile from north to south, 

"'*'-n4' sloping gently to the west for a mile and a half. The 
·:~fe.vellies on the anticlinal shown on the extreme left of Fig. 
· 4~ · ahd the white limestone of Combination and No.6 anticli
~af; outcrops on the southern side of the town. Toughnut 

. gulch is a natural boundary on that side, and, with the excep
~oil of' Comstock hill, the rock exposures stop at the gulch. 
Sorp.e do not reach it, being covered by gravel. To the north 
f8 ii. waste ' of gravel, which a shaft near the town penetrated 

t or ' 800 ft. without reaching rock. 
1-: After lying idle for several years, the reopening of the 
Tombstone mines has been undertaken by gentlemen who 
were prominent in the early mining of the district. A new 
5 "'~' . • • 
~haft, wlth two hOlstlllg compartments 4 x 7 ft. and . two pump 
~ompartments 5 ft. 9 in. x 7 ft .. , has been sunk near the Con
tEmtion fissure, and has reached the water-level at a depth of 
569:t't.' This work was done and the shaft strongly timbered 
~ ~ie8~ ihan five months. Pumps to throw '1750 gallons a 
iiihlute will be instaJled. It may seem remarkable that pumps 
g(t tich' c~pacity should be needed in a region that i~ not only 
i fi'd'{ but one'where the underlying rocks rec~ive an unusually 
~mall part of the rain that faUs. The caliche which Prof. 
Blake d~s""Cribed in a recent paper* covers a large part of the 
aistrict and sheds the surface-water, and the run-off is abnor-
:(~"~' :_, .j i~,"· • • 

'·~'al1Y;~Ja~?c. T?e calculations are made on the results of 
~~~plng ~?One In 1884, when about 1,500,000 gallons a da~ 
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were thrown out. The water has never returned to its old 
level by 6 or more feet; and, though there is a great body of 
water in the ground, it is believed th ftt, when once ' removed, ' 
the rocks will be permallelltly dt,y. 

The water-level,oll the west side of the granodiorite is about 
250 ft. higher than on the 'l'ombstone side, which may indicate 
a great depth of rhyolite between the mines there and the San 
Pedro river, 6 miles distant and 400 ft. lower. 

One of the principn.1 objects of my examination of the Tomb
stone district was to ascertain what measures are likely .to be 
encountered below the water-level. The presence of the 
"granite" formerly led to the supposition that it underlaid the 
town and ore-bearing rocks; but the evidence contradicts that 
impression. The mines still have about 2000 ft. of known 
sedimentary rocks under them, and perhaps much more. 

The revival of these mines is a matter of more than usual 
interest, for it is based upon convictions derived from a 
knowledge of the structural geology of the district,· and this 
knowledge is in no sense a theory nor an ordinary scientific 
explanation of facts. The mines in the anticHnals were man
aged for years in the light of this knowledge, and thousauds of 
feet of drifting was done to reach anticlinals at the contacts of 
their rocks. The work began on a theory of Mr. Staunton's, 
but repeated successes soon lifted it from the plane of reason
ing to the solid basis of experience. 

It is this experience which will guide operations in future, 
and the projectors have the greatest faith in their successful 
outcome. All the fissure-veins, all the most productive . mines 
in anticlinals, and many of second importance, have been con
solidated in one ownership, as was necessary before a company 
could be found to pay for dra,ining the entire district. 
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